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"Q5a" From the list below, what are the top 4 things that you most value about living in 

Sutton Courtenay? If other, please specify below 

All have deteriorated since I moved here in 1991 

Angling - Lake/river 

Beautiful historic area 

Born here 

Central to the wider Oxon 

Choral music based in parish church 

Church 

Church 

Church and architecture - like a world heritage site 

Close to Abingdon school 

Close to European school 

close to European School 

Close to river 

Council. Provide me house here 

Europa school 

I consider Sutton Courtenay home and value the familiarity 

It is quiet 

It's home 

Lovely quiet area 

Number of listed properties and the history of the village 

Peaceful and quiet 

Peaceful location 

Peacefulness - until recently 

proximity to local towns and their facilities 

Quiet 

Quiet 

Quietness 

River 

Riverside and Sutton pools 

Rural location, yet close to towns / amenities 

Small size of the village 

The church, family open to all 

The fact it is a village - not a town 

The house we bought 

We live here because S.C. is awesome!! 

well placed in a great setting 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q7m" What type of property do you currently occupy?  If it does not suit your current 

needs, what would better meet your needs now? If other, please specify below 

Private self-build on allocated land 

Cottage 

4 bed thatched cottage 

Almshouse 

Six bedroom end terrace 

Single bed accommodation 

Ground floor maisonette 

Home nearer better transport links to not need car 

House meets current need 

not further needs 

Larger house with garage 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q8a" What do you anticipate your housing need will be in 10+ years? If other, please 

specify below 

A concierge type apartment that has facilities on site e.g. swimming pool, close to a town 

centre, walking distance to coffee shops etc 

Hope not to need to move 

Hope to be in heaven or the other place if not good enough 

I anticipate that I shall not be alive by then! 

Leave area 

May not live that long 

Move nearer town with transport links 

Nursing home 

People are responsible for themselves 

Probably will not be alive in 10 years’ time 

Unlikely to be here 

Zero 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q9a" Where do you anticipate living in 10 years’ time? If other, please specify below 

Abroad (Germany) 

As we move depending on jobs I see it as unlikely we will remain here 

Away - work 

By age 84 - who knows! 

Decrease 

I may not be alive in 10 years 

I'll be 80's - move nearer to kids (out of village) 

In the cemetery 

In the churchyard 

likely to move to be closer to our family 

May wish to self-build 

Move away - here for work 

Move away because of work 

Move away due to traffic levels 

Move away from S.C. due to workplace 

Move away from SC as children leave home 

Move away from Sutton Courtenay to be closer to family 

Move away to be nearer family for support 

Move away to be nearer sibling / transport network 

Move because of work 

Move closer to family 

Move due to lack of public transport and shopping within walking distance 

Move out of area to release cash for retirement 

Move to Abingdon to be near more services and friends 

Move to Didcot so my children have more to do 

Move to different area to be closer to family and friends 

Not sure within Oxfordshire 

Possibly move to Abingdon for better bus service and to be nearer shops and my church 

Somewhere affordable within the Didcot area 

Somewhere north of Manchester and having to continue to work in Oxfordshire 

Sutton Courtenay is no longer a village and is now even less sustainable than when I 

moved here. 

Trying to get out of Sutton Courtenay to the A34 via Milton has become a nightmare at 

peak times. It can take over 15 minutes some days whereas when we first moved her it 

was only 5 minutes. Too much traffic going through the village and using the backroads 

Drayton/Milton 

Will be in my 80’s - who know! 

Would only move within Sutton Courtenay if public transport e.g. to Oxford and Didcot is 

significantly improved. 

 

 

 

 



"Q11a" What are important considerations in the design and layout of housing 

developments? If other, please specify below 

3 storey houses use little land 

A more affordable range of housing, far too many larger, expensive homes being built 

Addition or support to amenities in the village so it doesn't become a commuter village 

without character 

Adequate infrastructure to cope with the development. Too many houses but no 

improvement seen to roads, drainage, public transport, broadband, etc 

Adequate pavement and velocity control (traffic) 

affordable 

Affordable homes 

Any new builds should conform to the highest possible standards of energy efficient and 

environmental friendliness. 

Better parking on the High Street and other streets with no separate parking 

Building to environmental standards. Rain water harvest, solar roofs, heat recapture, etc. 

Can the road system sustain the additional traffic 

Connections to existing roads/sewers is properly funded and researched so that there's 

no degradation for existing users 

Cost - more affordable housing - small environmentally friendly 

Decent design 

Flood prevention adequate infrastructure 

Garden size to match house size 

Ground source near pumps if developers dig up fields/gardens and put developments on 

then put the coils for the pumps in the roads. 

housing which does not look like uniform boxes, respects the older heritage of the village, 

does not impinge on green spaces and comes with provision for community activities 

incorporating affordable housing reserved for local people only 

Infrastructure, amenities, affordability, common sense over greed 

Low cost for young families 

Lower rent 

Modern Housing but not Barret boxes. 

More low cost homes, there are too many houses being built that are unaffordable to 

most local people 

More standard homes less 4/5 beds 

No further housing developments around or in the village 

No further housing developments. S.C. already is becoming urban with so much 

development 

No more housing development 

No more traffic, limited development - village losing character 

None - New houses don't need to be built! 

Not rammed together like sardines in a tin 

Permeability, space for play, walking and cycling 

Proper road and rail infrastructure to support additional housing 

Roads & infrastructure improvements 

Suitability for young people 

That the existing road and services infrastructure is capable of supporting both the new 

and existing housing without issues 

The village is at the point of being overdeveloped therefore the above in irrelevant - we 

don't want any more housing development 



To keep it as a village 

Transport infrastructure - alternatives to privately owned vehicles, better bus routes, 

frequency and cycle routes suitable for 5-95 yr. olds 

Vale of white horse are doing a terrible job of infrastructure at the moment. For further 

developments, this needs to change 

We need affordable housing for our young people not more very expensive property that 

young people cannot afford. Stop building top end housing and accommodate a house 

purchase for a normal salary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q13a" In your opinion, which of the following would help to enhance the general 

appearance of Sutton Courtenay? If other, please specify below 

Ban burning garden waste 

Ban parking vehicles on grass verges e.g. High Street 

Better cycle/bicycle way especially for children 

Better parking 

Better parking 

Better quality street furniture - especially village signs 

Better road repairs 

Better sports facility’s 

Bus shelters in High Street 

CCTV cameras on recreation ground for litter louts 

Cleaning roads and kerbs and drains - not cleaned post roadworks - drains blocked 

Clearing kerbside weeds 

communal facilities which are well cared for and bring vibrancy to village life, farm shop 

and cafe, halt to uniform box type developments erected on end of village with no 

associated amenities 

Cycle lanes, reduce car speed to 20mph as many drivers to Milton Park drive too fast 

Decent road surface 

Fill in all potholes in road and also get rid of humps in road (Shakes House) 

Fix potholes / limit HGV's / stop over-development 

Fix the potholes, but not a bodged job only for them to appear again - resurface. Roads 

don't last for ever. 

Get cars off pavements and grass verges 

Get rid of the housing estates 

Get rid of the potholes! 

Get the cars off the verges and from blocking the high street 

Good bus service - hourly if possible 

Improve roads with resurfacing to get rid of potholes 

Improve the shops we have 

Improved cycle paths, including over Culham bridge 

Improved footpaths but also made accessible to cyclists and horse riders 

Improved road surfaces 

Improved road surfaces 

Improved roads 

Improved roads 

Improved village hall 

Just stop any more housing development 

Less on street parking 

Less on the road parking, less pot holes 

less parking on road where there is adequate off street parking 

Less parking on the verges and footpaths 

Less parking on the verges and footpaths 

Less parking on verges - looks terrible 

Less potholes 

Less traffic 



Less traffic, more pride in appearance of footpaths 

Maintaining existing footpaths 

Maintenance of village stone walls 

More frequent street cleaning and litter picking 

More litter collection including by river 

More off street parking 

Mowing green and clearing up grass cuttings, weeds pavements 

No additional street lighting - no need for light pollution 

No parking on footpaths 

No parking on grass verges 

No parking on pavements 

No parking on verges 

Off road parking 

Off street parking - convert some grass verges to parking (High Street classic example) 

Off-street parking 

Parking provision, traffic bypass 

Parking restrictions along High Street between Lady Place and the Triangle. Double yellow 

lines should be used on one side of the road along this length of road. 

Parking space to keep verges neat 

people not parking on grass verges and pavements 

Picking up litter 

Prevent parking on verges and paths 

Proper bicycle lanes to schools 

Removal of dangerous posts from around village green 

Removal of sleeping policemen - they generate noise, pollution and damage to vehicles 

Removal/prevention of unused vehicles taking up parking areas 

Remove all road humps replace with 20mph with camera enforcement 

Remove cars from streets which cause blockages, provide alternative parking 

Remove weeds growing between road surface and curb stones 

Repair pot holes 

Repair potholes in roads 

Residents to take responsibility for our outside space their homes as the Germans do 

Restrictions on on-street parking and verge parking 

Road conditions - pot holes 

Save cycle track e.g. over the Culham Bridge 

Stop cars and vans parking on footpaths 

Stop people parking on pavements and grass verges 

The most significant change to improve the appearance of the village will be the removal 

of overhead electricity and telephone cables and their associated poles. The second 

improvement will be a ring road around the village. The Parish Council should evaluate 

these improvements before considering any other improvement proposed. 

Through people not parking all over, parking restrictions on the High Street, like every 

other day parking on every other side roads can be kept clear and access will be 

improved 

Tidying verges does not mean making them all clipped grass - encouraging wild flowers 

and animals is also important to me. Similarly, looking after paths does not mean 

chopping down mature trees to make them wider - it just means looking after them. 



Traffic - especially through traffic at peak hours which needs to be discouraged 

Underground wires 

Water waste and sewage 

Widen roads near school 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q13b" In your opinion, which of the following would help to enhance the general 

appearance of Sutton Courtenay? If more shops, state type of shop below 

A big Tesco or Sainsburys or something similar 

A decent food retail shop i.e. Coop 

Any 

Any 

Asda/Tesco 

Baker/Butcher/Greengrocer 

Bakery 

Bakery, butchers, tea rooms 

Bakery, coffee shop 

Butcher, baker, greengrocer but nothing to limit Mr Patel and the amenities he provides at 

Burgrey's stores 

Butcher, bigger general store 

Butchers 

Butchers 

Butchers 

Butchers 

Butchers and local produce 

Butchers, fruit and veg, chemists 

Butchers, patisserie 

Butchers, takeaway 

Butchers/coffee shops 

Butchers/grocers/deli 

Cafe 

Cafe 

Cafe 

Cafe 

Cafe 

Cafe 

Cafe 

Cafe 

Cafe 

Cafe or coffee shop 

Cafe or somewhere to meet that isn't a pub 

Cafe,  restaurant, somewhere for you people to go and have access to the internet 

Cafe/Coffee shop/Deli 

Cafe/independent shops/bakery/butcher 

Cafe/Tea room 

Cafe's 

Cheaper convenience store 

Chemist 

Chemist 

Chemist 

Chemist/medical practice 



Coffee shop 

Coffee shop 

Coffee shop 

Coffee shop 

Coffee shop and farm shop 

Coffee shop/butchers etc 

Coffee shop/Tea room 

Coffee/tea room 

Community local shop 

Convenience shop, tea stop 

convenience shops 

Convenience store not rip off one 

Convenience stores and cafes 

Co-op or similar 

Deli 

Deli/Cafe 

Delicatessen, bakery 

Department stores 

Farm produce home grown 

Farm shop 

Farm shop / local produce 

Farm shop including cafe and recreational area. Very good example is Little Milton 

community centre 

Farm shop with cafe 

Farm shop/Cafe/Community hub 

Farm shop/Coffee shop 

Farm shops, book shop, deli, florist, beauty treatments, bakery. 

Farm, fresh, homemade foods 

Farm shop/takeaway 

Fish and chip, Chinese 

Fish and chips shop and veg shop 

Fish shop Fresh and fried 

Food shops 

Food shops of local 

Food, General 

General convenience 

General store 

general store, coffee shop/meeting place 

General stores - daily use 

General useful 

Golf shop 

Greengrocer/butcher 

Grocer, butcher 

Grocery 

Grocery 



Grocery, Hardware, Butchers 

Grocery/butchers 

Hardware store 

Local coffee shop 

Local produce 

Local shops closer to church side 

No more shops - improved quality 

Not as expensive as Costcutter 

Not type but position north end 

One not so expensive as Costcutters 

Pet store 

Pub in lower village (south) 

Quality food 

Quality food 

Quality grocers 

Quality grocery 

small supermarkets/groceries, Bakery, Butchers 

specialist - bakery, butcher etc. 

Supermarket - Tesco’s 

Takeaway 

Takeaway food 

Takeaway i.e. Chinese 

Tea room/coffee shop 

Teashop, antique shop, village supermarket 

Tesco 

Tesco express or similar 

Tesco express, Co-op, butchers 

Tesco express/Coffee shop 

Tesco express/local chip shop 

Tesco/Takeaway 

Tesco’s/Sainsburys 

The addition of a good deli/coffee or tea room, butcher or farm shop 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q14a" Please tick up to FOUR of the following green spaces and/or views that are the 

most important to you. If other, please specify below 

All of the above are important in preserving the character of the village. 

Behind Harwell Road. Next to village hall 

Bridle paths 

Bridle paths 

Cooling towers 

Cycle paths, we use own bicycles a lot 

Cycle paths, we use own bicycles a lot. 

Cycleways 

Safe cycling for children 

The green and spaces are vital in maintaining the identity of the village 

The trees and other plants on the High Street 

The walks by the Thames 

Tidy cycling paths 

Transport 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q14b" Please tick up to FOUR of the following green spaces and/or views that are the 

most important to you. 

Please give a brief explanation by naming the space/view then why you chose the space 

– The Green 

A beautiful heart of the village 

A beautiful village centre which enhances church and pubs 

A combination of those spaces defining the village and a personal standpoint providing 

sustainable space, for running, walking, cycling 

A common meeting place 

A nice place to sit and safe 

A village focus 

A village treasure 

Again important village feature 

All add to village life 

Appear to be heart of the village 

Archetypal centre to an English village 

As you enter the village it is the 1st thing you notice and is the old centre 

Attractive focal point of village 

Attractive open space 

Attractive open space 

Beautiful 

Beautiful  places to walk 

Beautiful and important to maintain 

Beautiful space, character of village 

Beautiful, central part of village 

Central aspect of SC character 

Central focus 

Central space of village 

Central to the character of the village 

Central to village character 

Central to village life 

Central to village space 

Centre of area 

Centre of conservation area which should be improved 

Centre of the village 

Centre of village 

Centre of village 

Centre of village 

Centre of village 

Centre of village 

Centre of village history 

Character 

Character 

Character  of village 

Character of village 

Childhood 



Close to home 

Communal activities 

Community space 

Defines S.C. as a village 

Displays the church in the heart of the village 

Dominant area at centre of village 

Enhances the village feel 

Epitomises Sutton Courtenay 

Essential for any village 

Essential for village status 

Every village needs a green so let’s keep ours 

Everyone can see the state of the green 

First view of village 

Focal point of this village 

Focal point/village centre 

Gives a feeling of the centre / focal point of in the village 

Good for the community 

Good for village 

Heart of SC 

Heart of the historic village 

Heart of the village 

Heart of the village 

Heart of the village. Village identity 

Heart of village 

Heart of village 

Heart of village 

Heart of village, central to character, well used for play 

Historic part of village with conservation area adjacent to church 

Historic scene 

Historical and focal point in village 

Historically valuable and central character of the village 

History 

Hub of village life 

Iconic view of Sutton Courtenay 

Important communal area where children are able to play safely 

Important part of the feel of the village 

Important to have green as focal point in a village 

In announces the character of the village 

It is a beautiful space every day 

It is a welcoming site to the village 

It is the heart of the village and an important community area 

It is where I live 

It's a well preserved and attractive bit of the village 

It's appeal when entering village 



It’s pretty 

It’s pretty to drive through and look at 

Key space which defines Sutton Courtenay 

Key to the character of the village 

Large open communal space 

Local to me 

Looks amazing entering village 

Looks like a village green 

Lovely centre to village 

Maintains openness of old part of village 

Most noticed by people passing by 

Need to preserve its character 

Nice for walking 

Old part of village 

One of the reasons I moved here 

Open space visually pleasing and emotionally restful 

Opens up centre of village. Gives a centre 

Part of the village 

Part of village history 

Passing traffic can judge our village here 

Peaceful entry to village 

Picturesque and characteristic of English village landscape 

Pleasant open area 

Pretty character 

Provides character to the village 

Provides for a tranquil atmosphere 

See it almost every day. Heart of the village. 

Show piece 

Shows off our beautiful church 

Space for coming together central point for village 

Strong focal point 

The area most attractive in the village 

The heart of the village 

The heart of the village 

The old part of village 

The tradition of a village green 

The village centre 

This is the heart of the village 

Traditional village space 

Typical village 

Typical village view 

Typically English green - lovely 

Unique and pretty 

Used by the community 



Valuable open space and used for function 

Very important historic part of the village 

Very picturesque and character for village 

Very pleasant 

Very pretty 

Village aesthetics 

Village and character 

Village appeal 

Village centre 

Village centrepiece 

Village character 

Village environment for village life 

Village focal point 

Village focal point 

Villages have a green 

Visually key to the village itself 

Vital for community events 

We have a beautiful green in S.C. to be proud of 

We live near here 

We need green open spaces 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q14c" Please tick up to FOUR of the following green spaces and/or views that are the 

most important to you. 

Please give a brief explanation by naming the space/view then why you chose the space 

– Churchyard & Cemetary 

A lovely place for reflection 

A quiet place to remember loved ones 

All add to village life 

Appear to be heart of the village 

Attractive open space 

Beautiful and important to maintain 

Beautiful places to walk and sense of history 

Because my parents are there 

Both peaceful and interesting 

Brings community together 

Centre of village 

Character 

Character of village 

Childhood 

Church is beautiful and graveyard of historical importance 

Contribution to character 

Correct context for an exceptional grade 1 building 

Family burials 

Family buried there 

Family internment 

Heart of the village 

Heart of the village 

Heart of the village 

Heart of the village 

Historic and cultural value 

Historic part of village 

Historic scene 

Historic values 

Historical value 

Historically important 

History 

History 

Hub of village life 

Husband at rest 

Husband buried there 

Important for community strength 

Important history of the village 

Important in SC 

Important to everyone 

It's a well preserved and attractive bit of the village 

It's beautiful and holds historic importance 



Landmark 

Most of my friends and kin are there 

Mother and fathers gravestone 

Must stay cannot do without these 

My husband is buried there. On church land 

My husband’s grave in graveyard 

My mum and mates are buried there 

My parents are buried there 

My parents resting place 

Old part of village 

Old unchanged church - historic cemetery 

Parents and husband born here 

Part of village history 

Peaceful 

Place of contemplation 

Plastic flowers on graves? No! 

Provides character to the village 

Provides for a tranquil atmosphere 

Relatives buried in both 

Relatives buried there 

Respectful and important area of the village 

The heart of the community 

The old part of village 

This is the heart of the village 

This place offer valuable respite for money 

Typical village view 

Visit very regularly 

Visually key to the village itself 

We live near here 

What village is known for 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q14d" Please tick up to FOUR of the following green spaces and/or views that are the 

most important to you. 

Please give a brief explanation by naming the space/view then why you chose the space 

– Land adjacent to Ginge Brook 

A favourite family walk / picnic spot 

All are very important and I visit and admire 

Areas of natural beauty make it a pleasure to live in the village 

Beautiful and accessed by many in the village for dog walking/kids playing 

Beautiful and important to maintain 

Beautiful family space 

Character 

Children love playing in the stream 

Close to our home 

Dog walking 

Dog walks and playing with the children in Ginge 

Enjoy walking here 

Excellent paddling/walking 

Family and dog walking provide a peaceful haven from the traffic of the High Street 

For walking 

Great for dog walking 

Great place to walk 

Green corridor 

Green space closest to my home 

Green space, easily accessible 

Grow up fishing in the Ginge still feels rural, do not want this built over 

Historical importance 

I could tick all of them! We need to keep rural feel and character of village places to walk 

and enjoy countryside on our doorstep and not have to drive there! 

Important to preserve green spaces 

It's natural 

Kids enjoy finding/looking at wildlife 

Local to me 

Lovely for dog walking 

Lovely in summer 

Open area 

Popular place for children of all ages to play 

Safe haven for all ages 

Sometimes walk there 

Spent my childhood playing here 

Superb place for children and dogs to enjoy green spaces safely 

Unspoilt - like stepping back in time 

Very beautiful views 

View across from our house 

Young and old love the area of the rope swing 

 



"Q14e" Please tick up to FOUR of the following green spaces and/or views that are the 

most important to you. 

Please give a brief explanation by naming the space/view then why you chose the space 

– Millennium Common 

A gift to the village 

A good breathing space 

A valuable natural and peaceful place to walk 

Another area to walk in away from the bustle of surrounding villages 

Dog walker 

Dog walking 

Dog walking and nature 

Dog walking nearby 

Dog walking/exercise 

Easily reached natural environment 

Enjoy dog walks here 

Enjoy walking 

Enjoy walking here 

Enjoy wild flowers, birds, badgers, etc 

For family walks 

For good walk 

Fresh unspoilt space 

Good for walks 

Good habitat for wildlife, walking 

Good place to walk dog 

Great for kids/dogs 

I walk my dog here 

Important unspoilt space around village 

Lovely community/wildlife space 

Lovely for dog walking 

Nature reserve 

Need improving but great walks 

Nice place to walk 

Nice walk for humans. Habitat for animals, etc. 

Often used 

Peace and quiet, ever changing 

Quiet space, good wildlife habitat 

Regularly walk here 

Right to roam 

Solitude 

Superb place for children and dogs to enjoy green spaces safely 

This is for the village 

Used by many 

Valuable open space/nature 

Valuable walking area 

Very important area for walks, children's play, nature etc 



Walk the dog 

Walk there a lot 

Walk there every week 

Wanted no parking 

We like to walk 

We live near here 

Wild flowers - etc, etc wildlife. I walk it regularly. 

Wildlife and open space 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q14f" Please tick up to FOUR of the following green spaces and/or views that are the 

most important to you. 

Please give a brief explanation by naming the space/view then why you chose the space 

– Paths & meadows along the Thames 

Access countryside 

Access for walking 

Access to countryside 

Again, very beautiful 

Aids well being 

Areas of natural beauty make it a pleasure to live in the village 

Areas of tranquillity and peace 

Attractive to walk along 

Attractive walks 

Beautiful 

Beautiful and nice to walk along 

Beautiful part of village, its a pity merrels got away with road to screw ( condition of 

planning permission was to revert to green 

Beautiful restorative walks 

Beautiful scenery 

Beautiful village walk 

Beautiful walk gets so overgrown in summer 

Beautiful walking 

Beauty 

Close to home 

Defining feature of the village 

Difficult to walk there 

Diverse wildlife/plant habitat and beautiful area 

Do a lot of walking here 

Dog walking 

Dog walking and nature 

Easy access from the village, often walk with dog 

Enjoy green natural space 

Enjoy the area for walking 

Enjoy the walks around 

Enjoy walking 

Enjoy walking 

Enjoy walking there 

Enjoyment and pleasure 

Family and dog walking provide a peaceful haven from the traffic of the High Street 

Family walks and free space to use and enjoy 

Fantastic bird song in morning and masses of wild flowers 

Fantastic walks and exploring for kids 

Feels like countryside 

For family walks 

For good walk 

For nice walks 



For walking 

For walking 

For walking 

Full of character 

Good for exercise and relaxation 

Good for family walks 

Good for walking and healthy lifestyle 

Great for dogs 

Great for walks 

Great place to walk 

Great walk 

I love running on them 

I use these fairly frequently and they are quite beautiful to walk through 

I use these weekly 

I walk every day and love the parks 

I walk here regularly 

I walk my dog here 

I walk to Abingdon 

Ideal walking areas 

Important for walking 

Increased development is taking away our pretty walks and the little bit of nature we 

have left on the few not too heavily trafficated areas we still have. We have so few places 

to enjoy walking nowadays 

Its nice to have a place to take a walk 

Keen walker/runner 

Landmark 

Leisure activity 

Like to walk and cycle 

Like walking there 

Love to walk these 

Lovely for walking to Abingdon 

Lovely to be able to walk along there 

Lovely walk with dogs and kids 

Lovely walks 

Lovely walks but get very overgrown in summer 

Making them accessible 

Natural habitats, green belt separating villages is important for a healthy environment 

Nature and walking 

Nice area to walk 

Nice to walk 

Nice to walk along unspoilt 

Nice walk/cycle traffic free into Abingdon 

Nice walks 

Nice walks 

Personal choice of walks 



Pleasant walking near water 

Pleasant walks 

Pleasant walks 

Pleasure to experience 

Popular natural area 

Provides nice area to walk/run 

Recreational walking and links to Abingdon and Clifton Hampden 

Retaining the countryside 

Scenic 

Scenic views, water traffic 

Sometimes nice for walking 

Somewhere to have a bit of peace and quiet 

Somewhere to run and enjoy the river views 

Special area of beauty 

Superb place for children and dogs to enjoy green spaces safely 

Thames is so important to the village 

The best opportunity to escape from all built up areas 

The only real countryside space 

Therapeutic walking 

These are good for flood prevention 

This is a place to relax and enjoy 

This is still a pleasant walk despite the eyesore at weir 

This makes for good walks around the village 

Time spent on leisure activities 

Unique areas/walks 

Unspoiled walk to Abingdon 

Use them daily 

Used daily 

Valuable walking area 

Very important for walks/runs/leisure 

Very important national resource 

Very peaceful to walk along 

Very pleasing and interesting 

Views, history, recreation, walking, beauty 

Village appeal 

Village environment for village life 

Walk there every week 

Walking 

Walking 

Walking along river is enjoyable 

Walking dog 

Walking the dog 

Walking unrestricted 

We are walkers and love them 



We can use this space more during summer 

We like to walk 

We walk there a lot 

Well used recreational walk 

Wildlife - walking - quietness 

Wildlife enjoyable walks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q14g" Please tick up to FOUR of the following green spaces and/or views that are the 

most important to you. 

Please give a brief explanation by naming the space/view then why you chose the space 

– Meadow south of the village school 

Biodiversity/memories 

Buffer zone 

Close to home for walks 

Community of dog walkers 

Countryside fresh air, beautiful views 

Dog walking 

Enjoy walking here 

For dog walking 

Good area for dog walking 

Green space next to the school is a must 

I don't want to merge S.C. into Milton Park 

Just right for a walk 

Keep space between village and industry 

Live and play area 

Lovely to walk and jog through 

Lovely way to get to Milton Park 

Maintain character of S.C. 

Must not be built on 

Necessary green space between village and Milton Park 

Nice for walking 

On a regular basis I walk that way 

Open wild flowers, walking 

Outdoor walking 

Popular for dog walkers, separation from Milton Park 

Preserve last of green belt 

Provides a gap between village and the trading estate 

Space from Business Park 

This needs to be kept and not built on, we have already lost part of this land to greed 

To be preserved from encroachment of Milton Park and ancient heritage. roman farming 

Used by many 

Walk my dog here 

We walk our dog on it 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q14h" Please tick up to FOUR of the following green spaces and/or views that are the 

most important to you. 

Please give a brief explanation by naming the space/view then why you chose the space 

– Recreation Ground 

A decent space where children can safely play 

A must for children and families 

Activities for younger people 

An essential community space 

Because the lots of space for walks and also the park 

Children's area 

Chilling with friends 

Dog walking 

Football club 

For all villagers - cricket nets need renewing 

For basketball 

For children 

For children to run around 

For kids 

For sports/kids 

For the youths of the village 

For young people 

Good for the grandchildren 

Good place for children to play 

Grandchildren visit area 

Grandkids 

Great amenity 

Great for kids play area spot 

Great for sports 

Great place for kids to play 

Handy for us to walk to with kids 

Has potential to be a great community asset 

Have children 

I have children and we use this a lot 

I like it 

I often use it 

I see many people using this regularly and so does our family 

Importance for social/sports events to the village 

Important for village life 

Kids like it 

Kids love to play there 

Kids play area 

My children regularly play there 

My kids enjoy playing there 

Needed for football etc 

Needs improvement 



Open and free 

Open space for children to play 

Park and open space for children 

Place for my grandson to play 

Playground 

Playground for kids 

Priority for exercise, etc 

Regular trips with kids, skate park needs improving 

Safe open space for children to benefit 

Something for everyone here. Young and old 

Sometimes for kids to play 

Somewhere for children 

Somewhere for children to go 

Somewhere to take grandchildren 

Space for kids 

The park 

The play area for grandchildren 

Use for child play and dog walking 

Use it with children 

Use with family 

Used by children 

Used by family 

Very important for range of leisure activities especially children 

We live near here 

We love the skate park and playground and the rec is an important village space 

Where I spent a lot of time during youth 

Where the village gets together 

Would be nice if it could be used by all not just footballers! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q14i" Please tick up to FOUR of the following green spaces and/or views that are the 

most important to you. 

Please give a brief explanation by naming the space/view then why you chose the space 

– The Triangle 

Biodiversity/memories 

Change to roundabout 

Directional hub 

Good meeting point 

Love of the character - Road junction and Christmas decorations 

Quaint, rural feel, lovely as it is 

Rural look 

Significant focal point 

Village history 

Visible to all motorists / pedestrians 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

"Q14j" Please tick up to FOUR of the following green spaces and/or views that are the 

most important to you. 

Please give a brief explanation by naming the space/view then why you chose the space 

– All public footpaths 

Absolutely necessary for all 

Access through and around village 

Access to countryside 

Access to fields for walking 

Access to local residents/friends 

Allows me to explore the village 

Amenity value 

And cycle routes 

Areas of natural beauty make it a pleasure to live in the village 

Buggy 

Character 

Cluttered by hedges over paths 

Dog walking and nature 

Encourage walking 

Encourage walking 

Enjoy walking 

Enjoy walking 

Excellent for exploring, exercise and getting round village 

Exercise and walking 

Family walks 

For dog walking 

For family walks 

For running 

For walkers 

For walking 

Frequently used as alternative to road 

Getting around 

Getting around into countryside 

Give access to open countryside 

Going for a walk 

Good for dog walks 

Good for walking and healthy lifestyle 

Great dog walking 

Great for walking dogs 

I frequently use them 

I have a dog so use it a lot 

I walk a lot in and around the village 

I walk my dog here 

If not walked they be lost 

Important for everyone 

Important for walking 



Important links to Abingdon and Culham station 

Keen walker 

Like to walk 

Natural habitats, green belt separating villages is important for a healthy environment 

Nice to walk through village using these or into town 

Overgrown in places 

Provide safe trip free hazards 

Right to roam 

Safe walking 

Safety for everyone 

Safety for walkers 

Signpost 

So we can make better use 

Somewhere to run 

The best way to enjoy the spaces we have 

These make S/C special 

They enable easy movement 

To encourage more people walking 

To ensure safe environment for walking 

Too many cars and motorbikes 

Try to walk with children 

Use them daily 

Use these for school, etc 

Use when not using car 

Valuable facility 

Very important to village living 

Very pleasant and peaceful 

Village appeal 

Walk dog 

Walks 

We do lots of walks 

We enjoy walking 

We like to walk 

We like to walk and enjoy the views 

We walk a lot and enjoy these 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q14k" Please tick up to FOUR of the following green spaces and/or views that are the 

most important to you. 

Please give a brief explanation by naming the space/view then why you chose the space 

– Green Belt between Sutton Courtenay & neighbouring villages & towns 

As much woodland and unspoilt meadows - for peace 

As the green 

Breathing space 

Breathing space (not uninterested building) good for emotional and physical health 

Buffer zone 

Building on this would worsen 

Crucial - to avoid urban sprawl 

Defines the village 

Demarcation 

Demarcation of villages 

Discrete community of SC 

Distinct boundary between villages and towns - builds greater sense of community and 

belonging 

Distinction between village life and town living 

Do not want urban sprawl, very worried this will be built over 

Don't want to be a part of an urban sprawl 

Don't want to join villages 

Else we will be Didcot 

Essential to keep S.C. special identity 

Feeling of space 

Footpaths 

For family walks 

For its sheer beauty 

For the view from my house and its in keeping with the peacefulness of SC 

Gives the village a distinct character 

Green belt should be respected 

I don't want them to be built on 

I enjoy walking around these areas 

I moved to be in a village not closed in 

I think green space is very important 

I think greenbelt should be preserved and villages to maintain separate identities 

If built on would become one large town 

Important to identity 

Important to keep at least 1 field between SC and surrounding villages 

Important to keep our greenbelts 

Important to maintain SC as an entity 

In danger of being destroyed 

Individual villages need to keep their identity 

It defines our village 

It is important to have green belts 

It is important to keep green spaces between to retain village identity 

It's important so we don't merge into neighbouring villages 



It's what keeps us a village 

Keep SC as its own village and don't merge with Didcot/Milton through over developing 

Keep the village identity 

Keep the village identity 

Keep village as individual 

Keep village feel 

Keep village identity and that of our neighbouring villages 

Keeping separation, retaining the village feel 

Keeps countryside intact and the village separate 

Keeps difference between villages 

Keeps Sutton Courtenay as is rather than merging with other village 

Keeps village distinct 

Keeps village identity 

Like rural feel 

Like to remain as a village 

Maintain character of S.C. 

Maintain individuality between villages 

Maintain the village identity 

Maintain village status 

Maintaining village identity 

Most important to define village setting and life 

Must retain these spaces 

Natural habitats, green belt separating villages is important for a healthy environment 

Need green open spaces 

Need to keep village identity 

Need to protect the countryside, retain identity of the village 

Need to stop merger of adjacent villages 

Nice to be a separate village 

Nice to have boundary - thin village etc 

Nice to walk through 

Nice views 

No more urban sprawl 

Open space between villages and towns 

Otherwise it will become part of district 

Otherwise SC would be no more 

Perfect for family and dog walks. Good for wildlife 

Preservation of community identity - we fear Milton Park sprawl and greater district? 

Preserve these green belts 

Preserves our village status 

Prevent further urbanisation 

Preventing over development 

Prevents coalescence 

Protect our environment and stop developments 

Protect village from over-development 



Relaxing 

Retain village identity 

Retaining the countryside 

Return status quo 

S.C. is a village and needs to remain one 

SC must retain its own identity and not become a suburb of Didcot 

Scenic 

Separation of SC from surrounding towns and villages 

Shows village is cared for 

So that we do not all join up as one 

Somewhere to have a bit of peace and quiet 

Stop over expansion of village 

Stop spread of housing 

Stops the village being a suburb of Abingdon/Didcot 

Stops urban sprawl 

Sutton Courtenay is a village - keep it a village, don't merge everything into one 

The only way to remain a community 

These open spaces should be preserved 

These spaces ensure our village doesn't merge into others 

To be preserved or whole area will be one conurbation 

To delineate village boundaries 

To keep S.C. a village in countryside 

To keep SC as a village and not part of a greater Didcot 

To keep us a village 

To keep village integrity 

To maintain village individuality 

To preserve village feel 

To prevent further expansion of building 

To remain a village 

To retain the villages own identities 

To save infill 

To stay a village there has to be gaps between housing 

To stop urban sprawl 

Very important that we keep green areas between us and Didcot 

Very important to keep this space 

Very very important to retain greenspace between villages 

Views, wildlife, space 

Village appeal 

Village environment for village life 

Villages should not merge 

Visual space between villages 

Vital to keep SC distinctiveness - no urban sprawl 

Vital to maintain the sense of village, rather than part of a town 

We are losing too many green sites 



We don't want villages to grow so big that they merge together 

We have lost too much green belt 

Without this the village would feel like a town 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q14l" Please tick up to FOUR of the following green spaces and/or views that are the 

most important to you. 

Please give a brief explanation by naming the space/view then why you chose the space 

– Views over farmland 

As the green 

Beautiful and important to maintain 

Beautiful and our food basket 

Beautiful, varied, interesting 

Because we need more countryside not houses 

Congested in village, enhances countryside appeal of village 

Creates a unique quality to SC makes house value higher 

Does not make you feel locked in your house 

Dog walking and nature 

Don't want things built up too much 

Essential to keep S.C. special identity 

Gives me a feeling of well being 

House overlooks farm - this is why I purchased this plot 

I came to live in a village not an urban area 

I love the countryside 

Important to village setting 

It is a beautiful view for everyone 

It's what keeps us a village 

Keep village feel 

Living in a village one expects to have views over farmlands 

Mindfulness 

Most important to define village setting and life 

Must retain open spaces 

My house overlooks farmland, one of the main reasons why I like living here 

Natural habitats, green belt separating villages is important for a healthy environment 

Nice views 

Peaceful views - not full of buildings 

Preventing over development 

Quiet and peaceful place 

Rural feel is very important 

Sense of being in the countryside 

Stop spread of housing 

The idea of village life 

They are views I've enjoyed for nearly 20 years 

This is why I chose to live her and not somewhere else 

This is why I live here 

To maintain rural feel 

Unfortunately recently lost 

Visual space open peaceful 

Why we chose to live here 

 



"Q14m" Please tick up to FOUR of the following green spaces and/or views that are the 

most important to you. 

Please give a brief explanation by naming the space/view then why you chose the space 

– Distant views to Wittenham Clumps & The Ridgeway 

Because we need more countryside not houses 

Countryside not houses 

Does not make you feel locked in your house 

Enjoy the views 

Enjoyment of open views 

Essential to keep S.C. special identity 

For its sheer beauty 

Give a sense of living in a rural location 

Good dog walking spots 

Helps need rural aspect which could easily be lost 

I check this view on a regular basis and it makes me feel good 

Important local sites of recreation and reminders of the lovely landscape we share 

Just nice to see 

Keep village feel 

Long views are important 

Looks nice 

Love the Clumps 

Memories 

Natural England 

This is why moved here 

This view has been allowed to be lost by the height of the tip 

Unique character of village life 

Valuable visitor landmarks 

Very important marker 

We enjoy the view from our garden 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



“Q14” Please tick up to FOUR of the following green spaces and/or views that are the 

most important to you. 

Please give a brief explanation by naming the space/view then why you chose the space 

– Responses from online survey not split out    

All public footpaths - Essential for dog walking and allowing leisure walking around and 

from/to the village 

Are areas where I walk and enjoy? I do not wish the village to be over developed as its 

small size is the reason I moved here and if it expands too much the community spirit 

might become lost. 

Because they are the ones I frequent the most - the Green because by the pubs, walk 

often along the Thames, same along the public footpaths in the village. I would prefer 

the green belt between Sutton Courtenay and neighbouring villages and towns stays like 

this, as a green belt rather than gets built with houses. I moved to a village because I 

wanted to live in a village and enjoy the green spaces and views associated with a 

village. I don't want Sutton Courtenay to get over developed, which it is at the risk of. 

Cemetery adjacent to recreation ground.  Because of the doubling of the size of Sutton 

Courtenay due to current and potential developments has the Parish Council considered 

whether a doubling of the size of the cemetery will be necessary and if so have they 

developed plans as to how this might be achieved. 

Churchyard - pretty and interesting, Rec - near home with good facilities and spaces for 

kids, footpaths - there’s a lot of them! 

Enjoy walking and the rural feel of SC 

Ginge Brook is a nice peaceful place to walk with friends.  Paths & meadows along the 

Thames need to be improved to encourage more people to walk and jog along one of our 

most important rivers.  It should be a major attraction for the area.  All public footpaths, 

again this is a beautiful area but people are put off of walking and cycling here due to 

the poor state of the paths.  Green Belt between Sutton Courtenay & neighbouring 

villages & towns.  The beauty of this area is largely due to the distinct nature of the 

villages around here if they become one homogeneous urban sprawl the area would lose 

its attraction. 

good for walking   dogs 

Green because its nice to have for children. All public footpaths as I personally use them 

a lot to get around and about 

Green Belt around SC - it's extremely important to have a green space between villages 

to maintain their individual identities and communities otherwise you end up with an 

ugly urban sprawl. The Green, paths & meadows - in a hectic, noisy and stressful world 

it's important for everyone's mental health to have quiet, interesting and attractive 

places to walk, cycle and enjoy away from roads, shops and houses. 

Green spaces are really important, as a crucial factor in living here (rather than in 

Abingdon or Oxford, where transport is better). The Green (at the centre of the village) 

and the ability to walk beyond the village on the paths into the countryside are 

particularly important for quality of life. 

Green spaces around the estate and the shop area 

Historic village setting,  Necessary burial/ facility Quiet, peaceful walks Facility for young 

people - ideally not just footballer 

I like going for walks. 

Land by Ginge Brook; somewhere to walk and ponder by running water. 

Meadow ideal for dog walking. As a green belt this stops ribbon building between 

Abingdon / Sutton Courtenay/ Didcot. Views over farmland and views to Wittenham 

clumps - pleasures of country living. 

Meadow south of the village school - was one of the main reasons we chose to move 

here as we have a dog and wanted somewhere that we could go to walk him. If this is 

lost by development then we would look to move out of the village as we will have to 

travel by car to reach the nearest appropriate place for dog walkers. 

Meadow south of village school - open space with wild flowers in spring/summer 



Millennium common, Meadow south of village school and Green Belt are all precious 

open areas that should not be spoilt 

Nearly all of these options are at the northern end of village. Did anyone from the 

Southern end help right these options? The green around the houses in southern ends 

are important but not well kept at all...it’s as if no one cares about us down here 

Paths & meadows for walking Meadow south of sch for walking, flower/wild fruit picking 

access to Milton Park and its bus stops Recreation ground for sports, village events 

Public footpaths for access to countryside, neighbouring villages / towns and fruit picking 

Paths and meadows along the Thames because it is an interesting walk which is always 

changing. 

Recreation Ground - my step children use this and the skate park for leisure 

Recreation ground as it’s a usable space and welcoming 

SC must not lose its rural nature.  More housing will turn it into a town rather than a 

village or worse still; make it a suburb of Didcot. 

The Green - an essential part of the character of the village Paths along Thames - for 

recreation Green Belt - to preserve the village character and stop urban sprawl Views 

over farmland - to preserve the village character and stop urban sprawl 

The Green - pertains to village life Cemetery - historic (church cemetery) and essential 

(new cemetery) Paths and meadows along Thames - for walking Recreation ground - 

used by many members of the community 

The Green - quintessential English village green 

The Green - this area sums up what Sutton Courtenay was - an old village. It is not a 

village that is suitable for large developments for several reasons including the water 

supply/sewerage/drainage problems including flooding of properties built on flood plains, 

the road layout, lack of suitable river crossing for an excess of cars. Many houses from 

High Street all the way to Appleford Road were never built with multiple-car owners in 

mind, hence the ridiculous parking problems in the area. 

The Green and church yard are a historical centre of the village, and provide the pubs 

with a village feel to their setting.  Walking through the green belt to the village past 

Ginge Brook adds significant positive quality to my life, and the wildlife in the area.  I 

would have included views over farm land, distant views, meadow south of school and 

paths and meadows next to Thames if I had been allowed to do so 

The green because it is a true rural village scene 

The Green Important central  part of village and near the church 

The Green offers a space of opens when driving into the Village Churchyard & Cemetery 

offers a place of tranquillity and History Millennium offers an unspoilt area of wildlife and 

wild flowers and plants which is peaceful. 

The Green, focal point of village. Foot paths, needed to try and keep some of the village 

feel and for us to use. 

The Green............Historic Space. Paths & Meadows..........Leisure. Meadow 

South.......Keeping Milton Park in Bounds. Green Belt...........No Infill / Spread 

The rural environment of the village and easy access to country walks and views is 

important to me.  Although I would not like to see the village merge with other villages 

and towns strictly keeping the green belt clear would be less important to me than 

maintaining as much as possible of the rural character of the village. 

the Thames river, two minute walk to get to it 

The Triangle because it is by our house and I am frightened by the speed of traffic and 

the way people drive at this point. It is dangerous. The paths and meadows along the 

Thames because I love them and enjoy walking there so much - they should be 

preserved in their rugged and natural state.   The green belt around the village is why I 

moved here out of London and must be preserved to encourage biodiversity. The Green 

(including the churchyard) epitomises Sutton Courtenay for me. There is a peace and 

sense of timelessness, but also of community in this space. 

THESE ARE ALL IMPORTANT TO ME - THEY ARE THE REASON I CHOSE TO LIVE HERE 

AND THE REASON I SUPPORT THE VILLAGE COMMUNITY. They are the reason why 



George Orwell chose to be buried in our quintessential Oxfordshire village, and we owe it 

to future generations to preserve our village. The single biggest problem in Sutton 

Courtenay is traffic, for noise, air pollution, road safety and convenience of travel. 

Too much focus on the areas to the south of the village, the north is overlooked 

We don't want coalescence with Didcot 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q16a" Please tick up to FOUR of the following factors which you consider could enhance 

the natural environment of Sutton Courtenay. If other, please specify below 

Air quality - Most important - keeps people, animals - etc healthy 

Better control of landfill site as odour and flies are a major issue 

Better cycle paths and infrastructure - Encourage more people to cycle and not use cars 

for local journeys 

Cricket pitch 

Due to the habitat loss (too many houses, factories, warehouses built). The wildlife is put 

at risk/lost 

Effective drainage (natural and sewage system) - Flood prevention 

Grass verges need to be car free especially in winter when make them messy and litter 

needs collecting often 

Improvements of road surfaces, fill potholes 

Keep it as a village 

Keep verges, green and pavements tidy and weed free 

Less traffic 

Maintaining what we have to better standards and visual presentations 

Maintenance of grass verges. Cut more frequently and grass removed after cutting to 

stop blocking drains 

Minimise on street parking - Unsightly and dangerous 

More enforceable restrictions of landfill operations 

No more housing estates 

Park/playground (school end of village) - Provide green space for children which can 

encompass many things to enhance the natural environment 

Pipe dream 

Presumably this comes from quarry works - can't keep a car clean - we breathe the same 

dust 

Provide alternative routes for traffic to and from Milton Park and Culham.  This traffic is a 

blight on the village. 

Reduction of traffic - reduction of noise and pollution 

Reduction of traffic (HGV's and cut through from Abingdon) 

Sort out the congestion on roads created by current parking chaos 

Stop building warehouses next to us 

Stop parking on verges 

the wildlife centre is often given funding from developers, but is separate from the 

village, and not an integral part of village life - this funding should be diverted to 

improving facilities within the village 

There is insufficient traffic calming in the village 

Traffic calming e.g. 20mph limit chicanes, curb extensions (with plants) 

Transport - you need a road that does not go through SC for all traffic! And a new 2 way 

bridge (across Thames at Culham) 

Use more of the river energy 

 

 

 

 



"Q16b" Please tick up to FOUR of the following factors which you consider could enhance 

the natural environment of Sutton Courtenay. 

Please give a brief explanation of why you chose this answer – Community orchard 

A community project which is not run by the church 

A nice idea 

A space we can go with children to teach about countryside management 

All share in the fruit 

Attractive area with good crops of home grown, will attract wildlife, bees, birds, etc 

Be good for children and better to be community grown 

Bring people together and most people don't have fruit trees at home 

Community spaces, attractive good to walk around 

Could also become a second community event space 

Cut down carbon footprint. Folk learn about importance of trees. People feel productive. 

Encourage community involvement and enhance village environment 

Environment effect of trees 

Excellent idea 

Fruit trees for the village - attractive and productive 

Generate community spirit 

Great for children to get involved 

Great for community spirit 

Great for locals and schools 

Have been to one in Devon. They all share the fruit, then the remainder goes to press for 

cider - profits used to maintain orchard. Also jolly annual village fete with orchard queen, 

Morris dancers etc held in orchard 

Help less fortunate, encourage children. Contribute to community spirit 

It will enable people to keep busy and a way for people to socialise and be happy 

Large open communal space decreasing 

Lovely idea 

N/A 

Nice idea if well managed 

Or similar green community space 

Pleasant to visit for adults and children 

Produce could go through projects 

Reinforces community spirit 

Social aspects 

Stop using the land to build houses and use the land for the benefit of the current 

community 

Sutton Courtenay cider! I'd buy it 

The naturally occurring fruit trees are very popular 

This could provide a shared natural environment as well as bringing the community 

together 

To connect to the fruit growing past and provide community bonding 

To meet. A nice place to get fresh food 

To produce local produce for the community 

To support local community loneliness 

To support local produce and spirit 



Trees are so important for air quality 

Villagers can participate and share the harvest of the fresh produce fellowship 

What a great way to get the community together and teaching healthy first! 

Would be a nice addition to the village 

Would be great for the children and more elderly residents 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q16c" Please tick up to FOUR of the following factors which you consider could enhance 

the natural environment of Sutton Courtenay. 

Please give a brief explanation of why you chose this answer – Community-run garden 

A chance for residents to work together in the community 

A community project which is not run by the church 

A place for all villagers can take part to care for the garden and also to meet people 

A pleasant place to visit and work in 

An example to residents 

Another lovely idea and good for the soul 

Because it will encourage team and community spirits 

Bring village members together 

Brings people together 

Community spaces, attractive good to walk around 

Could include fruit trees, bring community together and help residents, mental wellbeing 

and physical health 

Cut down carbon footprint. Folk learn about importance of trees. People feel productive 

Develop a sense of community 

Encourage participation 

Encourage skill sharing 

Encourages community spirit 

Generally improve village. Foster community spirit. Assist lower wage homes 

Getting people to respect the local environment 

Good for community spirits 

Good for people to get together 

Good way of improving community cohesion - access to all 

Great for children to get involved 

Great for community spirit 

Great opportunity for socialising for those who might feel lonely, and a great form of 

exercise 

Help less fortunate, encourage children. Contribute to community spirit 

I am studying horticulture and would love to get involved with a community garden. It 

would be nice to meet others with the same passion 

It seems to work well in other villages bringing the community together 

It will enable people to keep busy and a way for people to socialise and be happy 

It would be a nice place to walk and maybe meet people 

Maybe for the children who don't have gardens 

Nice community opportunity for village 

Opportunity to bring people together 

Relaxation for villagers with small and no garden 

Shortage of allotment spaces. Shared love of gardening/growing encouraging more 

friendships 

So many kids don't know how things grow 

Social aspects 

Social opportunity for older people 

Sounds like a good idea villagers could then purchase the produce/plants with proceeds 

going back into the community. 

Stop using the land to build houses and use the land for the benefit of the current 



community 

Studies have shown these enhance village life 

Supporting wellbeing. Sell for shop 

This could provide a shared natural environment as well as bringing the community 

together 

This would improve the sense of community 

To build relationships between old and young in the village 

To encourage people to experience nature and to work together 

To meet like-minded people whose enjoyment is gardening 

Would also give people opportunity to get together and learn 

Would be a nice addition to the village 

Would be great for the children and more elderly residents 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q16d" Please tick up to FOUR of the following factors which you consider could enhance 

the natural environment of Sutton Courtenay. 

Please give a brief explanation of why you chose this answer – Provision for additional 

allotments 

A wonderful opportunity for people to grow their own and for children to learn the 

importance of fresh vegetables and fruit in their diet 

Another great community initiative 

Are there allotments? 

Because I have one and enjoy it 

Becoming the right thing to do 

But only if there is a demand - I suspect there might be. Encourages awareness of 

healthy food, closeness to the earth, etc. 

Children need to know where food comes from 

Community involvement, young families need one 

Crucial for those in flats and with small gardens 

Cut down carbon footprint. Folk learn about importance of trees. People feel productive 

Eco friendly community 

Encourage people grow your own, encourage people to eat healthy 

Encouragement of growing own fruit and veg - antidote to the culture of fast food/ready 

meals 

Encourages eating fresh food 

Encourages individuals to grow fresh vegetables. 

Gardens getting smaller 

Give opportunity for move to garden and a sense of community 

Good to have for people to use 

Grow your own fruit/veg, create a community 

Helpful for those with limited garden facilities 

Helps to be eating fresh food 

If there is a demand 

If there is an increasing demand 

Lots of people would welcome a better place to grow than on the new estates 

Need to go on waiting list for mine 

Not enough allotments in the village. We had to go to Appleford for allotments 

Not everyone has space to grow veg 

Often have to wait to attain good healthy activity with the joy of home grown 

Only if required 

Own grown vegetables should be encouraged 

People to grow veg and if they grow too much give to others 

Provide allotments with a water supply available 

Shortage 

Smaller gardens, need space to grow veg 

Social opportunity for older people 

Some properties do not have large gardens, so allotments would be good for people who 

have a small garden 

Something for new home owners and families to enjoy as well as long term owners 

Stop using the land to build houses and use the land for the benefit of the current 

community 



Team work and relaxation 

There are not many currently 

There is not enough 

There isn't enough for people to have the space they need to grow their own - people are 

struggling 

To encourage local food production 

To encourage people to grow their own 

Very few for the size of the village. The school has one and would be good to encourage 

more home grown veg/fruit 

We would like a small patch to grow veg 

Where are the existing allotments? 

Will depend on need and whether insufficient provisions 

With a small garden would be good to grow produce of my own 

Would love to grow more produce 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q16e" Please tick up to FOUR of the following factors which you consider could enhance 

the natural environment of Sutton Courtenay. 

Please give a brief explanation of why you chose this answer – Maintenance of riverbanks 

and streams 

A local reserve of beauty we should look after 

A natural asset, often overgrown 

Access to river important for walking and water drainage and flooding 

Always nice to walk along the river 

Appearance and safety from flooding 

As it is the nearest green walk to our home 

Aside from beautiful scenery they also give a sense of peace and well-being 

Attractive area for walking and wildlife 

Because it is pleasant and like it a place that looks well cared for 

Because it makes me feel alive to see kingfisher flying up the Thames 

Because they are not maintained now 

Believe it or not in the streams and rivers carry water so building next to them is idyllic 

but ludicrous 

Benefit to the community 

Both the Ginge and Thames are vital parts of the village, both should be accessible to all 

residents. Lack of maintenance is not good for environment, more rubbish and pollution 

caught in overhanging trees etc 

Can cause horrors if ignored 

Clearance of rubbish and pollution to make areas more attractive to use 

Drainage 

Due to large numbers of visitors 

Encourage people to explore the countryside, not just from the village but surrounding 

areas too 

Encourage walking and pleasure 

Encourage wildlife 

Encourages wildlife and also safer for animals 

Enhances the pleasure for walks 

Environmental benefits 

Essential feel of a country village 

Essential to preserve nature of the village 

Fallen trees around weir ruin the view and access 

Flood risk and help environment 

Flooding defence, safety 

Flooding? 

For the safety of properties, to reduce risk of flooding 

For wildlife 

Ginge Brook and streams should be dredged as part of village maintenance 

Ginge Brook is very often running over and flooding the road 

Good views 

Great for walking in the summer. Should be maintained 

Great to see wildlife and seeing the natural streams flowing 

Habitat management, flood prevention, scenic outlook 

Help control flood weak spots 



Helps to encourage people to get out and walk and see the village and the natural 

environment we live in 

Helps wildlife 

Holly House Lane is appalling 

I love the lakes and streams and the Thames 

I walk a lot so well maintained river banks important 

I'm a boat owner and the river doesn't offer enough local moorings or facilities that 

benefit less well-off local river users/weeds and litter also an eyesore 

Important elements of our enjoyment of country walks 

Important recreational amenity 

Important to avoid flooding, improve fish stocks, etc 

Important to maintain 

Important to maintain there 

Important to preserve and maintain areas 

Improve safety 

It is the villages greatest asset 

It's important to maintain these areas - flooding, etc 

Keep clear to reduce flood risks 

Keep up appearance and ecology. Helps wildlife, etc 

Keeping the countryside healthy and looking after our wildlife 

Key to character 

Like walking 

Location next to Thames village appeal 

Lovely to walk along 

Maintain environment 

Maintain natural beauty of area and maintain safety 

Maintain village/open countryside environment 

Maintaining our rural environment 

Maintenance of a beautiful and well-used space 

Maintenance of all round waterways important 

Maintenance reduces flooding, also improves appearance 

Makes walking the footpaths/river walking even more pleasurable 

More could be done to integrate water walk into village infrastructure 

Need to be kept free flowing 

Nice walks 

Nice walks 

Obvious 

Our heritage 

Overgrown footpaths in summer months 

Overgrown streams now dry or blocked - creates high river, poor drainage 

Part of the attraction to Sutton Courtenay is access to the river 

Pleasant to visit and help to avoid flooding 

Preservation of environment 

Preserve natural beauty 

Preserve wildlife and enable walkers to explore same 



Prevent flooding 

Prevent flooding 

Protect the environment 

Provide safe and pleasant access 

Reduce risk of flooding 

Retain rural character 

Riverside footpaths are well used. Maintenance to minimise flood risk 

Safety and wildlife 

Safety, prevent flooding 

SC is a beautiful village steeped in history. We must protect its heritage and with that its 

village feel and appearance 

So it can be used for walks 

Somewhere to escape from traffic noise and pollution 

Stop flooding 

Stop flooding 

Such a lovely area but needs to be kept that way so maintenance is crucial 

Suitable areas for wildlife and could help prevent flooding 

Summer months very overgrown, difficult to actually see the river 

Sutton Courtenay towpath is a most beautiful place 

Take away the boats moored on the river 

The natural environment of the village is one of its greatest assets/attractions. This is 

essential to maintain a village environment (we don't want to become greater Didcot) 

The river is a huge part of the village and a big draw 

The river is beautiful and important 

The river is critical to the village's character 

The waterways are an important feature in the parish 

There are places where people like to walk 

There is often litter left on the banks - damage to wildlife 

These four aspects of our environment are important to me 

They are untidy/inaccessible 

They need it 

They're scruffy, fallen trees etc that look unsightly 

To alleviate chances of my property flooding 

To allow access etc avoid erosion 

To avoid flooding 

To avoid flooding 

To avoid flooding 

To avoid future flooding 

To help avoid flooding 

To keep them clean and the water healthy for fish and other living creatures 

To keep waterways clear at all times to prevent flooding 

To preserve the environment for generations to come 

To preserve walks along river bank 

To prevent erosion and overgrowth 

To prevent flooding, streams need to be cleared of debris 



To reduce risks of flooding. Promote safety of anglers. Wildlife habitat card for 

To stop flooding 

Unique aspects of a Thameside village 

Very important for wildlife, water quality and humans 

Vital element of the village 

Vital for flood control and as pleasant leisure areas 

Walking and reduction of flooding 

Walks, exercise and keeping the environment tidy 

We are in the countryside, need generation need it 

Westbrook and Ginge Brook very overgrown with weeds and bushes 

Wild flowers and herbs once abundant are now overcome by stinging nettles 

Wildlife is pretty 

Wildlife support 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q16f" Please tick up to FOUR of the following factors which you consider could enhance 

the natural environment of Sutton Courtenay. 

Please give a brief explanation of why you chose this answer – Encourage wildlife habitats 

A wish to keep in touch with nature. Biodiversity a good thing 

All wildlife should be encouraged 

As a countryside location, we have the opportunity to support local wildlife 

Because it makes me feel alive to see kingfisher flying up the Thames 

Because so many creatures are in decline 

Because so many wildlife habitats have been lost due to the developments 

Benefitting local school 

Biodiversity 

Clearance of rubbish and pollution to make areas more attractive to use. To generate safe 

habitats for larger spaces 

Comment not necessary 

Could partnership with schools 

Definitely - too many are being built on. Wildlife are very important 

Definitely as above 

Diversity 

Diversity amongst more crops 

Due to decline in wildlife due to human intervention and depletion of habitats. 

Encourage people to explore the countryside, not just from the village but surrounding 

areas too 

Encourage wildlife 

Enhance parish environment 

Ensure wildlife remains in S.C. 

Especially bees - vital that we protect and encourage wildlife 

Essential for all villages and rural areas 

Essential for bird life, nesting, etc 

Extremely important to encourage so it doesn't disappear 

For wildlife 

Good for biodiversity and retaining green spaces and protecting 

Good for children growing up in the village 

Good for country life 

Help environment 

I love SC because it is a village and it is in the countryside and we should encourage 

more wildlife 

Important educationally for the future 

Important part of our natural ecosystem 

Important to be protecting the countryside wildlife 

Important to maintain there 

Increased biodiversity is good 

I've noticed a large decline in wildlife since my youth 

Losing so much 

Lovely to see wildlife 

Maintain environment 

Maintain view of country, even though Didcot et al are always encroaching 



Makes walking the footpaths/river walking even more pleasurable 

More could be done to encourage more wildlife in the village 

More housing and building means less wildlife, we need to look after them 

More housing development reduces wildlife habitats 

Natures balance 

Need to preserve wildlife 

Not enough thought given to the encouragement of wildlife 

Our duty to offset development 

Our wildlife is on a knife edge because their habitats have shrunk by at least 50%, where 

have all the grasshoppers gone? 

Positivity of environmental impact 

Preservation of natural countryside 

Preserve nature for future generations 

Preserves countryside 

Preserving natural heritage 

Prevent further decrease in numbers of so many essential species 

Rich wildlife - deer, foxes, etc needs to be maintained 

Risk factor for cancer. Disturbance to animals. Waste of energy, resources and money. 

Security risk to property. Obscures view and night sky. 

SC is a beautiful village steeped in history. We must protect its heritage and with that its 

village feel and appearance 

See the benefits of the Millennium common, good to see another example of something 

like the common in another part of the village e.g. behind lady place 

Sutton Courtenay has great potential to help wildlife thrive and survive 

The area here is lovely, wildlife needs to be encouraged 

The natural environment of the village is one of its greatest assets/attractions. This is 

essential to maintain a village environment (we don't want to become greater Didcot) 

The Thames, The Ginge Brook and the millennium common could be developed for 

wildlife 

The wildlife here is amazing. We need to encourage this and not build too much on 

habitats 

The wildlife needs help 

There would not be enough, this area is most suitable for it 

These are suffering now due to all the housing developments 

These four aspects of our environment are important to me 

These must be protected 

To counteract damage caused by building works 

To enhance area 

To keep the wildlife we got 

To keep the wildlife we have 

To maintain rural feel 

To offset development/housing activities in/around the village 

To preserve and increase wildlife 

Too many habitats lost 

Too many wildlife specimens under threat from destroying their habitat 

Urban sprawl is threatening local wildlife 

Very important to the countryside 



Vital to wellbeing of current and future generations 

We all need to help nature 

We are in the countryside, need generation need it 

We are losing habitats due to over development of green spaces 

We are losing these wildlife habitats due to developments 

We are lucky to have safe environments for animals to enjoy. They should not be pushed 

out for housing 

We are slowly destroying their habitats 

We are still a village - just 

We can't keep building without looking after the wildlife we evict from land 

We have lost a lot with all the development 

We have lost much wildlife habitat in UK 

We live in the countryside - we should encourage and enable wildlife 

We need to preserve wildlife 

We should do this anyway 

We will have no wildlife left if we keep building on their natural habitats. 

We're losing them so need to preserve them 

Why not 

Why wouldn't we support nature 

Wildlife in Britain needs our help 

Wildlife is a major part of the village and should be encouraged 

Wildlife is important so keeping animals in the area and happy and alive 

Wildlife is necessary to sanity 

Wildlife is threatened by all the new development, increase in dogs, cats and general 

disturbance everywhere 

Wildlife is very important to the area 

Wildlife needs a helping hand or will lose it 

Wonderful to see wildlife in their own habitat 

Would be wonderful to have an area of the village for wildlife 

Would like to see fields left without being ploughed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q16g" Please tick up to FOUR of the following factors which you consider could enhance 

the natural environment of Sutton Courtenay. 

Please give a brief explanation of why you chose this answer – Minimise light pollution 

A more restful environment 

Allows nature to be itself 

Already kept awake all night from side safety light on housing in Lady Place 

Although the lighting is quite dim along Church Street we do live in a village and not a 

town 

Beneficial to health 

Better for everyone 

Better selective lighting, positioning and time control needed throughout the village 

Better street lighting 

Both distract from peacefulness of area 

Cut energy and see the night sky 

Damage to psychological and physiological health. Can cause hypertension and high 

stress levels. Other health harmful effects. 

Dark skies hard to come by locally 

Darkness is important for health and well being 

Detrimental to wildlife that need dark nights 

Environmental reasons 

Environmentally friendly 

Give us a chance to see stars 

I would like to see a black sky at night 

Impact on environment 

Important to maintain rural community 

Important to see stars 

It used to be so dark at night, so lovely, and now we seem to have more and more light 

pollution 

It would be a pleasure to see a black sky at night 

Keeping the village life calm and rural, with nice countryside views and noises 

Lighting spoils the natural/village environment. If I wanted street lighting I'd move to a 

town (can't see the night sky with lights) 

Maintain environment 

Milton Park and new developments already create too much 

More eco friendly 

Night time is supposed to be dark! 

Nights should be dark - cannot see the night sky 

Not enough dark sky 

Open skies 

Our hobby is astronomy 

Retain rural feel 

SC is a beautiful village steeped in history. We must protect its heritage and with that its 

village feel and appearance 

See night sky 

Stargazing 

The large warehouses already create too much 

The natural environment of the village is one of its greatest assets/attractions. This is 



essential to maintain a village environment (we don't want to become greater Didcot) 

These four aspects of our environment are important to me 

This is an increasing need for wildlife sake 

To allow for a clearer sky of stars at night 

Too much light in some areas, not enough in others! 

Very important to the countryside 

Very invasive 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q16h" Please tick up to FOUR of the following factors which you consider could enhance 

the natural environment of Sutton Courtenay. 

Please give a brief explanation of why you chose this answer – Minimise noise pollution 

A34 motorway / railway 

Adverse effect on health 

Amount of traffic through the village at rush hour is noisy 

Appleford Road is very noisy with traffic - has got worse over last 7 years 

Attraction of the village vs towns 

Because it's constant even during late night/early mornings 

Beneficial to health 

Both distract from peacefulness of area 

Both industrial and residential 

Can wreck people’s lives 

Church Street is very busy and cars drive too fast 

Church Street very busy 

Concern here is the proposed large house developments, Ox-Cam expressway and 

Abingdon /Didcot Road 

Cycle lane expansion 

Didcot 'B' does create noise as does the A34 and Didcot ring road 

Do away with speed control humps in the High Street 

For a village S.C. is quite a noisy location - traffic, trains and aircraft 

From the MOD helicopters 

Given the proximity of the village to the A34 and power station, combating noise pollution 

is very important 

Good for everyone 

Health 

Helicopter over flights are a menace. Also boy racers on motorbikes 

I find noise irritating 

I like the quiet of SC so would wish to see that maintained and noise minimised 

If no housing development 

Impact on village life/quality of life 

Important to maintain rural community 

Increase in traffic in High Street will increase noise - at all hours - needs addressing 

Keep it quiet on Sundays i.e. noisy lawn mowers, one quiet day would be great 

Keeping the village life calm and rural, with nice countryside views and noises 

Less traffic, less noise please 

Levels on High Street can be very noisy 

Limit fireworks to November 5th 

Lorries/large vehicles creating unacceptable levels of noise in High Street 

Mainly from traffic 

Maintain environment 

Milton Park and new developments already create too much 

More traffic calming required 

More traffic or industry would spoil the peace of the village 

New developments and Milton Park create too much 

No disturbance 



Nobody likes continued noise from neighbours or businesses, causes friction and 

animosity 

Noise can be very intrusive 

Noise from traffic unacceptable, noise from power station and light aircraft from Benson 

Noise from traffic, building works, industry, extra people and animals - not at all quiet 

Noisy vehicles / fast moving motorbikes and heavy lorries 

Obvious reasons 

Occasional anti-social driving 

Otherwise the village becomes a town 

Over use of very powerful fireworks 

Peaceful 

Plant more trees to limit A34 road noise. RAF Benson night time air traffic 

Power station, A34, Distribution warehouses (current and planned) all reduce sense of 

wellbeing for those who chose a country life 

Quality of life 

Quiet and nicer for everyone 

Quiet area in keeping with village 

Quiet village environment 

Reduce noise of heavy traffic through village 

Reduce the number of large HGVs and preserve village character 

Remove road humps in the hope of reducing our house being rattled by traffic 

Restrict large lorries through village 

Retain rural feel 

Road noise (A34) too much 

SC is a beautiful village steeped in history. We must protect its heritage and with that its 

village feel and appearance 

Silence brings a calmness (the fewer cars/lorries the better) 

So few areas of no noise but should minimise where possible 

So that on hot sunny days having your window open at night does not mean hearing cars 

race down the High Street 

Sort out the single lane bridge 

Support the relaxing life sustaining feel of the village 

The natural environment of the village is one of its greatest assets/attractions. This is 

essential to maintain a village environment (we don't want to become greater Didcot) 

The peace in the village is one of the best things about it 

The traffic problem was escalated to such extent its getting 24/7 noise 

There is too much traffic going through S.C. 

These four aspects of our environment are important to me 

To create a more peaceful environment 

To improve environment 

To keep the character of the village 

To live in peace and quiet is important, people need a good night’s sleep 

Too many cars already use the village as thoroughfare 

Too many motorbikes and revving cars at night 

Too many trucks and cars using Sutton Courtenay as a cut through 

Too much noise from road and air traffic intruding into households. 



Too much noise in S.C. due to landfill operations 

Too much traffic noise 

Too noisy at times 

Traffic (HGV's and mopeds) 

Traffic calming in Milton Road etc 

Traffic control/speed 

Traffic noise and over frequent fireworks displays 

Traffic noise in particular affects many residents 

Traffic noise on the rise as traffic congestion getting worse 

Traffic queue outside our house every weekday causing bad pollution 

Traffic through village already significant 

Very important to the countryside 

Very invasive 

Very invasive noise 

Very loud fireworks 

Very often a lot of noise from Milton Park as it gets bigger 

Very upsetting to some people 

Village life - not industrial town 

Vital to maintain the village environment 

Warehouses etc threaten peace and tranquillity 

We all need to enjoy a bit of peace and quiet 

We are adversely affected by industry close by and noise at least should be kept to a 

minimum 

Who wants noise? 

With more houses comes more traffic noise and children noise 

You try living next to the trading estate. Noise and light 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q16i" Please tick up to FOUR of the following factors which you consider could enhance 

the natural environment of Sutton Courtenay. 

Please give a brief explanation of why you chose this answer - Encourage unobtrusive 

alternative energy installation (wind-power, solar panels) 

A must for the future 

Also include power storage to reduce chance / damage of a large blackout (in case) 

Alternate energy is very important 

Alternate energy use is very importance 

Alternative energy is very important - as long as unobtrusive 

Becoming self-sufficient in energy - a must 

Environmental benefits 

Environmentally better 

Environmentally friendly 

Future energy 

Generally think that we should be trying to deliver alternative energy 

Good clean sources of energy proven to work well and efficiently in Scandinavia for 

example 

Good for individual (savings) and good for environment 

Green issues 

Help environment 

Help environment 

I think the whole country should be considering this 

I think we need this in general, not just in S.C. 

If they are unobtrusive 

I'm a great believer in green power etc more use of wind, solar, river power 

Important for the future generations 

Less reliable on fossil fuels can only be a good thing 

Like it or not, it is the future so better be on board early 

Long term good strategy 

Long term view 

Look for sustainability 

Meets with environmental issues 

Minimise global warming which is affecting the environment 

More efficiency eco friendly 

Need to provide for the future 

Not just S.C. but everywhere 

Not wind turbines but solar panels 

Only a fool would not recognise the need to move into alternative energy sources 

Open up the lakes for walking again 

Progressive 

Reduce fossil fuel usage 

Saves local money 

Seems to be the way forward. Not sure about solar panels but good with wind power 

Support our planet for all 

The way forward 

This is the future - we must all embrace the changes ahead 



To become more green 

To help cut Co2 emissions 

To help cut Co2 emissions 

To support clean air/clean energy industry 

Very keen to keep the environment as clean as it can be 

We all need to encourage this to save our planet 

We need to find better energy source 

We need to look to the future power sources 

We need to save the planet from fossil fuel 

We should all be trying to conserve resources 

We should be looking towards more sustainability 

We should lead the way with renewable energy 

Will help environment even in small ways (I mean the overall use of energy in the 

country) 

Would be very supportive of any change that positively effects the environment 

Would support a greener environment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Please tick up to FOUR of the following factors which you consider could enhance the 

natural environment of Sutton Courtenay. 

Please give a brief explanation of why you chose this answer - Responses from online 

survey not split out   

1. Limited space for growing in garden 2. Important to well-being and educating children 

about natural environment and its importance to eco-system 3. Potential to secure a 

sustainable future for the village 

A village ought to be quiet, and at night dark. Solar and wind energy devices ought to be 

encouraged a lot more 

Allotments.........New Developments / Smaller Gardens. Riverbanks..........Leisure / Flood 

Prevention. Light Pollution..........Milton Park / SC Lane. Noise Pollution............Milton 

Park / SC Lane. 

By improving the riverbanks and streams it'll bring back some more wildlife 

Community garden - educational and aid integration of all ages maintain rivers and 

streams - enjoyed by many 

Community run garden would help encourage the community spirit which as a newcomer 

to the village I don’t feel there is any. Luckily we have great neighbours but when we first 

moved her there were a lot of disgruntled people who had lived in Sutton Courtenay all 

their lives and didn’t like newcomers to the village. 

Community run garden. The newer end of the village needs something attractive and 

interesting. A community run garden would teach children the value of our countryside 

and could provide a delightful focus for the community. I am not sure that the older end 

is so deserving of change. 

Currently the plans for Sutton Courtenay are all around housing developments. What we 

have now are open, green spaces which everyone can use but which are at risk of being 

swallowed up by the push for housing. The focus should be shifted to ensure we do not 

lose the green spaces in and around the village which are part of what make it special. I 

grew up in a city and have no desire to live in one again - the push for development risks 

losing the village in the sprawl of Didcot. 

Down the southern end please 

Further development in the village neighbourhood plan boundary would destroy 

riverbanks, streams and wildlife habitats and cause more light and noise pollution. This 

would further damage the village environment. 

Helps to prevent flooding and enhances visual amenity. Take away road humps in High 

street and Harwell Road. 

I enjoy walking by riverbanks so it would be great if they could be maintained for our 

viewing. I also think minimising noise pollution would be great, means less cars going on 

the high street for commuting across the village, would be great as our house faces the 

road. I lived in a village with no street lights and absolutely loved it; it's amazing staring 

at a sky full of stars. I know we have some street lights but wouldn't encourage more. 

I like the outdoors and with only a small garden the local area is my back yard 

It is easy to want to tick more than 4 however these will have the biggest impact when 

focusing on the major attributes of the part of the village I live in. 

It's good for nature. 

Maintenance of riverbanks - for countryside recreation Minimise light pollution - self-

evident Minimise noise pollution - self-evident Unobtrusive energy installations - to 

replace/minimise unsightly power-lines, etc 

Maintenance of riverbanks and streams is important to us all to prevent flooding and 

allowing access. Minimising noise pollution, especially the regular helicopter training 

flights that fly over my home. Encouraging wildlife habitats will help preserve our green 

spaces. 

Need to maintain rural character and prevent urbanisation. 

Need to reduce landfill odours 

One of the major reasons for enjoying living in SC is the environment here. Ensuring that 

it is maintained and enhanced is important. This also includes consideration of other 



villagers (e.g. noise pollution). 

Quality of life is enhanced by seeing and being able to walk along orchards, riverbanks & 

streams and seeing wildlife.  It is reduced by queuing traffic trying to navigate through 

the village to get to and from there workplace in Culham or Milton Park.  The Village is a 

rat run in the morning and evening on weekdays. 

Rivers are in dire need of upkeep 

SC is a rural village; it is important to maintain the infrastructure, particularly green 

spaces, and wildlife opportunities 

Some properties are problematic through the occupants' noise and light pollution.  Some 

object to solar panels on aesthetic grounds, but their use should be encouraged (and 

subsidised by a more forward-thinking government) 

The general countryside amenities are important, and the unobtrusive provision of 

alternative energy sources is to be recommended 

the rivers running through the village if not managed can threaten many of the houses 

and residents, it is paramount these are maintained 

The rural character of the village needs saving!  Otherwise it is just another sub- urban, 

commuter attachment, this time to Didcot. 

The steady increase in road traffic has led to an increase in noise pollution over a larger 

part of the day. 

The village is so obviously the target of development pressures  that these measures 

would help 

The village really lacks well maintained sports and leisure facilities, which prevents any 

community spirit developing around sports clubs and recreation.  The pavilion on the 

recreation ground should be enlarged and become a true community venue for the 

benefit of all, the village hall needs a proper upgrade, and there should be several tennis 

courts to allow the founding of a proper tennis club.  Once these facilities exist, there 

would be much more potential for the village to create a community atmosphere and give 

children and teenagers in particular more purpose. 

These are factors that are just not considered by anyone, when approving all the 

applications that are forwarded. 

These would improve the living environment. 

They encourage community cohesion 

To keep SC as a village & not turn it into a town.  Noise is extremely inconsiderate. 

To keep the character of the village and be forward thinking with environmental issues. 

To preserve SC as an attractive and historically important village 

We need to be more aware of the community and nature; we should be encouraging and 

nurturing it. 

We value the peace and quiet of Sutton Courtenay as compared with life in Oxford 

Where do they plan to get the money for that? Who will maintain it? It's a nice idea but 

not realistic. 

Wildlife habitats are constantly being squeezed through the building of new houses on 

farmland.  It cannot continue.  We need to look after our wildlife in Sutton Courtenay; 

otherwise we will feel like we are living in suburbia!   noise and light 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q17a" In general, is the street lighting in Sutton Courtenay adequate? 

If you know of specific locations where street lighting needs improving please specify 

below: 

Abbey 

Abingdon Road - Need a torch at night 

All lighting is dated and needs replacing 

All main roads 

All over 

All over 

All over 

Along Drayton Road 

Along Milton Road parts of the footpath are very dark in the winter and unable to see trip 

hazard 

Along roads to Triangle 

Along the High Street, the lighting is very poor. The path on Church Road is also poorly lit 

on dark evenings 

Amey Close, footpaths around the schools and local shops and parks 

Appleford Road 

Appleford Road 

Appleford Road 

Appleford Road 

Appleford Road 

Appleford Road 

Appleford Road - Limited lighting and uneven path 

Appleford Road and Abingdon Road 

Appleford Road between the Fish and Abingdon Road 

Appleford Road, High Street 

Appleford Road. Abingdon Road 

Baretts Way 

Between Abbey and Triangle 

Between Bradstocks Way and 112 Milton Road, between the triangle and the green 

Between Bradstocks Way and 98 Milton Road as we do not have any street lighting on 

either side of the road 

Between Halls garage and the church - needs improving 

Between the Green and the Triangle 

Between the Green and the Triangle is particularly dark in winter months and difficult to 

see footpath. In general across the village the street lighting is quite poor in both 

quantity and quality 

Between the Triangle and the Village Green 

Between top of high Street and the Green - no lighting and no pavement 

Between triangle and village green 

Boundary of Abbey 

Brook Street to Drayton Clark 

By the abbey 

By the Swan and George and Dragon 

Chapel Lane, Mill Lane 

Chapel Lane. High Street 



Church Road 

Church Road, alongside the Green and up towards the Triangle, and Drayton Rd 

Church St and High St. 

Church Street / High Street 

Church Street from triangle to church 

Church Street has a black spot 

Church Street, alongside the Abbey path 

Church Street, High Street, Mill Lane 

Church to Triangle. High Street 

Churchmere Road only has 2 street lights. It is a quiet road with no amenities so can be 

frightening and secluding 

Dim and even on High Street walking on pavements is like a shadowy experience 

Footpaths and alleyways to help people feel safer 

Footpaths, along High Street and walkways from main road to streets 

From Dropshort up to Milton Road 

From the church up High Street to the petrol station 

From the Fish to Amey Close and beyond the footpaths around the abbey 

From the triangle up to the green on the right hand side under the trees, it's so dark and 

tricky to walk at night 

Given the road use, Milton Road could be a lot brighter 

Green to High Street 

Harwell Road 

Harwell Road 

Harwell Road 

Harwell Road street lights only on one side 

Harwell Road towards the garage 

Harwell, Milton Road 

High Street 

High Street 

High Street 

High Street 

High street 

High street between Tullis Close and the triangle.  The Causeway between Halls garage 

and the Swan 

High Street, path from triangle to green 

I don't know specifically. I also do this K they are not bright enough 

I like the fact the green has very little street lighting. There's too much street lighting at 

roundabout of junction of High Street, Milton Road 

I rarely drive at night so do not know 

In the built area of the village I believe it is adequate although newer more efficient lamp 

columns could be used esp. on High St. Appreciate different requirement in Conservation 

Area. Could do with lighting on NCR5 route to Abingdon (peep-o-day Lane) and Didcot 

(by power station). 

In the centre of the village 

In winter improved lighting for driving 

It's a bit dim along Church Street towards the terrace 

Junction of Frilsham Street/High Street from village green to High Street 



Junction on the Bradstocks Way from Milton Road. If you don't know the area you can 

miss it 

Lady Place car park (Green Square owned houses) areas that are constantly targeted by 

vandalism and theft 

Lanes to east of High Street, village green and local routes in/out 

Live on new develop so plenty of lighting, unsure of elsewhere 

Mill Lane could do with more lighting 

Milton end of Milton Road 

Milton Road 

Milton Road 

Milton Road 

Milton Road 

Milton Road 

Milton Road 

Milton Road 

Milton Road all the way. Frilsham Street - Lady Place 

Milton Road both sides 

Milton Road by the bus stop. Sutton Road, Milton along footpath linking to Sutton 

Courtenay 

Milton Road from Bradstocks Way to Milton End of Village............Too few Lights. 

Milton Road is quite dark and can cause accidents due to poorly lit roads 

Milton Road under the trees. It's completely black winter nights and full of roots 

Milton Road, Harwell Road, Cycle track 

N/A 

Near the bus shelter - pitch dark if walking along pavement here. SC lane towards Milton 

Park - can't walk home from work as there is no lighting despite lamp posts being present 

Near village hall 

Needs more around the villages and places we hang out like the parks 

None 

Not great on Appleford Road but that's not necessarily a bad thing. However, may need 

improving with larger numbers of people living down the road (e.g. Heritage Park) 

Often lights are not working in side streets for long periods of time before repair 

Old Wallingford Way 

Od Wallingford way 

Old Wallingford Way - no street lighting 

Old Wallingford Way leading to recreation ground 

Old Wallingford Way. Triangle to Green (church) 

Old Wallingford Way 

On Church Street to the side of the abbey, the area is not paved and it's very uneven and 

walking home at night very difficult to see.  Normally take a torch or use mobile phone to 

light the way. 

On cobbled path by Abbey then on the green, the path between Swan and George and 

Dragon 

On cobbled path leading from green and alongside abbey grounds - dangerous to walk at 

night because uneven surface and inadequate lighting 

On the road out from Sutton Courtenay to Milton Park - I have put in complaints over the 

past 18m about walking in the dark out of the village to no avail. 

Path beside road leading up to the green from the triangle 



Report a light that was out a couple of years ago, suspect it was the bulb. Took the 

Council 18months to fix it. Joke. 

SC to Milton for pedestrians 

Sensor lighting would most sympathetic, efficient and useful 

The lighting in our part of the village is minimal but that is how I like it. One can always 

take a torch. Reducing lighting elsewhere may be important and I assume by 

improvement you mean reducing light pollution and not increasing it! 

The path from green to the Triangle 

The path from green to the Triangle 

The path leading from the green south along Church Street 

The pathway between Sutton Courtenay and Milton 

The stretch of pavement between the end of the end of the High Street and the village 

green 

Too many to mention 

Tyrells Way, Harwell Road, Barretts Way, Bradstocks Way 

Up the high street - I regularly run and before the lighter evenings I used to have to take 

a head torch as I couldn't see sections of the pavement where I was running. There is 

also a bad spot between leaving Sutton Courtney on Harwell Road down to Milton Park 

Various dark patches around Sutton at night - just have a walk around where there are 

public footpaths - all public footpaths where pedestrians could walk should be visible at 

night 

Walking path from the Green to High Street (near ditch) 

Wallingford Way 

We don't need more light pollution.   We should explore switching the lights off after 

midnight to save energy. 

Wherever people, especially schoolchildren walk from the bus stops, e.g. from The Tringle 

to Church Street 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q19n" How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the availability and suitability of the 

following services and facilities in Sutton Courtenay? 

If you have answered ‘dissatisfied’ for any of the above, please explain here what 

improvements you would like to see. 

1 - No preschool nursery in village - could use one! 2 - Need a coffee shop/community 

cafe 3 - I see lots of teenagers at a loose end - youth club? 4 - Day centre/coffee 

shop/tea shop to meet during day 5 - Allotments needs to be advertised, not enough 6 - 

Not seen any - not sure what to do if need police 

1 Health and Welfare - none exist although I wouldn't expect a surgery in this day and 

age. 2 Indoor facilities - Better advertisement of classes, I didn't know there was table 

tennis until recently. Pool/darts should be available. 3 Outdoor facilities - informal goals 

should be erected on rec. 4 Range of retail outlets - There should be pub at southern end 

of village and farm shop/cafe somewhere on High Street. 5 For the young - need a 

community hub/cafe and play facilities for older children e.g. climbing wall, outside table 

tennis, sand pit for youngsters. 6 Access for people with disabilities - apart from a few 

roads like High Street it is impossible to get around in wheelchair. 7 Allotments - 

inadequate number, need more to improve physical health and mental well being 

1) A doctor in the village. 2) Primary school was previously a low performing school. 3) 

Many paths are not suitable for wheelchairs 

1) Doctors surgery in the village could be useful. 2) Nearest facilities are in Abingdon. 3) 

More required 

1) More shops at the north end of the village. 2) Doctors surgery for S.C, Drayton, 

Appleford, Milton. 3) For paths are very bad in S.C. particularly for pushchairs and the 

disabled. No proper footpath in Appleford Road or Church Street. No thought was given to 

pavement infrastructure after planning permission was granted for the area and for 

additional domestic dwellings on any site to be built. 

1) Nearest medical facilities in Abingdon and Didcot. 2) Nearest pool/gym etc also in 

surrounding towns. 3) Retail areas e.g. supermarkets are also out of area. 4) Many young 

people in community seem to have the option of walking around or staying indoors. 5) 

PSCO presence dropped. All of the above are worsened by the lack of public transport. As 

a village of majority elderly who are unable to drive, service outs create major issues for 

even simple things such as food shopping or health appointments. 

1) We need a doctors practice in village and dentist. 2) Apart from village hall no 

provision. 3) Apart from recreation and play area no other provision. 4) A village the size 

of Sutton Courtenay (and growing) needs more than 2 shops with better variety e.g. 

butchers, greengrocers, chemists. 5) Better and more frequent public transport needed 

including Sundays. 6) Pavements and roads are in poor repair. Potholes unfilled for years 

and no repairs to pavements. When utility providers dig up not properly reinstated. 7) 

Local police office closed. No signs of police presence. 

1. No easy access to healthcare (lack of public transport makes this especially difficult for 

some members of the community - part time surgery). 2. Limited childminders in the 

village - insensitive. 3. No indoor facilities - Milton Park Club is overpriced. 

Indoor/outdoor sports facility could be added to the recreation ground. 4. Improved 

playground at rec - scout hut needs renovation. 5. Social space/cafe for elderly. 6. 

Improved access to natural areas e.g. Millennium Common 

1. SC should have at least a satellite GP service. 2. Village hall needs replacing with 

larger, more flexible community building. 3. Youth club, drop-in centre, 

tennis/squash/basketball etc facilities would benefit primarily younger people. 4. As 2 

above. 5. Greater visible police/CSO presence and availability to prevent and investigate 

crime. 

1. School was oversubscribed when we moved to Sutton Courtenay. 2. I don't know any 

suitable indoor or outdoor facilities in the village 

1. The closure of the branch surgery was a big loss, particularly to the elderly and those 

reliant now on public transport to see a doctor outside the village. 2. The breakdown of 

the building works at the school is having a severe impact on it. 3. Provision for indoor 

sport facilities is limited. 4. Outdoor facilities - more or better tennis courts. 5. Given the 



size of the village, I would have expected a bigger variety of clubs and societies. 

A command meeting point for elderly, parents, etc such as a coffee shop would be very 

popular and full 

A community gym 

A decent set of all-weather tennis courts 

A doctor within the village due to more homes 

A doctors and dentist would be great. More areas, children's play area, better park 

facilities, more shops, coffee shops, takeaways etc 

A doctors in the village or chemist. No clubs or meeting points for local people. No access 

for disabled at shops. No community police 

A doctors in the village, like there used to be as some elderly can't get on buses 

A doctors surgery a few sessions a week 

A doctors surgery in Sutton Courtenay maybe twice a week. The village hall is outdated. 

The recreation ground seems to be run entirely on the whims of the football club. There 

should be a sports and leisure club built and run by a village committee not a rundown 

building run by the football club. Water should be provided for allotment holders (a 

meter) 

A doctors surgery. A tennis club for teenagers 

A doctors surgery/dentist in the village would be a nice thing to have 

A GP surgery in the village would be fantastic, there are no indoor sports facilities that 

I'm aware of and the police seem a little too far away to actually respond to issues 

(through personal experience) 

A health centre in the village would help 

A local dentist and GP practice would save car journeys to Abingdon/Oxford; space for 

squash/badminton/basketball/local gym??? 

A local doctors surgery in the village would be a great benefit for the community. Local 

shops like farm shops, tea room, bakery, butchers would significantly enhance the 

village. I'm not aware what facilities there are for older children (teenagers) or older 

people to access - coffee mornings / community lunches etc 

A local policeman 

A local surgery would be helpful. Vet, no prob. Granny, trip to Abingdon. 

A local surgery/dentist, a supermarket, police presence 

A more regular police presence 

A Padel tennis court in the rec. It is racket game that can be played even by old people 

with limited mobility. 

A play park for children this end of the village 

A satellite doctors surgery would be useful, though not far to travel to Abingdon 

A village doctor would be good 

A village shop that was cheaper, great to have a doctors surgery again 

A walk in health centre for minor problems and advice. A dentist, optician, chiropractor, 

chemist. Replace the village hall with proper facilities and plenty of parking. A swimming 

pool and tennis courts, plus gym and indoor rooms for dance, yoga and hire. This building 

needs to be able to serve all ages and be properly designed for purpose - a community 

asset - not just a room with toilets! People over 65 would like to be able to keep active 

and healthy - not be treated as if they can't do anything. Cycle tracks connecting the 

villages without having to go on the roads would be hugely beneficial 

Aging village hall which despite management best efforts needs big update. Church needs 

much better loos (accessible). The new developments in Appleford Road have no 

convenient meeting/community room 

All that answered dissatisfied are all non-existent 

Allotments in short supply, general comment on policies - speeding and HGV's through 



village 

Although I do not require allotment space myself I am aware of friends and neighbours 

within the village who do feel that more provision of allotments should be made and are 

required. 

Always a need to improve all of these facilities 

As far as I know there are no doctors or dentists in SC? 

As far as I'm aware there is no doctors surgery or dental practice in the village. Miss 

having the local butchers, greengrocers, etc 

As I get older I worry that I will not be able to get good health care within walking 

distance. I might like a local shop at that point, too! 

As stated earlier - a shop in the northern section of the village would be good. Police and 

security measures are, I am sure, as good as many villages, but some more frequent 

presence would be better 

As the village population is increasing we should have a doctors surgery and a pharmacy 

and also a dentist with car parking available and with facilities for disabled patients 

(wheelchair facility, etc). Could the village hall somehow be made more attractive where 

people would want to move wedding receptions, etc. 

Be handy for a doctors surgery rather than having to travel 3+ miles, shops - local shops 

are overpriced be nice to have a Tesco express or Sainsburys local and a village chip 

shop/take away. Apart from parks that children get bored with there isn't much for young 

ones to do 

Because there are none here except for the 2 small village shops 

Better disabled access i.e. more ramps to kerbs etc. More/better quality allotments that 

are managed more fairly and not just for the privileged few. There is much serious crime 

that goes un-investigated. This needs to change. 

Better facilities for sport, especially for young people to include playground, sports other 

than football (e.g. racquet sports) 

Better outdoor space needed for children all play parks are not great! We travel to 

Abingdon/Didcot for my children to play in. We need new dentist/doctors as elderly and 

people that don't drive can get urgent medical attention. Considering how many people 

live in the village there is nowhere near enough facilities 

Better shops but villages would/must support them. More policing but unlikely. Encourage 

GP practice 

Better village shop please! Would love to see a gym or outdoor pool be developed (small 

and in keeping with size of village) 

Bridge club would be great, a 1st rate food shop would be great. Indoor pool to use. 

Inadequate/infrequent buses to relevant to a disabled person 

Bring back doctors surgery, taken PCSO away from village hence reinstate 

Bus to run to Marcham Road doctors 

By enlarging the village, where facilities were somewhat adequate, nothing has changed . 

Can't really do much, it's just an issue of rural life 

Can't say that I've ever seen regular patrols of the village by the Police. It would be re-

assuring if I did. 

Child nursery, tea shop, police parking and speeding 

Closer health facilities, coffee shops, bakery etc 

Current doctor is in Abingdon going forward having a local doctor would be beneficial as it 

would avoid having to travel into Abingdon 

Current retail is of poor quality, I regularly drive to Steventon to the Co-op. I would 

rather shop locally and walk/cycle 

Currently no GP/dentist facility in village / If village is to grow, it would be nice to see 

amenities grow as well 

Decentralisation of health services. Return of local police support officer 

Demolish village hall and rebuild 



Didcot is the nearest place for both of the dissatisfied ticks. Most ticks are for 'I don't 

know' is because we have only lived here for 8 months 

Difficulty in getting a doctor or dentist appointment when you need it. Poor condition of 

pavements etc for disabled people 

Dissatisfied only because of the absence of these services - equally recognise that 

commercial viability needs to be considered 

Do not know of any doctors or dentists in the village 

Do not know of go or dentist in village. 

Do not see a police officer around Sutton Courtenay very often, speeding car and noisy 

vehicles 

Doctor - I couldn't find a practice in the village so have had to register for one in 

Abingdon. A doctor already in the village is much preferably, particularly for people 

without transport. Retail outlets - S.C. doesn't have a social gathering point other than 

the pubs - this is a shame 

Doctor and dentist in village. Nice family pub - somewhere to eat. Youth club for under 

18's instead of hanging around shops near Bradstocks Way. Somewhere for over 65's to 

see a doctor/dentist/collect pension instead of travelling to Didcot/Abingdon 

Doctor/pharmacist in the village, so if you are poorly or need medication you do not need 

to travel. Better local/small supermarket i.e. Co-op in Steventon. Takeaway (fish and 

chips) 

Doctors practice. To see police walking the streets 

Doctors surgery 

Doctors surgery back in the village. Playground/park school end of village. Sops, pub 

school end of village. Police monitoring parking/parking areas 

Doctors surgery in Sutton Courtenay please 

Doctors surgery in village would be great. Evening exercise classes in village would be 

welcome as I don't think there are any 

Doctors surgery is needed. More choice of shops. More allotments needed 

Doctors surgery needed 

Doctors surgery within village 

Doctors surgery. More shops. Occasional policeman/woman on foot 

Doctors/chemists 

Don't feel able to comment on some things 

Don't have them 

Dropped curbs are needed all around the village to use a mobility scooter is a nightmare 

in this village. Apart from the W.I. and coffee and books at the church what else is there 

for the over 65! More clubs are needed for young people 

Drs/Dentist surgery in village. Multi-purpose sports hall needed, swimming pool. 

Pharmacy, alternative general stores. Cracked and bumpy pavements/footpaths difficult 

to traverse particularly in winter - renovation and repair needed which should 

accommodate mobility scooters and wheelchairs with ramps and easy scopes for road 

crossings etc. 

Due to lack of support. Health and welfare has suffered 

Due to more housing - need doctors surgery. More facilities for children's play area near 

recreation field and Asquith Park estate. Lack of shops 

Easier access to doctors, dentist etc - I accept that SC couldn't sustain a practice here, 

but better transport links to Abingdon, or a once a week surgery (doctor and dentist) 

here would be good, esp. if there were early evening appointments 

Either more existent or poor 

Either more existent or poor 

Either supply non-existent or update existing 

Encourage GP surgery and shops 



Existing doctors surgery was discontinued and houses built. If the population is going to 

be made up of considerably more older people it makes sense to have these facilities in 

the village / There is only so many hours the village hall can be booked, some new clubs 

if organised would not get a look in, for booking slots are taken by the more established 

clubs / 2 food stores and 3 pubs down the far end of the village. What about a coffee 

shop for old and young alike? / Are there facilities for over 65's where are they advertised 

/ Never seen a police person in the village either during the day or night 

Expanding and improving facilities (for functions and sports) at the Village Hall 

Expansion requires infrastructure and currently all health/dental care is upon stretched 

services in Didcot or Abingdon. 

Facility in north of village for community use. Better community facility for elderly and 

young mothers. Enhanced facility for all ability/socio economic group youth facility 

For elderly residents in particular, access to health facilities is difficult. A pool would be 

fantastic (indoor preferably) but I appreciate it would be a big investment. 

For those with limited transport means (over 65s?) then the availability of shops is very 

limited. The village is a nightmare for anyone with limited mobility. 

Full improvement on all aspects 

Given the green space around Sutton Courtenay, it would be great to have a space 

allocated to exercise with exercise machines (similar to what is available in Didcot). The 

village only has pubs - a community cafe and a fresh produce market would be a 

welcome addition 

Given to increased population of the village - local dentist could be cost effective 

GP and dentist takes me to Didcot/Abingdon, would be good if it was in the village, but 

size probably prevents this / Pubs are good but shops are lacking as in a cafe 

Greater provision off all items answered 'dissatisfied'. 

Green grocer, butchers. Pub closer to Bradstocks Way. Park closer to Bradstocks Way 

H&W - no provision in Sutton Courtenay. Medical services fine if one has a car but 

inadequate if one has to rely on public transport.  Village Hall is outdated and not ideal 

for use by clubs, for indoor sport or leisure activities or for hire for other functions. 

Withdrawal of Community Support Officer was an unfortunate loss. 

Hall adjacent to church as an alternative to the existing Village Hall.    Drop in medical 

centre.  Improvement to pavements. 

Hard to say how to improve things. I have had poor experiences of most of the pubs, but 

that is their feeling not Sutton Courtenay. I simply do not give them my business any 

more. Their loss! 

Have not had time to look at what is available 

Have to travel to Abingdon 

Have to travel to Abingdon to see doctor/dentist and chemist. Need access to shops in 

Appleford Road area. At present it's easier to take bus to Abingdon rather than top of the 

village 

Having a doctor in the village. Activities for kids and adults (exercise and recreation) 

Health - Return some form of health provision to the village even if it were only visiting 

clinics at the village on a weekly basis. Indoor facilities - Better use of a new/improved 

village hall. Facilities for hire - New improved village hall. Police - Requires greater police 

presence in village as population grows 

Health - there are no provisions currently. / Sports indoor and outdoor - outdoor tennis 

court in poor state, are there indoor sports facilities. Would love to see more shops and a 

cafe - like a quality deli 

Health & Welfare (doctor, dentist etc.) I don't think there is any.  Indoor facilities for 

sport leisure, exercise and recreation,  I don't think there is any.  Range of retail outlets 

(shops, pubs etc.) the village would benefit from a cafe and restaurants (not takeaways) 

for people to use during the day and in the evenings, where young people can go to relax 

and access the internet and be with friends, without having to hang around on the 

streets.  For older people (65 or over) improved street lighting and foot paths.  Police & 



security measures, they used to have a presence but they don't appear to be around 

anymore and our concerns re security have increased. 

Health and welfare - There is no doctor or dentist. Range of retail outlets - quality food, 

pharmacy 

Health and welfare - we have no GP surgeon. Indoor sports facilities - the village hall is it. 

Retail - 2 corner shops is not a broad range but I do love that we have such a good 

florist. Young activities - the only thing for my toddlers is a stay and play group 1 x week. 

Health and welfare although not 'dissatisfied' it is more about 'expectation'. What should 

one expect in a village in terms of health care facilities. I obviously cannot be satisfied 

with something I do not have but then would not expect it unless I was living in a town  

Lack of affordable early years' child care and child minders.  I think there could be more 

for older teenagers Not even sure where the allotments are or whether there are enough. 

I would be interested in one though! 

Health centre on the existing new estate maybe. A shop that sells useful everyday items 

a bit like mini B&M? Under 18's seem to be nowhere safe to hang out - perhaps use 

school after hours. Over 65's are often forgotten and cannot easily get out to meet others 

especially as we now have one less public house - maybe an afternoon cafe? 

Health/Welfare - No medical facility. Doctor, dentist, etc. Surely the size of the village 

and an expanding population warrants them when if it's only on certain days and times. 

Facilities for hire for functions - Apart from the two pubs and the village hall - do costs 

discourage there venues being used? Allotments - Apparently there is a long waiting list 

(over several years) and very expensive. Police - We should have a village officer again 

because if an expanding population. Disabilities - Some pavements are very difficult for 

wheelchair users e.g. left hand side of Frilsham Street - where it is steeply banked down 

to the road (along camber). Walkway? (From the Triangle to the green at All Saints 

alongside the abbey grounds. Dreadful for pushchairs and pedestrians, let alone 

wheelchairs. Very uneven and slippery in wetter/cold conditions. 

I am in my mid 60's, don't have any children and therefore don't have an opinion on 

many of the suggestions on the list but I do feel that a doctors surgery one or two days a 

week would be very useful 

I am not aware of a Doctor or Dentist in Sutton Courtenay 

I am not aware of a doctor or dentist in the village. I am not aware of allotments in the 

village. Both would have to go towards Abingdon. 

I am not aware of any sport/exercise facilities indoors for residents. I was disappointed 

when the butchers/doctors surgery closed and were not renewed. I do not feel we have 

enough allotment to meet demands and gardening is a form of exercise which has a 

direct effect on the health of our community 

I am unaware of any health facilities in the village 

I am unsure if there are any Health & welfare facilities in Sutton Courtenay,  We have 

great Doctors/Dentist but they are all in Abingdon. This also applies to indoor sports 

facilities, the ones we use are in Abingdon. There is a local community police office but 

trying to speak to somewhere there is almost impossible. 

I am very dissatisfied with access to healthcare.  Because of the increased development 

in the area it now takes 6 weeks to see our family doctor in Abingdon whereas five years 

ago it was usually around 2 weeks. 

I appreciate this is a small village and there's only a finite amount of space - I wouldn't 

want the village to be spoiled just so we could have any of the above - but we have a 14 

yr. old and there's very little for her to do here. Plus I imagine the lack of medical 

facilities must be difficult for older or less mobile residents. It would be great to see a 

couple more shops and maybe a cafe or some social space at the less expensive end of 

the village 

I don't - use sporting facilities as I have COPD and I don't use the village facilities as 

family and friends do not live in the village 

I don't use what's been mentioned so can't comment on it. As for Health and Welfare. SC 

is too small to sustain those kind of things especially in an era when everything is being 

closed. 



I drive to Abingdon for most amenities and am generally satisfied 

I feel that the children's' playground (esp. on the rec) could be improved/updated. New 

equipment added. The ground covering replaced. Swings would be beneficial 

I feel the populous >60 need as much provision to prevent loneliness as possible. Where 

are these allotments? 

I feel there should be a doctor or dentist in the village, to make it easier for older people 

who don't drive, or do not use the public transport. I do feel we need a hardware shop, 

because you have to travel to Abingdon or Didcot to find light bulbs as the shops either 

don't have the right ones or they are too expensive, especially for pensioners etc / I don't 

feel there are a lot of activities in the village for young and old and there should be more 

so children don't get bored. We should have more allotments for people who don't have a 

garden or is too small. So they can have an opportunity to grow their own produce 

I go to youth club but I wish there were other clubs like tennis 

I have ticked quite a few dissatisfied. I know this would take a lot of money to improve all 

of these things and I know there is little money to go around 

I made an appointment to see my doctor only had to wait 1 and 1/2 months (result) 

I most cases there are few but not enough or they don't even exist anymore 

I suspect with all the pavement parking, disabled (physically) people would have 

difficulty. I doubt there is much for U18's to do??? 

I would like to see a doctors and dentist surgery in Sutton Courtenay 

I would like to see a public house / sports bar at estate end of village somewhere the 

younger generation can go for game pool/darts etc There is nowhere unless you walk 

down bottom village, then they basically serve food. 

I would like to see a resident policeman / house 

I would like to see GP surgeries available closer to our village. We're currently registered 

with Marcham but is a bit of a trek. Preschools are very minimal and also not to a 

satisfaction level 

I would like to see more shops. Community centre on the estate not main village. A 

doctors surgery. A playground for children on the estate not down village. Sutton 

Courtenay had all these 40 years ago until they closed them all down. It's disappointing 

the estate has nothing 

I would like to see the development of more clubs/activities to encourage people living in 

SC to become more of a community - supporting one another. Also more services to help 

people access these without resorting to use of car/public transport or taxi 

I would like to see the return of the doctors practice in the village 

I'd like a cafe, maybe incorporated into say Burgreys (we get quite a lot of walkers and it 

brings folk into village). A doctor say 1 day a week might be useful for older folk. Sports 

facilities limited (or maybe not advertised). More allotments please (though I don't know 

what demand is!) 

I'd like to see a doctors/dentist in the village especially given the new houses. Better park 

equipment. Lack of shops/cafes especially at the north of the village 

If you speak to people who lived here more than 20 years, it seems SC is in decline, not 

in expansion. It is my opinion that the Vale of White Horse Council is making profit on our 

back, while little is done to make SC the place it is worth being. I am 100% social 

politically, and I really think that VoWHC council is a complete joke. The Culham bridge is 

220 years old. Nowadays, cars drive on 2 sides of a road. Start with the bridge! People in 

SC use it every day! 

Impossible to find doctor/dentist - have to go to Abingdon or Didcot / Would be nice to 

have a small cafe, Tesco extra etc / Number of thefts from garages and car parks at lady 

place - suggests we need better policing and security measures 

Improved and more choice of children's play areas / Insufficient retail outlets i.e. 

tea/coffee shop, butcher and greengrocer 

Improved national funding of the police service that would cascade down to grass roots. 

Improved presence of police in village 



In an ideal world easier access to doctors in particular would be ideal but there are 

surgeries reasonably close at hand. An improved village hall on the recreation ground 

which had the facility to cater for indoor sports (such as badminton) and improved facility 

for those who play other outdoor sports other than football would be a huge asset to the 

village. Currently the recreation ground is used by the few and a growing village like SC 

deserves better 

Indoor facilities - more could be done with the village hall e.g. exercise classes in 

evening. Outdoor facilities - a play area at the village hall would be fantastic, particularly 

for residents living down Milton Road. Village lacks a cafe or place to meet for people not 

wanting to go to a pub e.g. mums with small babies 

Indoor facilities are particularly important for young people. The village hall is not up to 

modern standards. It is not welcoming and needs replacing urgently 

It felt nice to have the police in the village. Allotments - If there are any where are they? 

Would love to have an allotment 

It is commonly believed that the planning permission for sites such as Redrow was 

passed as we have a surgery, which is untrue. We need one / There is no indoor facilities 

is there? / We have 2 general shops, we need local produce / We have been the victim of 

property vandalism many times. This could be alleviated if proper provision, including 

transport links, were provided / Allotments where? / The village has a serious drug and 

alcohol problem, we have had to call an ambulance for a man unconscious due to drink 

and drugs on the pavement near us recently. another was seen staggering naked / 

Property vandalism including Christmas lights / Nearest police presence Abingdon 

It must be very inconvenient for the elderly to have to travel to these services / There 

have been some occasions when I have seen laws being broken 

It would be good to have a dedicated village policeman 

It would be great if there was a nursery in the village. 

It would be great to have a coffee shop for people to walk to. I am a young mum and 

would love somewhere to walk with friends for coffee and cake 

It would be great to have a village doctors surgery, better sports facilities re cricket nets. 

Cafe and coffee shop for local people to meet during the day. Farm shop/pop up cafe - 

loads of space at the rec. The scout hut needs refurbishment and better lighting and car 

park markings. Lots of young people use this in the dark winter afternoons and its 

dangerous 

It would be lovely to have a coffee shop or somewhere that would encourage villagers to 

meet, would like to see cricket nets at the rec, a village tennis club would be lovely 

It would be nice to have a local doctors surgery. Have never seen any 

It would be useful to have a local doctor 

It would benefit those of limited mobility and the elderly especially to have a 

medical/dental service - especially an NHS dentist available more locally. Younger people 

tend to congregate in the limited play areas e.g. Asquith Park and around the village and 

are a nuisance (swearing/litter). More youth orientated activities may help alleviate this 

Lack of investment 

Limited social and community care 

Local doctors surgery would be good. More social sports for young people and elderly too 

and local village sports centre would be great 

Local pubs are generally good - shops not so. Community shop is required - not one as 

existing with out of date cereal packets as a window display 

Look of use of equipment at the recreation ground 

Loss of local surgery in Bradstocks Way was disappointing.   Surgeries in Abingdon are 

difficult to get appointments at now in a reasonable timeframe.    Need more visible 

police presence. 

More access to shops in different areas of village. As above with pubs with access to local 

team games e.g. darts/pool, etc. 

More activity provision for the younger age groups would be a healthier option to being 



glued to mobile phones etc. 

More clubs for children - sport clubs (football, rugby, karate), chess club, drama club. 

Apart from cricket and scouts I am unaware of any others. More childcare options - only 1 

childminder in the villager. List of approved babysitters. More clubs for adults - running 

club, table tennis, for distance. Sport hall to play badminton, basketball, etc 

More community policing New Village hall/sports club and function facility built on the 

greedy farmers land! 

More crime in the village a car stolen, a bike stolen, the radio from inside a car taken and 

a car ransacked on the high street all in broad daylight!! 

More events could be held at the village hall (such as dances and lectures) 

More facilities for the current community 

More grocery shops, possibly with delivery service to help those without transport or 

unable to walk far. 

More improvements of all 

More indoor spaces for children - or if maybe that I am unaware of a lot already exists! 

More leisure facilities to interest middle aged including exercise classes, tennis etc 

More police presence 

More police presence on the street. Cannot remember when we last saw a policeman on 

the beat in Sutton Courtenay. 

More policing of Sutton Courtenay. Village hall to be revamped and not so costly to hire 

as individual parts/areas. More amenities for the younger generation like a good play 

area/football/netball pitch at the top end of the village like we used to have in Barratts 

Way before it got sold and Katchside was built, so parents at the estate end of SC could 

let there children go to the area and be sure they were safe!! Also to have road crossing 

put into the SC village as we have none at present time!! 

More policing. More affordable places for clubs and societies 

More provision is needed in the area near Bradstocks way for recreation, leisure, pubs, 

etc to serve the new housing development residents in that area. Police presence would 

be good to see as in my ten years here I have never seen a community policeman on the 

beat. 

More retail shops / More leisure activities / Closer surgery needed 

More shops and variety of food outlets would stop the need to drive to surrounding towns 

for shopping or meals / There are no community rooms or halls for hire for private 

functions - only pubs / Allotments are owned by long term owners not a mixture / We 

have had lots of letters about burglaries there is no police presence, or CCTV 

More space for youth club outside. More green by the hall 

More sports clubs for children and teenagers to stop them gathering on the streets 

More things for youth to do 

Most are non-existent - with the expanse of the village 'overgrown' - more facilities 

required along with a decent bus service 

Nearest doctors in Nuneham Courtenay and Didcot. Village would benefit with more 

CCTV/traffic calming cameras 

Need an area for children nearer the housing estates. Not enough shop for the ever 

growing population 

Need doctors back in village. Need more sports and leisure facilities. Need belter shops 

and more choice. Village hall has no bar and is more expensive than other village halls. 

No police presence in the village anymore 

Need more shops. There are no local health facilities are there? 

Need to travel outside of village for more affordable items apart from village hall lack of 

indoor facilities for exercise and recreation 

New recreation facility, for clubs under 18's and sport / Or better use of existing areas 

making easier and improved access and quality 



No doctor in village, how do the elderly get into Abingdon when unwell / Indoor facilities, 

where? Maybe the village hall needs more funding / Young people need more support. 

Those that are helping the youngsters are doing a fantastic job but could do with some 

extra support / Older people need more clubs etc, drop in coffee centre, again village hall 

with more support / Always more access needed for people with disabilities / Encourage 

people to care for the environment and themselves / Village hall needs funding, then 

support the groups / Lack of police in general 

No doctor or dentist here anymore. I go to Milton Park for indoor sport facilities. I don't 

see many young people around the village. I am unaware of facilities for older folk. 

Access for anyone with disabilities is impossible along Church Street. I am unaware of 

allotment availability. I am unaware of clubs or societies that are attractive for me in the 

village (I see SC news) 

No doctor or dentist in area 

No doctor or dentist in the village, poor bus service to Abingdon for the elderly to see a 

doctor 

No doctor or dentist in village 

No doctor or dentist in village but Didcot and Abingdon are close by so not an issue 

No doctor/dentist without going to Abingdon. Village shop is great, pubs are great but 

expensive. Would love village cafe or somewhere to meet that isn't a pub 

No doctors anymore. Outdoor play area but no real sports centre. Hire of village hall is 

more expensive than other local halls. Miss having the butchers/veg shop. Shop on the 

estate has the monopoly so prices can be very high 

No doctors or dentist in SC but more and more houses 

No doctors or dentist in village. Have to drive. Not many areas for activities 

No doctors or dentist that I'm aware of and have to travel to Abingdon for doctors 

(catchment area). This is especially difficult for elderly, families and non-drivers, as the 

bus service is infrequent. Would definitely need health facilities if additional housing is 

built 

No doctors or dentists etc in village so have to go to Abingdon or Didcot. Post office and 

Bradstocks Way ok pubs are only for an odd occasion. No clubs during the days to 

socialise, no men's clubs nowhere to go to socialise with other villagers just for chats 

No doctors or dentists so that's why. No indoor sports facilities. No police presence so 

that's why I ticked dissatisfied 

No doctors surgery now. Police office now closed and no village policeman - realise that 

there is unlikely to change but would like more evidence of police presence e.g. patrol 

cars. Would like more venues for clubs and societies e.g. church river run appeal. It 

would be nice to have a butcher's shop again and a bus into Oxford. 

No doctors surgery. No gym, etc 

No GP surgeries. No indoor facilities. Limited shops and pubs and located at either end of 

village. More organised activities for older people 

No health or welfare/pharmacy, etc. No police/security measures in place 

No health services so elderly have to rely on friends etc. 

No indoor sporting facilities. Recreation ground - clubhouse unwelcoming/tucked away; 

better access/more parking. Shops/no butchers - Coop - wider range/better prices. Would 

also create a hub within the village (similar to that of Sheraton) 

No live facilities. No allotments 

No local doctors/dentist for elderly. Not enough childminders/childcare. No clubs apart 

from youth clubs once a week. Shops crap (rip off cost cutter) Burgers, out of date food. 

No weekly groups for elderly they need company groups to attend to socialise. No ramp 

access for disabled people at either shops. Police don't turn up to burglary's, anti-social 

behaviour 

No local health or welfare (you have to travel to Abingdon or Clifton H for a doctor or call 

the emergency line so if you plan to increase the local community you need to increase 

welfare, schools, shops, roads, bridges etc in an otherwise already overly congested area 



it would be impossible to cater for everyone’s needs because every possible bit of space 

is allocated for corporate business or housing, housing business - expansion of industrial 

areas, expansion of housing. Overcrowding and poverty and no green areas. 

No police presence in village any more 

No shops. We need more retail to encourage visitors. This could be a thriving village if 

there were more facilities generally. 

No WIFI at hall and have to take rubbish home 

No Wi-Fi at the hall  no were down the estate end to hang out  We go to youth club but 

would be good if there were more sports clubs like a youth football team or netball or 

tennis 

None in the village a doctors or an extra shop wouldn't go a miss for everyday items i.e. 

butchers 

Not aware of a doctor or dentist within the village. Preschool/childcare is too expensive 

and doesn't cover a normal working day. What indoor facilities? Require more toddler 

groups, primary school age clubs and youth clubs 

Not aware of indoor leisure facilities. Not enough allotments. Not enough for youngsters 

to do but hangout 

Not aware of indoor sport facilities 

Not enough allotment areas and availability. Never anyone at the police station when 

walked round to visit. No local policemen seen in Sutton Courtenay 

Not enough clubs/societies/fitness classes or village functions 

Not enough local shops 

Not enough public transport coming through the village - bus cuts 

Not enough services/opportunities for these facilities 

Not sure there are any indoor facilities for sports in the village but lots in surrounding 

areas 

Not sure there's much for the young. My children did go to cubs/scouts in Sutton 

Courtenay and that's still going 

Nothing available 

Nothing for children to rec I feel. 11+ other than skate park which is unmanaged. Need 

goals back to recreation ground 

Nothing suitable for 16 to 18 

Once we had a police presence in the village this has now disappeared 

Open recreation facilities where children and young people needs are met 

Our nearest Doctors is in Abingdon which is difficult to get to at peak times which is when 

we need to go as we work. Not enough allotments in the village. No preschool or 

childcare facilities that I am aware of in the village. There is nothing for the younger 

generation to do in Sutton Courtney hence they end up hanging around in the alleyways 

and outside the shops late into the evenings. 

Outdoor gym.  More convince/differently stocked convenience stores, 

Pavement in very poor condition 

People who do not drive are unable to easily reach most of these amenities. The transport 

links to both Abingdon and Didcot are horrendous, and Oxford is almost unreachable at 

certain times of day. Having some things within Sutton Courtenay would reduce the 

strain on public transport, and the need for pollution from our vehicles. 

per above - better facilities to promote more clubs and community provision 

Physiotherapy 

Playground is very poor, it only appeals to a very young audience. We need to upgrade 

with zip wires, large climbing structures etc - see Steeple Aston in North Oxfordshire for 

an example. Tennis court - desperate need of repair and would be great to have another! 

Cycle tracks need thought, not enough priority given yet more bikes means less cars! 

Plenty of doctors and police are needed 



Police - greater visibility. Access for disabled/elderly - cemetery pathways between rows 

of graves - smoother/level grass of firm standing when wet 

Police - no visible presence 

Police, doctors, etc 

Police............Improved Police Presence in Village. 

Poor quality or need updating 

Positional of medical services would help 

Preschool - SCPS is inflexible, we use Didcot. Outdoor - Better cycleways are needed. 

Police - More visibility, pro-active measures and community support - I would help 

Provision of a doctors/dentist surgery / Potential gym/tennis courts / More convenience 

stores / More provision for youth clubs 

Pubs are at one end of the village No community hub such as coffee shop Have to get in a 

car for just about everything 

Rec is covered in dog poo need a clean area for people to walk dogs and throw balls, etc. 

Need a dog park. Put off by language (offensive) at football club - why don't they have a 

junior team. The cricket club does a fantastic job with that. 

Recreation ground needs to have wider community use. 

Removal of sandwich boards on green and paths/verges. Removal of bins left out - 

eyesore. Bottle bank 

Sad that local PCSO office for police closed leading to reduced police vis ability in village 

See Q3.4 

Shop facilities are fine for a village of this size, but the pubs/restaurants leave something 

to be desired. All three are in beautiful buildings, but each slightly misses the mark in 

terms of quality vs. price and we find ourselves travelling to other villages/towns for a 

good meal when we'd prefer to stay local.   Getting "the village pub" right can really 

make a community, so would be nice to see improvement here. 

Shop this end of village 

Some shops like butcher, bakery, etc would be nice we have allotments?!? 

Something similar to Steventon as they seem to have everything and facilities going on 

all the time in a far better building than we have in Sutton Courtenay 

Sports hall would be a great addition to the school and local community. Bowling green 

for over 65's. Village hall refurbishment required. Outdoor gym in rec ground. 

Sutton Courtenay has a huge drug issue, seen walking naked while high / No spaces at 

the school which is struggling / Apart from our wonderful village hall what other indoor 

facilities do we have / We do not have doctors only wonderful vets. We have enough pubs 

Tennis Court in good condition and a booking system on the village website 

Tennis courts would be a nice addition, walking route, signposted/advertised to attract 

visitors / Miss butchers and would like to see good bakers 

The community hall could use a facelift and the scouts building also needs updating for 

use of clubs; societies. We need some more shops i.e. coffee shop and a proper farm 

shop 

The main issue is: Sutton Courtenay has become a 'drive through village'. Only pubs are 

enticing to footfall. Also the homophobic treatment by locals to the previous gay manager 

of one pub here was disgraceful 

The nearest doctor is in Abingdon. With so much additional housing in the village, it 

would seem sensible to consider some sort of medical service in the village. We have 

enough pubs and restaurants (and they are good). An extra shop would be useful 

The pavements and footpaths are not suitable for wheelchair users or pushchairs. Too 

many cars park on pavements and verges. People 65 and over need to walk to bus stop, 

to shops, to church. To Cemetary, to village hall but the pavements are so uneven and 

broken that accidents can happen. Keeping mobile is a priority. Allotments give residents 

the ability to grow and eat their own veg/fruit - it is therapeutic, enhances the beauty of 

S.C. and the superb Thames valley soil is put to good use. More funding for police - we 



did have a security officer in the village a few years ago. 

The rec skate park is in need of a makeover. The playground is not as good as most other 

villages in the area. Pavements must be horrific for anyone with physical disabilities. Too 

many side roads have priority over pedestrians making it hard to get around village. Not 

one pedestrian crossing in the village - scandalous situation for children/disabled. Not 

aware of any alternatives to village hall which is quite tired 

The recreation ground should be developed with more of an adventure playground 

emphasis. Other villages way ahead of us in this area. Why has S.C. with all the 

developments landfill and power stations etc. Not had more money to do this? Parish 

Council not tough enough in negotiating. 

The school does not have enough resources, buildings or space. There are no indoor 

leisure/sports facilities. Outdoor recreation areas are dated with nothing for elderly 

residents i.e. outdoor gym to keep mobile. The Cost Cutter shops is exploitative with its 

high prices and lack of community spirit. There is a youth club but they do not have their 

own space. The village hall is old and outdated with no internet and not very friendly to 

use (no bin/can't have food in areas, no sports to played indoors) plus its booked a lot of 

time. 

The shops (Post Office) is well positioned, however, the pubs would do much better if 

they could improve their food levels. We have eaten at all of them and would only eat at 

The Swan again but more as a last resort.  Disappointing for such a foodie opportunity 

not to be taken. 

The village hall could be used better. To encourage the use a realistic price needed / 

Athletic people needed to run this 

The village hall is not satisfactory for wedding receptions, family parties etc and has out-

priced activities for the Go Active campaign- which is why we go to Milton, Steventon, 

South Moreton and Dorchester-on-Thames for activities for people our age.  We would 

walk to these groups if they were closer to home, reducing dependence on the car and 

enabling us to mix more with our neighbours in the village and enhance the sense of 

community, which is why we chose to live in a village in the first place. Public transport is 

appalling too! 

The village hall used for many purposes is hopeless for people with hearing problems 

There appears to be surprising little here.  I have moved from a very small village in 

Switzerland and there seemed a lot more available 

There are no doctors or dentists in SC! Two shops available are very basic in terms of 

quality of fresh food. Anything slightly out of ordinary requires car trip to Abingdon or 

Didcot 

There are no health care facilities in the village, and if it is to grow, then we need more 

facilities for people to reduce car traffic, so local shops, health centre, indoor sports, etc 

There are no indoor facilities for sport (swimming pool, badminton) 

There is a clear requirement for the reintroduction of a community police presence. There 

is a need for a community recreational/well equipped play area in the south of the village 

There is just one in the village e.g. childcare - there just one person who does it in the 

village 

There is no childcare in village except afterschool club (which is restricted hours) No 

childminders to do pickup from school. School also got a disappointing rating this year 

There is no dentists or doctor in the village. More facilities/clubs needed for all ages but 

it's lack of people to run them not the space. No opinion/don't know - are not the same 

thing! 

There is no doctor or dentist here, nor indoor facilities for sport leisure etc. The young 

and old need more activity. A disabled person would find it hard to manoeuvre in their 

mobility vehicle in the village. Not many police are seen in the village limited outdoor 

sport leisure 

There is no doctor or dentist in Sutton 

There is no doctor or dentist nearby. There is no pub covering the top area of the village 

now 



There is no doctor, dentist in the village 

There is no doctor, dentist or pharmacist yet the village has doubled and everyone has to 

drive to get to the most basic appointment 

There is no doctors or dentist as far as I know. More youth facilities required 

There is no doctors so dissatisfied. Less expensive shops would be good. Extra public 

transport especially Sundays. Need more things to do for kids. There are no drinking pubs 

now the Plough has been ruined 

There isn't any dentist or doctors nearby which is a long travel if u don't have a car. 

There isn't any indoor or outdoor leisure and exercise to do. There is only two shops that 

is close by but is very expensive and couldn't do a lot of shopping in. There is no clubs for 

anyone to attend to. There is only one at a church but not everyone like church 

There isn't enough adequate shops for a village this size. Getting a doctor appointment is 

hard and you can’t even go to the nearest town i.e. Didcot. There is nothing for people 

over 65 but not very old . 

There needs to be some smaller venues for hire, and ones which provide a pleasant 

environment. 

There used to be a doctors surgery 

There was a doctors' surgery when we moved in to the village but there isn't one these 

days. It would be nice if there could be one again. 

To avoid travel to Abingdon for GP surgery - could be an out surgery from somewhere 

near 

Too far to travel to doctors 

Too many cars parking on pathways / Need a surgery back in the village 

Unable to answer as only been in the area for 2 months. We have registered with doctors 

in Abingdon as unsure if there was a village option 

Use doctor for Clifton Hampden but would be useful to have local doctor. Indoor facilities 

have to go to Abingdon. For under 18 - lack of regular and longer serving buses; poor 

cycle paths. Police and security - It seems as if crime getting more in the village but 

neighbourhood watch good at showing information 

Use doctor in Clifton Hampden as no local one. Only Abingdon for indoor facilities. Under 

18's - Regular/longer serving buses; poor cycle paths. Police/security - perception crime 

increasing; neighbourhood watch is a good thing 

Very limited indoor facilities. Clubs don't always have enough support to maintain 

facilities, or aren't sharing facilities 

Very little for the young 

Very poor experience with the local school - not at all welcoming for those children with 

additional needs 

Very poor recreational and sporting facilities 

Village expanding and shop etc decreasing. No sign of police about 

Village hall nearer to centre of village. Recreation ground very isolated. Difficult to have 

the village hall 

Village hall not fit for purpose. More community police (volunteers). More allotment land 

in a more accessible place 

Village need doctors surgery. Too small school 

Visiting doctors or dentist by bus is a long exercise. There is only the village hall. The 

presence of police in the village was helpful towards making it a safe place and in 

establishing good relationships between the police and residents of all ages. 

Water supply to allotments is currently inadequate 

We could do with a local doctor in the village - we're a big community. Childcare very 

difficult to find 

We do not have a doctor in Sutton Courtenay. 

we go to youth club on Wednesdays and lots of stuff with Damascus but it would be good 

to have more sports clubs like a Sutton youth team 



We have no doctor/dentist in village and for those dependent on public transport it must 

be difficult. The school is oversubscribed and if any of the large scale developments 

currently in the pipeline are approved, the situation will be far worse. Shopping in the 

village is very limited and must be difficult for those without their own transport. 

We have no doctors because it kept being broken into. I still travel to Banbury for my 

dentist. Everyone is getting older. Shortage of police everywhere 

We have no healthcare, village now so big that we really should have / We have no sport 

or leisure or exercise facilities indoor or out / I don't rate either pub, sometimes dreadful 

food/drink/service depending on who is running it but its general poor. The Fish is the 

only good place but we could do with a good pub too / What can under 18's do apart from 

leave the village / Village hall is dire, as is the football club - I certainly wouldn't have 

either 

We have no personal knowledge of these services 

We have to travel to Didcot for the doctor and Wootton for the dentist. So many people 

live in the village now, it's shocking we don't have these already. We don't even have a 

chemist. We would all like to do more exercise, both indoors and outdoors and it would 

be easier for us if facilities were in the village. I don't think there is much for my teenage 

children to do 

We need a doctors back into Sutton Courtenay - other ticks answers are obvious 

We need a doctors surgery (like we used to have in SC even if it was a mobile unit and 

the same for dentists. We need more activities and clubs for all ages of our community 

young and old. More shops as we have lost so many of our local shops over the years e.g. 

butchers, fruit and veg shop. It would be nice to have a tea shop where people could go 

and have a tea, coffee and cake and meet up for a chat with friends. We need more 

things happening in our village for everyone we were once a very tight knit community 

but over the years the community spirit has been lost along the way 

We need a medical centre/chemist / Greengrocers / If disabled choice is limited / More 

police presence but with cut back to police force - less likely 

We no need a few more shops. Allotments, need more of these 

We only have two shops but one of those is nicknames 'the antique' store as most of the 

produce is old but it does have a post office. 

We used to have a doctors surgery in Sutton Courtenay for people without cars it would 

be useful to have a facility in the village. The elderly club in the village hall has been 

closed which is a shame as it was somewhere they could get together - something else 

should be started up for our elderly villagers. We also used to have a policeman in the 

village, having a police person driving or still cycling around the village would help make 

people feel safer 

We used to have a doctors surgery until the local vandals got at it. We never see a police 

person 

Wet sports are not provided for - canoe, boats etc 

WIFI area 

With all the new houses, we need a doctor/dentist. We need a new village hall. Meeting 

place for young mums/elderly/visitor for coffee/to catch up or club/crafting, etc 

With pubs all at one end of village 

With the increase of housing developments, we need better medical facilities, more shops 

and a community facility for the over 60's 

With the increased population we really do need a doctors surgery in the village 

Would be good to have a local doctor again, particularly for the size of the village. I don't 

believe that our older residents should have to pay to hire the village hall for their club. 

Perhaps if this wasn't the case it would still be running. Village hall is very cold and takes 

ages to heat. It's just not the most welcoming of places. Would be good to see police 

occasionally walking around the village 

Would be great to have a better village shop selling local produce and a coffee shop 

Would be great to have a butcher / greengrocer 



Would be great to walk to doctors or dentist 

Would be helpful to have a doctors/health centre closer without having to travel far. More 

shops for groceries etc with more variety. Allotments to enable people to grow own 

produce and interaction with other people 

Would be nice for a bingo club. Only village with nothing for the elderly. Not even at 

Christmas 

Would be nice to see a family friendly pub or restaurant, as the majority have shut down 

/ As the village has expanded, I believe a bigger and more modern park with play 

equipment would benefit families / Aside from scouts, my children struggle to find 

activities to do, or facilities to go to 

Would benefit from; Village doctor, nursery. lots of petty crime 

Would like a health centre and dentist. Not much for young people to do. We need more 

allotments 

Would like a local coffee shop 

Would like small allotments near to our home 

Would like to see more of a police presence in the village. Bring back the village bobby 

Would like to see more police in the village, especially speed camera van 

Would like to see police in village more often 

Would like to see tennis court refurbished and expanded. Would be good to have facilities 

for indoor sport e.g. badminton. Permanent availability of goal posts on the rec 

Would like to see the recreation ground and football club become a more multi-sport 

(cricket appears to have been forced out) facility - which would make it more of a 

community hub. Would be good to see tennis courts by village hall refurbished to become 

a better facility for all 

Would love to see a more local farm shop outlet locally / Would love to have somewhere 

to go to get a coffee in the mornings or the afternoon / Would love the pubs to co-

ordinate so that they weren't all closed on the same days / Think the village hall and 

recreation ground and clubhouse are sad, run down, outdated and unappealing in every 

way. As a result we just don't want to use them for sport, leisure, exercise/recreation 

Youth club or scouts group 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q20a" Do you think there is a need for the following types of small-scale business 

development in Sutton Courtenay? If other, please specify below 

A cafe 

A daytime (non pub-based) meeting place such as a café would be a welcome addition. 

Any business activity would be beneficial 

Area for mainstream convenience, takeaway, chain pub. 

Bakery 

Better shops. Improve what we have 

Boat maintenance/moorings/more riverside amenities. 

Cafe 

Cafe 

Cafe 

Coffee shop and public house (Milton side of SC) 

Coffee shop or tea room 

Coffee shops 

community cafe / bakery / farm shop 

Daytime coffee shop 

Doctors surgery 

Existing retail poor quality/expensive 

Farm shop / coffee shop 

Jobs are important - small business, not ruin village 

No extra need 

Not with Milton Park so close by, waste of time and money. 

Phone box 

Potentially shops but only if village grows and to add competition. Could also potentially 

be a work hub 

Small/independent shop i.e. Deli or bakery 

Some people have said it would be lovely to have a cafe 

Village cafe 

Work from home provision 

Workshop spaces. i.e. the size of a double garage 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q23" If you think we need more businesses or jobs in Sutton Courtenay, please suggest 

what is needed and where it should be located in the space below. 

A cafe or communal area for locals to socialise - South/middle of village with easy access 

for all 

A chemist and coffee shop 

A coffee shop - High Street or Harwell Road/towards Milton Park 

A doctor and dentist. Apparently there used to be  butcher, that would be amazing, or a 

staffed farm shop 

A local cafe - on the High Street. A fresh produce market - on the village green. An 

outdoor gym - close to the recreation ground. 

A village butcher / baker / grocer or farm shop would be a very welcome addition 

All the types of businesses to run a small town - On these new developments 

Another convenience store at the top of the village. Food Takeaway restaurants 

Antique shop / Tea shop / Village store - Around or near abbey 

Any local jobs should be encouraged but I don't have much knowledge of what there is or 

what else could be done 

Any new businesses should be located on the outskirts of the village with an easy access 

route that would minimise congestion in the centre. Small local businesses could share 

space with any new shops or other facilities. 

Any sector - any area 

Any type of business that would help the youngsters with employment even if only part 

time 

Anything 

Business incubation cells 

Business Parks not the village 

Butcher, baker, greengrocer, farm shop, coffee shop 

Butcher, greengrocer, fish and chips shop 

Butcher/grocer 

Butchers 

Butchers - Bradstocks Way 

Butchers, green grocer, farm shop 

Butchers, tea room - Near the post office if possible. General retail - Any site close to 

main roads that offers adequate parking 

Butchers/bakers - Bradstocks Way 

Cafe 

Cafe - At the rec, where the Plough was 

Cafe - centrally 

Cafe - centrally / Place for young people - village hall 

Cafe - Centre (Triangle/ The green) 

Cafe - Estate end Bradstocks Way. Takeaway shop - Near flower shop? More low cost 

food shops - anywhere 

Cafe - High Street 

Cafe - High Street 

Cafe - on the green or better still on High Street 

Cafe and coffee - Matthews old farm shop 

Cafe by cost cutter or more food vans that come through the village. For example, in 

Steventon, they have a chip van that parks by the hall and a pizza van. 

Cafe/Bakers/Delicatessen - High Street 

Cafe/deli - don't know 



Cafe/deli/butchers/greengrocers/takeaway 

Cafes, etc - High Street 

Car washing service - petrol filling station or facing farm 

Chemist - High Street/central locations. Cafe/tearooms - High Street/central location. 

Takeaway - High Street/central location 

Chemist / Doctors / Dentist 

chip shop 

Chip shop or take away - local in the village 

Cleaning company. Pharmacy - Near village shop 

Coffee shop and farm shop - High Street 

Coffee shop to promote community and village shops 

Coffee shop/bakery - near the green 

Coffee shop/community cafe - Matthews Garden Centre 

Coffee shop/tea room - where old pub was near hairdressers/garage 

Community centre/workshops - anywhere / Farm shops/homemade foods etc - outskirts 

of SC or any fields left 

Community workers for youngsters 

Convenience store - North of village. Cafe - Anywhere 

cottage industries 

Deli 

Delicatessen/Butchers - wherever possible 

Dentist with existing housing stock 

Doctor, dentist and pharmacy 

Doctors, dentists, bakery, builders 

Doesn't Milton Park offer enough? 

Don't know 

Dry cleaners 

Encourage small firms to start up - nursery area 

Extra shops - Near housing estates 

Farm shop - High street 

Farm shop/butcher/bakery/cafe - High Street 

Farm shop/coffee shop - preferably in the centre of the village not hidden away 

Farm shop; small (single desk) office opportunities; anything to discourage polluting car 

journeys (no more new homes for people who will feel the need to get in a car to go to 

work and to go shopping) 

Farms - Around Sutton Courtenay 

Fish and chips/takeaway - anywhere 

food stuff / more shops 

Fruit and veg and butcher 

Given the proximity of (growing) employment sites at Milton Park, Enterprise Zones and 

Culham Science Centre there are enough jobs close to SC so no really need for offices / 

warehouses in the village. However, I would support more jobs in those existing 

employment location above. 

Good butcher 

Green grocer and butcher - Matthews 

Greengrocer - Matthews such a shame he can't trade anymore 

Greengrocers and hardware shop 



Ground maintenance - Recreation ground 

Health centre - on estate 

Healthcare providers/coffee shop - near the roundabout/garage 

Hot spot offices that allow remote workers or self-employed office workers come together 

or use office facilities - Milton Park or hub within the village 

I do not want more businesses in SC because the traffic is bad enough already. We 

cannot cope with more! 

I don't believe the job provision should be in the new warehouses or counted as 

construction work for new housing developments.  We need sustainable local businesses 

which are not going to be phased out by automated warehouses, or provide temporary 

labour. 

I don't know 

I don't really know employment status in S.C. but fostering local businesses has to be 

encouraged 

I would like to see a café ( possibly as part of a farm shop) where people could meet 

informally during the daytime. No particular views on location although somewhere 

reasonably central would be good. 

If anywhere, on existing brownfield sites, and where there have previously been pubs or 

shops 

In place of existing poor quality shop 

Infrastructure cannot support more incoming transport 

IT/Media company - boundary of village 

Jobs and local businesses to de-centralise and offer access close to home 

Keep garden centre - Where it is now. Butchers - Near present shops. Doctors/dentist - 

Near shops 

Life enhancing suitable for a rural area, cafes, creative workshops, etc.  Somewhere to 

site by the river and relax with coffee and light food. 

Local businesses - Brownfield sites only 

Local crafts - any area 

Local crafts/arts centre - in village area. Local boatyard (council run and local) - River 

Thames local pit lakes/gravel pits. Land managed projects farming/animals/fishing - local 

to Sutton Courtenay boat lake/trout lake etc. 

Local farm shop/tea room - Near flower shop along High Street 

Local produce shop - Near the pub 

Local shops 

Local skills - Don't know 

Local supermarket / tea room / childcare 

Low cost starter units for small businesses -  not sure 

Maybe a big Tesco or Sainsburys. I would place it on the high street or somewhere close 

by as there isn't much 

Milton Park 

Milton Park / Didcot 

More affordable housing 

More jobs for S.C. inhabitants - Within existing trading estates Didcot / Milton but public 

transport needs to be regular and reliable. 

More jobs that are local - In a field 

More retail opportunities throughout the village to prevent the need for driving for 

everything. Coffee shop for those who don't frequent pubs.   See no reason not to 

encourage local business within the area but not informed sufficiently to comment 

further. 

More self-employed people working - presumably from home 



More shops - anywhere 

More shops offering more selection with improved parking. 

More space for entrepreneurs to work from - Cross Trees or nursery 

More space for start-ups/creative industries - don't know 

More start up offices - within existing properties 

More variety of shops, wholefood, and maybe even a takeaway - Near Bradstock or on 

new estate off Milton Road. Artisan and craft units - In the Christchurch empty space 

Move start up units and general workshop space/Should be cheap rentals - difficult to 

suggest given the amount of space available at Milton Park, Didcot and Abingdon. 

Need more small developments like the Nursery. Some offices and or workshops. Build 

them on the edge of the village, maybe where Amey is or was 

Needs to be very small scale because of impact of extra traffic 

No idea just generally support this 

Not in my scope. Car repair, chip shop - not in my scope 

Not sure where it would be located but something like Harwell with a Butcher and 

Steventon with Bakery etc. would be great. 

Office facilities for people working alone or with one or two people - Former Catholic 

Church site but only if small development 

Part time jobs - anywhere in village 

Pet shop / barber shop 

Pharmacy 

Pharmacy - Matrix area 

Pharmacy/food and groceries 

Post office - Around Bradstocks Way estate area. Doctor/dentist - Around Bradstocks Way 

estate area. 

Pub - Bradstocks Way. Sports/swimming pool - South SC (or anywhere) 

Pub - School end 

Pub or cafe - The less expensive end (somewhere social). Nice food shops - anywhere in 

the village 

Restaurant - somewhere close to the village hall but keeping the grass 

Retail and hospitality - Centrally or village hall 

Services, community building 

Shared office facilities for home workers - village hall. Community cafe - Church/village 

hall 

Shop for competition - on next new build. Commercial and office space - farm buildings 

not used by farmers 

Shops - On new developments 

Shops - That is the question (where). Creative units/small commercial - In the hub of the 

village. The green. but all that there is the pubs 

Shops / more shops would encourage jobs - within village envelope 

Shops, shopping complex 

Shops/Coffee shops - anywhere 

Small business and creative workshop spaces instead of housing development on sites 

that have questionable viability for housing. 

Small businesses - throughout the village 

Small businesses - unsure 

Small independent workshops - somewhere like cross trees farm if the buildings are not 

used much / Internet cafe/village hub - any underused buildings which is fairly accessible 

Small innovative businesses - no preference 



Small office locations to support small business e.g. health practice - Unsure. Not big 

developments 

Small scale offices - Conversion of properties barns, etc. 

Small shops / Deli - High Street 

Small/independent shop i.e. Deli/bakery - High Street. Health centre/doctors - outskirts 

of village with proper car park 

Space for homeworkers/self-employed to work away from home 

Space for remote workers 

Starter office units - A development like the one in the nursery 

Starter office units - brownfield site 

Studios - Farm buildings 

supermarket 

Surgery, dentist chemist - no idea 

Sutton Courtenay is so close to Milton Park that there is no need in my opinion for 

commercial development within Sutton Courtenay as well. 

Tea shop; Butchers; Doctors - Don't know 

Tea/coffee shop/butcher/greengrocer/deli - central 

Technology/innovation centre - End of Hobby Horse Lane 

There is a lot of local employment in Abingdon, Didcot, Milton Park & Oxford so if 

anything is needed in Sutton Courtenay then maybe smaller units or creative workshop 

spaces in keeping with the character of the village. 

There is Milton park already next door 

There is no space left in the village. Plenty of jobs on Milton park and lots of shops up the 

road there too 

This is a village - a place where people live and commute to work from. Encouraging 

additional businesses to be built would mean a loss of green spaces, more vehicles and 

more demand on the local infrastructure which cannot cope with what is asked of it 

already. 

Unfortunately people go to town centre or out of town supermarkets more than local 

amenities 

Use existing unutilised brown field sites for start-up businesses, craft/ farm shop ( sell 

produce from a community orchard/allotment) and small café. 

Volunteer litter picking and communal area upkeep jobs perhaps - public spaces and 

communal areas including verges 

We cannot sustain more business and jobs with current lack of infrastructure and clogged 

roads. 

We live right next door to Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, Milton Park etc. We do not need 

business to set up in the village - this will create even more pressure to conjoin Sutton 

Courtenay with Milton. 

We need local groceries shops, Tesco and Sainsburys - Milton Park area 

we need some more shops, coffee shop/tea room, local craft workshops that encourage 

people from the Thames path walk to stop in the village 

We need to encourage more home working and lower-priced accommodation for younger 

people employed at Milton Park and Culham, many of whom would appreciate better local 

transport and /or use bikes. The lack of local shops and a surgery/dentist adds to local 

traffic density, pollution etc which doesn't just affect this village. In-filling could still 

supply more really affordable housing. Couldn't some of the land originally designated for 

the giant warehouse be used for this purpose as well as for data centres?  This village will 

die if we do not encourage younger people to settle here and live closer to their work, 

children's schools etc. 

We ought to use local peoples talent 

We should focus on expanding the existing business parks particularly the big ones as 



these are already well serviced with transport links. 

With Didcot, Abingdon and Milton Enterprise Park all so close, more businesses etc are 

not required in our rural community 

Working from home High speed fibre broadband to home 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q25a" Should the current Conservation Area be extended? Please give reasons for your 

answer of “Yes”. 

All around is housing no green areas 

Allows future generations to enjoy it 

Anything to keep open spaces to keep us a village 

Anything to stop developmental sprawl 

Around the estate 

At the present rate green spaces will soon disappear 

Because there are areas outside if that should be protected 

Because there are various historic houses just outside conservation area which needs to 

be protected 

Because we keep building on other green land. Family walks etc are good for us and 

having the area extended would be great 

Before we lose the countryside altogether 

Churchmere Road and the common. Thames and Sutton users footpath already in 

Conservation areas should always be as large as possible 

Conservation is important 

Conservation is more important every day 

Conservation should be important to all areas 

Encourage natural habitat for animals and heritage sites 

Encouraging more wildlife would create need for more space 

Good for calming, peaceful atmosphere 

Hideous urbanised developments/homes passed planning via parish council 

I approve of conservation 

Include the fish 

Increasing number of birds/small mammals are losing habitat (give them a chance) 

It may protect the village from more expansion 

It might help to protect from overdevelopment 

It seems a very small part of village 

It seems tiny compared to size of village 

It should cover 2-4 Frilsham Street and the small green 

It's quite small 

Keep village character 

Keep village character 

Keep village feel 

Limit rebuilding/overcrowding 

Little of merit 

Losing too much 

Many historical buildings throughout the village - retain character 

Might prevent further housing estates 

Nearby wildlife needs protecting 

Need to development our place 

Needs changing as at moment very arbitrary 

No more building in the village 

One would hope that trust in the powers that be are warranted and would protect all 

areas that warrant conservation. 



Otherwise heart of village will be eroded, too small 

People have already built disgusting houses in the conservation area. Should be stopped 

Possibly if it will help pressure also 

Prevention of more houses - retain character 

Protect environment 

Protect environment 

Protect our heritage 

Protect the village character 

Protection of environment 

Protection to boundary 

Restrict development 

S.C. has been developed enough 

SC should not be a suburb of Didcot 

Should include a bit more land and existing area e.g. All Saints Lane 

Should include more of the village to protect inappropriate building 

Stop development 

Stop developments 

Stop overdevelopment of green spaces and ensure brownfields development 

Sutton Courtenay is a beautiful village that needs to be protected from housing expansion 

Sutton Courtenay seems to be divided in two halves 

Sutton Courtenay will be engulfed in development, we have to preserve it. 

The boundary of it is rather bizarre, should encompass more of the old area of village 

The current conservation area doesn't cover all the historic and important parts of the 

village 

The field behind Bradstocks has lots of wildlife 

The more the better 

The village has been extended considerably 

The whole village is typical and should be retained - in particular High Street and roads 

off 

There are some wildlife habitats over on the woodlands that have huge potential to safe 

wildlife 

There is too much building in SC 

This village is a rat run for the A34 and Milton Park needs protection not to mention 

London commuters. Pushing up housing prices 

This village is at risk of losing its wildlife and farmland due to the ever increasing housing 

developments. If it’s not extended, we risk SC becoming an extended part of Didcot or 

Abingdon 

To all buildings over 60 years of age 

To assist in preserving general atmosphere of village 

To ensure development is in keeping with village - If however, modern, ugly, structures 

have been allowing in the area. So does it actually work? 

To have more control over development issues 

To keep some green land 

To keep the character 

To preserve our village environment 

To preserve village life 

To prevent areas being lost to housing 



To prevent further building projects intruding into attractive local areas 

To prevent further housing/businesses 

To prevent large housing development 

To prevent out of character mass development - any extra needs to be done sensitively 

To protect an historic village for future generations, wildlife 

To protect boundaries to preview urban sprawl 

To protect from development 

To protect from further urbanisation 

To protect open spaces and farmland immediately adjacent to village 

To protect the land 

To protect wildlife in the local area 

To stop development encroaching villages 

To stop housing developers 

To stop infill of houses to close together 

To stop it being built on 

To stop sprawl and protect the village 

To stop/put constraint on development in the village and protect greenbelt around SC 

Too many cheap looking new build properties 

Too many houses being built we need to keep countryside 

Too much commercialisation of the village 

Too much development 

Too much house building 

Too small 

Try to preserve and add to what we have 

We don't have a housing problem, we have an overpopulation problem 

We must keep as much conservation as possible 

We need green spaces 

We need to conserve as much space as is possible for the sake of the village, the villagers 

and future generations 

We need to keep our open spaces and keep it as a countryside 

We need to keep the village as rural as possible. It's a village let’s not become part of 

Didcot or Milton 

We need to protect as much as we can 

We need to protect our special buildings and green spaces 

We need to protect S.C. 

We're losing to much of the village to businesses 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q25b" Should the current Conservation Area be extended? Please give reasons for your 

answer of “No”. 

Adequate coverage 

Already covers the older parts of S.C. 

Already quite adequate 

Any new buildings would not last long enough 

Area already covered appropriate 

Area seems well defined 

Big enough 

Big enough 

Covers important areas already 

Do not know convincing response to do this? 

Everyone should be aware that we have to conserve and preserve. We have enough 

rules, we have enough rules what about the parts that aren't in the conservation area - 

they are just as important 

I cannot see how this would improve planning decisions 

I didn't believe it should be extended just maintained 

I think it is adequate to preserve the character of the high street and centre of the village 

I think it is sufficient currently 

I'm not opposed to all change. Extension of conservation area could be an unattractive 

nimbyism 

Is adequate 

It is already covering the historic part of the village 

It is at an adequate size 

It is large enough already 

It protects the oldest part of the village from being developed 

It seems to encompass the area it should do 

It seems to me development adjacent to conservation area impinges on it anyway, do 

what is the point? 

It will stifle development and ultimately kill the village 

Keep rural 

Little of interest in south of village 

Most buildings already covered and some have solar panels on the roof that is not in 

keeping with conservation area 

No need 

Not clear why. What after buildings would you include 

Not sustainable 

Please leave the conservation area as it is, not to be extended 

Quite reasonable as it is 

Remains as it is 

Seem to be adequate. It is preferable if people live in modern and salubrious houses 

Seems about right 

Seems to cover a reasonable size of the village already 

Sutton is a village not a city 

That which is worthwhile is already included 

The existing conservation area is in the heart of the village and is enough 

The historic core is already covered 



The roads are not equipped for more traffic 

To change the boundary is to play into developing housing plans. Should be left as it is 

To prevent being outer Didcot 

We have no room 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q25c" Should the current Conservation Area be extended? Please give reasons for your 

answer of “No opinion”. 

Cannot think of anything that needs to be added 

Covers the older part of the village 

Depends on the rules and regulations regarding the conservation area 

Don't know - what it would imply 

Don't know where conservation areas are 

Don't know where it is 

I do not know enough 

I don't know enough to have an informed opinion 

I live nowhere near it so am unsure of the issues surrounding it 

I wouldn't know where the extended area would be so can't form an opinion because of 

this 

Insufficient information to give opinion 

Just need to keep what we've got. We are very lucky 

N/A 

No information to make decision 

No information to make judgement 

Not enough information to have an opinion 

Not informed enough to have an opinion. No high priority on becoming informed 

Not sure 

Probably worth a review of coverage 

Seems adequate 

Sufficient if maintained 

Unaware of proposed extended areas 

Unfamiliar with the spaces outside the current area 

What areas are you considering and what is the due process? 

What is the current area? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q25d" Should the current Conservation Area be extended? Please give reasons for your 

answer – Responses from online survey not split out 

Adequate conservation area 

All areas should be considered not just the rich historical houses. typical 

Any protection to a green calm and peaceful village desirable 

Anything that will keep over development at bay is welcome 

As long as the development is in keeping with the area I am happy with development to 

historical buildings 

Because the village is pretty and we should protect those houses that have a heritage. It 

shouldn't just cover the houses that face the high street, it should apply to all within the 

area and the council should uphold people to this. And equally it should be extended as 

well to cover more areas where there is heritage to be protected - like all of Lady Place. 

Don't have sufficient knowledge about Conservation Areas to provide a view.  Though if 

the area were to be extended it would limit development, which I would be generally in 

favour of. 

Don't know enough about history of other parts of village. 

Extending it could erode its importance 

For what it’s worth, extra planning consideration should be extended to include all areas 

of the village with older (pre-war) buildings 

I don’t know what the conservation areas are. A map would of helped with this question 

I think it already covers the correct area. 

If the conservation area were to include rare wildlife habitat, I would like to see it 

extended, but my understanding is that this is in respect of historic buildings and I am 

not aware of any just outside the boundary. If there are, the area should be extended.  

My more major concern is the risk of losing greenbelt and farmland to development. 

It is too small. 

It's good to look after the nature. 

Keep SC a village! 

Preservation of the village feeling 

The CA should be slightly extended to protect older houses & some fields (to prevent 

housing being built on them). 

The Conservation Area currently covers just houses when in fact the open spaces around 

the older part of the village are as important to the overall character of the village. 

The conservation area should be extended in order to safeguard the village - the 

recreation ground should be included and the entire length of Old Wallingford Way within 

the Parish Boundary should be included as this is a historical route. A further extension 

westward along the Drayton Road and west of Uptown Farm should also be included to 

preserve the nature of these historical areas. Ideally the meadow south of the village 

primary school should be included as part of a conservation area in order to protect 

against further development which would join Milton Park/Milton Village to Sutton 

Courtenay although on what grounds this could happen is unclear. 

The current conservation area needs to be maintained and not eroded by further building 

developments. 

There has been a lot of poor quality development within Sutton Courtenay leading to a 

mixed and unplanned appearance of the village 

There have been some awful "modern" style houses on the edge of the conservation 

area.   The dreadful house in Drayton Road with the grey corrugated tin roof being a 

prime example. 

Think that present area does include the older part of the village 

This is another quality of life issue.  I have lived in a very smart and sanitised 

environment and it was soulless and depressing.  Even the best architects find it difficult 

to create beautiful life enhancing places to live. 



To keep the village we live in how it is and to prevent unnecessary sprawl from village 

overdevelopment 

To prevent further housing 

To protect the historic heart of the village and its community against unplanned 

development. 

To protect the village 

Try to keep more of the area preserved 

We need to protect more green space to prevent further big developments where hardly 

any of the housing is affordable. 

We should worry about impact on all houses not just posh old ones 

What need is there to extend the Conservation Area?  This just makes work for the 

Planning authorities - who needs even more bureaucracy? 

Whilst it seems adequate as it is, it is surprising the level of planning permission 

approved to significant building changes including height and exterior. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q26i" With regard to infrastructure, how do you rate the following? 

If ticked needs to be improved for any, how & where does it need to be improved – 

Sewage/Drainage 

Abingdon Road not even on mains drainage. Well known that sewage system is 

inadequate 

All along High Street 

All in need of upgrade 

All in need of upgrade 

All need to be updated 

All over 

All over 

All over 

All over 

All over 

All round general improvements ensuring new builds comply 

All the village 

Along Appleford Road to take into account the new builds 

Already over capacity 

Always water leaks down by petrol station 

Appleford Road 

Appleford Road has a few ongoing problems with sewage 

Aren't they still pumping sewerage out of Redrow? I'd say that should be sorted before 

any more plans are passed 

Asquith Park development home owners regularly have problems with sewage/drainage 

Asquith Park still not on main sewerage 

Bad smells often 

Bigger capacity 

Block regularly 

Blocked drains are common 

Both are appalling 

Brook Street often floods 

Brook Street regularly floods 

Can existing system cope with more housing 

Cannot cope in heavy rain 

Capacity. Breathing relief 

Complete updating. It cannot cope with all new houses 

Constant blockage to main sewer 

Currently being improved at Frilsham Street 

Drainage in the street. Drains are permanently blocked 

Drains blocked 

Drains can't cope with volume of housing there has already been 

Dreadful 

During floods problems arise 

Endless problems in High Street 

Every time it rains heavily we have problems with surface water, drainage in particular 

Everyone knows it is inadequate 



Everywhere 

Excess rain causes sewage to come up through drains 

Fatburgs have been found in existing sewer and nappy wipes. Diameter of existing sewer 

is adequate 

Flash floods completely flooded the drainage at end of Churchmere Road 

Flooding 

Flooding in certain areas in village - known black spots 

Floods 

Foil pumping station and High Street 

Get blocked sometimes 

Harwell and Milton Road areas 

Has not worked for many years 

Heavy rain leads to flash flooding. Neighbours have had problems with sewage washing 

up. 

High Street 

High Street 

High Street 

High Street 

High Street 

High Street - increase drainage 

High Street - ongoing issues especially with additional housing 

High Street drains 

High Street overloaded 

I assume there is a need as we have seen lots of work recently 

If more houses are to be built 

If new development and also in central village 

In general across village 

In Lady Place  we have problems all the time with backed up drains 

In response to the new developments around the fringes of the village 

In size 

Inadequate across the village. Victorian system needs entire upgrade 

Inadequate existing sites 

Inadequate for increased population 

Infrastructure based on original load of old village 

It is inadequate for number of houses 

It's totally inadequate in village 

Keeps blocking 

Lady Place sometimes has problems 

Larger drains, better run off from roads, easier access 

Less leaks all over village 

Main sewer gates through garden and inadequate diameter regular clearing of surface 

water, drains and ditches 

Major overall not a Thames water quick fix 

Maybe needs improvement in Church Street - drainage/sewage stress in times of flood - 

all day and night pumping had to go on. 

Milton Road 



Milton Road and High Street 

More houses mean more pressure 

More houses means more sewage needs more drainage. Mid 1950s pipes 

My perception is that the whole village system is old and inadequate 

Need improving (more houses) 

Need replacing 

Needs complete renewal 

Needs renewing 

Needs updating. Not adequate for increase in population. 

New developments and north of village they are constantly being pumped 

New developments means need to improve existing 

New houses putting strain on old pipes 

New pipes needed 

New sewage system through whole of village 

Not fit for purpose 

Not my job - get an environmental survey done 

Not sure if existing infrastructure is coping with demand 

Not updated and cannot cope 

Not updated to cope with all additional houses 

Off Milton Road and towards Culham 

Often an issue in village 

Old 

Old 

Old system - sometimes overflows - too many houses 

Old system, needs updating through village 

Old systems need to be replaced/updated before any development e.g. Milton Road 

Out of date 

Over the years there have been many sewage issues 

Persistent flooding over bridges and roads 

Pipes are not adequate in most of the village 

Pipes probably not large enough to cope with current situation 

Problems in High Street sometimes 

Regular blocked sewers 

Regular problem near the Triangle 

Roads flood during heavy rain on High Street 

Seems problems all through the village 

Sewage smells unpleasant in village 

Sewage/drainage system at its maximum 

Smelly drains 

So it doesn't block 

Standing water on Drayton Road 

Struggling with new developments 

Struggling with new housing build demands 

Sufficient to talk the new houses on Milton Road at present its not 



Surface water flooding 

Thames water has not improved sewage for west S.C. 

The fact the sewage leaked/overflowed into high street 

The main sewer in Churchmere and All Saints Lane is constantly blocking up (serious 

problem) 

The mains need to be updated 

The pipes are of Victorian age 

The whole village 

The whole village 

The work done recently for Heritage Park was so dreadful quality. This needs improving 

but subcontractors should not be allowed to. 

There has been no growth despite increase in number of new homes 

Throughout the village and to meet the future developments 

Tollgate Road. The triangle towards Drayton 

Too many houses for current drainage to cope with 

Too many houses on old drainage system 

Too many new houses without improvements and drainage 

Upgrade, all increase 

Verging needs improvement Sutton fields development 

Village 

We all know the problems with the Victorian system 

We are told sewerage in this village is in crisis 

We know it can't cope and will only get worse 

Well certainly lower end of High Street 

When it rains for prolonged periods the run off is not catered for by current drains and 

floods properties 

When we have rain drains can't cope 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q26j" With regard to infrastructure, how do you rate the following? 

If ticked needs to be improved for any, how & where does it need to be improved – Water 

supply 

All in need of upgrade 

All in need of upgrade 

All over 

All over 

All the village. There is leaks everywhere 

All water south of the Old Plough Pub 

Always leaking somewhere at moment by garage (fuel) 

Always leaks and low pressure 

Bad water pressure 

Can often be disrupted 

Constant leakage SC garage 

Could do with fixing leaks then maybe our water pressure would be better 

Has a funny taste 

Has not worked for many years 

Higher/more pressure 

In size 

Lack of pressure 

Leaks 

Leaks often near garage 

Leaks should be repaired sooner 

Lots of burst pipes 

Low pressure 

Low pressure 

Low pressure 

Low pressure 

Low pressure 

Low pressure 

Low pressure and water leaks in High Street on regular basis 

Low water pressure 

Low water pressure (mains) 

More pressure 

New pipes required 

No pressure 

Not relying on pipes from Culham 

Often leaking outside garage 

Old metal pipes constantly leaking 

Poor supply all over 

Poor water pressure due to new developments 

Pressure - Courtenay Close 

Pressure drops at times 

Pressure inadequate 

Pressure is poor 



Pressure is too low 

Pressure poor 

Pressure too low 

Pressure very low in Katchside 

Pressure very variable 

Regular cut offs of supply and incompetent handling of it - suggests too many leakages 

Repair to leaking pipes e.g. petrol station roundabout 

Supply ok. Pipes need changing 

The pressure of water is low in our house 

The water pressure is too low you can't run the shower and another tap 

The whole village 

To cope with increased housing - water pressure has already fallen 

Too low a pressure - upgrade with pump system 

Unacceptable - poor pressure 

Very low pressure 

Very low pressure. If in use so much that if jet washer/hose pipe we cannot have a 

shower 

Very poor water pressure 

Village 

Water is very hard water 

Water pressure is abysmal 

Water pressure is very low 

Water pressure, often to low 

Whole area has low water pressure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q26k" With regard to infrastructure, how do you rate the following? 

If ticked needs to be improved for any, how & where does it need to be improved – 

Mobile phone 

? 

All in need of upgrade 

All in need of upgrade 

All over 

Appleford Road 

Appleford Road 

Appleford Road (Sky mobile has improved) 

Awful all of them 

Bad reception in most of the village 

Better place 

Better reception 

Better signal 

Bid signal 

Break monopoly of BT 

BT coverage is awful 

But would not welcome mast near 

Can't get a signal in parts of Sutton Courtenay 

Can't get signal in house 

Connection poor 

Depends on network 

Don't have any 

EE reception very poor 

End of High Street 

Extremely poor 

Hardly any 4G - none in the house 

Hopeless on our network at home 

I have never been able to get a good signal at home 

Important for home working which is becoming increasingly more popular 

Intermittent signal 

Lack of signal 

Lady Place 

Little or no signal in some areas (Chapel Lane) 

Lots of spots not covered 

Low coverage through most of village 

Many mobile networks do not work 

Maybe another mast 

Mobile phone coverage is so poor in parts of village 

Mobile phone reception is bad where we live (around All Saints Lane) 

Most networks are poor in village especially EE - I have to have a booster at home 

My mobile phone coverage is dreadful (Vodafone) 

Need better reception 

Need consistent network coverage across village 



New coverage 

Next to no signal at my house 

No coverage in many areas 

No O2 signal 

No reception 

No reception indoors (house) 

No signal - have to have a booster land line 

No signal in my street 

No signal in own home 

No/limited service in my home (EE network) 

Not good coverage for some networks 

Not good reception 

Not good signal 

Not good signal 

Not great in High Street 

Not sure how (perhaps via new developments) but everywhere 

Not very good reception and signal 

Not work coverage not great 

O2 service not great 

Only one service provider available with reasonable signal (Vodafone) 

Only provider offering good coverage is O2 

Only reception in certain areas of the garden - no reception in house 

Our phones are unusable here without a booster that we have to pay for 

Parts of the village not good 

Patchy coverage 

Poor 

Poor reception 

Poor reception 

Poor reception 

Poor reception 

Poor reception around triangle area 

Poor service in Abingdon Road 

Poor signal 

Poor signal 

Poor signal 

Poor signal 

Poor signal around village 

Poor signal in our area 

Poor signal needs mast 

Put back transmitter in Bradstocks Way 

Reception 

Reception awful 

Reception is terrible 

Reception on O2 and EE is terrible in Asquith Park 



Reception still patchy 

Signal - Courtenay Close 

Signal antennas need to be installed 

Signal can be poor in various areas of village 

Signal can be very bad 

Signal is appalling 

Signal is not good 

Signal not always good 

Signal strength 

So bad, reception is appalling 

Some providers give poor reception in places 

Some services don't work 

Spring field way - poor EE coverage 

Springfield Way 

Strong, reliable signal 

Terrible mobile reception 

Terrible reception 

Terrible reception in most of village 

Terrible signals 

The mobile reception in the village is poor. Reception should be available indoors and 

outdoors 

The whole village 

Unreliable 

Very poor 

Very poor reception for the majority of providers. 

Very poor signal 

Very poor signal in Brook Street 

Very poor signal in house 

Very poor signal in house 

Very slow 

Vodafone is a disaster 

Vodafone signal is poor 

Water pressure could be better 

Weak at the moment but will get weaker as time goes on if more houses are built 

Weak coverage 

Weak signal frequently 

Weak signal in our home 

Where can you get a signal with any network that is actually good 

Within home phone signal quality is poor 

Would like to answer phone in house 

 

 

 



"Q26l" With regard to infrastructure, how do you rate the following? 

If ticked needs to be improved for any, how & where does it need to be improved – 

Broadband 

Absolutely horrendous service here 

All in need of upgrade 

All in need of upgrade 

All networks need to have adequate signal 

Always rubbish 

Appleford Road 

Be good to be able to get Virgin 

Better place 

Better reception 

Better signal 

BT speeds, very poor. Continually complaining 

By 100% 

Cabling is atrocious, old aluminium cables are not fit for purpose, village needs FTTP 

Can't get fast broadband at Lady Place 

Connection poor 

Enable all village to receive fibre 

End of High Street 

Everywhere 

Expensive 

Extremely poor 

Far too slow 

Faster 

Faster broadband 

Faster broadband needed 

Fibre 

Fibre - high speed - whole village. Lose BT dependence 

Fibre only available for part of the village 

Fibre to house, rather than fibre to cabinet only 

Fibre would be an advantage especially to increase customer choice. How much we pay. 

Where? Everywhere 

Harwell Road, slow and weak. Needs to be a lot faster 

Higher speed 

Important for home working which is becoming increasingly more popular 

Increased speed 

Internet sometimes gets lost 

It is not wonderful in Lady Place 

It is ok but not sure changing supplier could make it better 

It's getting worse 

Keeps going off understand it broken wires under speed ramps 

Lady Place 

More cabinets and faster supply 

More distribution cabinets evenly spaced throughout village 



Need cable to the door 

Need fibre and choice 

Need fibre at east end of village 

Need virgin and we are below average rate 

Needs faster broadband 

Needs to be fibre direct to homes 

Needs updating to faster fibre broadband 

Never get the advertised speeds especially at weekends 

No confidence in better services 

No fibre optic broadband yet, needed. 

Not as fast as towns 

Not good speed 

Not great in High Street 

Not many options for providers 

Not very fast 

Not very good 

Ok but needs improvement 

Only one service provider available (BT) 

Poor 

Poor bandwidth from my house, I am not in the main part of the village. 

Poor connection 

Poor quality 

Poor service no choice 

Poor signal 

Poor signal 

Poor speeds 

Poor. No competition between providers to drive up standards 

Reception 

Seems slow 

Slow 

Slow 

Slow - lack of choice and provider 

So bad, reception is appalling 

Speed is not good 

Speed of internet too slow 

Still too slow 

Terrible signal 

The faster the better 

The whole village 

The whole village 

The whole village should have super-fast broadband 

Too low a capacity, Sunday morning is a congestion disaster 

Too prone to infrastructure breakdowns especially in outer area where wire-scape is at 

the mercy of the elements and squirrels. 

Too slow 



Use fibre optic cable that goes to Milton Park 

Very poor signal 

Very slow 

Very slow 

Very slow 

Very slow 

Village 

Virgin media should be encouraged 

Virgin media should be encouraged to come to village 

Virgin media!! better more reliable WIFI 

Way too slow 

We are desperate for a broadband upgrade as was proposed then cancelled by Virgin 

media 

We have fibre optic and it is still slow and unreliable 

What a laugh! it’s too slow 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q26m" With regard to infrastructure, how do you rate the following? 

If ticked needs to be improved for any, how & where does it need to be improved – 

Pavements 

A lot of pavements slope and have potholes 

Abingdon Road and along abbey in very poor condition 

All getting a bit worn and rough. Hard for mums with pushchairs and wheelchairs 

All in need of upgrade 

All of village 

All over 

All over 

Along Appleford Road 

Along Church Street 

Along Church Street 

Alongside abbey wall - very hazardous 

Appleford Road 

Appleford Road 

Appleford Road 

Appleford Road 

Appleford Road, Church Street by the abbey 

Around shop in Bradstocks way 

As previously referred to. 

Bad condition 

Badly repaired 

Between green and triangle is very poor in winter 

Between triangle and George 

Breaking up 

Breaking up in Frilsham Street 

Cars off please 

Cars parked across pavements and blocked. Kerbs broken by buses 

Church Street lacks acceptable useable pavements 

Could be better but as residents damage through parking on them it is feasible. 

Could be wider in front of cottages in High Street 

Cracked and uneven - relay 

Cracks or holes which can be dangerous 

Crumbling and uneven- High Street/Drayton Road 

Cut back bushes and weeds 

Desperately in need of replacing 

Difficult because of the old footpaths and pavements 

Difficult for elderly people and children's buggies around Appleford Road 

Dropshort needs a path for safety 

Estate 

Frequently muddy due to excessive traffic 

Frilshaw Street 

From Appleford Road into centre of SC - paths missing and have to walk on road in places 

From church to new development at Amey yard 



From Triangle to church 

Full of weeds. High Street 

Get cars off grass verges 

Health and safety consideration 

Hedges and cutting back 

High Street has too many cars parked on paths 

High Street, Milton Road, Appleford Road, Frilsham Street. 

High Street. Milton Road. Bradstocks Way. 

In Milton Road 

Insufficient along Drayton Road in places 

Insufficient paving for pushchairs etc 

Keep cars off 

Keep cars off pavements in the High Street 

Keep parking free 

Kept clear and repaired 

Lots of holes 

Lots of trip hazards 

Maintenance 

Many of the pavements are uneven and used by cyclists for dangerous manoeuvres. 

Milton Road 

Milton Road need to be redone 

Milton Road very bad with the roots 

Milton Road very uneven 

Milton Road, B4016 

Milton Road, tree roots cracked, my daughter has fallen due to pot holes 

More even surfaces and drop kerbs 

Most pavements are narrow and dangerous, surface very poor west side of Church Street 

Narrow frequently give cars priority so widen and give pedestrians priority everywhere 

Narrow pavements, difficult to use a pushchair 

Need clearing - especially the High Street where they are gradually being overgrown with 

grass and parked cars 

Need to be widened 

Needed to be improved 

No footpath from my house to Sutton Courtenay. Main reason my children went to 

Drayton School 

No maintenance 

No pavement from either direction to Drayton and dangerous road to walk 

No work ever done to refurbishments 

North of the Triangle 

Not cohesive 

Obstructed by vegetation 

Old Roman path from Triangle to Green 

On Milton Road the tree roots are making it near impossible to walk safely 

Particularly poor connection along Church Road 

Path between the green and the Triangle in muddy 



Pavement required to link Drayton to SC 

Pavement up Milton Road on left hand side very uneven 

Pavements resurfaced 

Poor for disabled people in scooters 

Poor state 

Poor state of repair 

Potholes 

Potholes and roots 

Quite a lot of the pavements need repair or have dangerous ridges 

Really bad for disabled wheelchair users 

Reinstate adequately where used as car park 

Resurfaced, cleared foliage 

Resurfacing in some areas and more drop kerbs 

Rough, roots growing through. Difficult for wheelchairs 

So many ruts in paths - easy to fall 

Some areas overgrown. Problems with parked cars on High Street 

Some could do with widening - end of High Street near petrol station 

Some need resurfacing 

Some of them are a death trap 

Such terrible condition on Milton Road and Bradstocks way - walk to school 

Terrible everywhere enough said 

The exchange need to be upgraded to accommodate the growing population 

The whole village 

These need to be in better shape 

They all need attention 

Throughout the village 

Too many potholes and uneven surfaces 

Too many vehicles parked half on pavement and road 

Too much pavement/verge parking 

Tree roots are bursting through the tarmac 

Trip hazard, weeds - everywhere 

Uneven 

Uneven in places muddy path/no path on Church Street 

Uneven pavements - trip hazards 

Uneven, often not wide enough for double pushchair 

Unkempt - uneven 

Various locations 

Verges are not maintained very overgrown in summer making walking dangerous 

Very bumpy 

Very bumpy and unpleasant to walk over 

Very poor 

Very poor - some dangerous 

Very poor condition 

Very uneven 



Very uneven - dangerous at night 

Very uneven - Milton Road particularly 

Very uneven and slops to one side making it difficult to push a wheelchair - but that goes 

for most places 

Very uneven and very difficult to push wheelchairs 

Very uneven, cracks, weeds, slopes to road over emphasised. 

Walking in Abingdon Road with the dogs is dangerous 

Walking through the village they just disappear 

Where trees roots have lifted the tarmac on Milton Road 

Wider, smoother, more lights 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q26n" With regard to infrastructure, how do you rate the following? 

If ticked needs to be improved for any, how & where does it need to be improved – Rural 

footpaths 

A paved connection to Milton Park through the fields 

Access can be hard 

All getting a bit worn and rough. Hard for mums with pushchairs and wheelchairs 

All in need of upgrade 

All over 

Along the High Street in the winter 

Always muddy 

Always somewhere that needs trimming, etc. Humps removed - potholes filled and edges 

improved or complete resurfacing 

Ancient footpath alongside of Abbey is muddy mess and causes a problem every day in 

winter 

Ban 4x4 cars and motorbikes from using them 

Better maintained 

Cutting back on grass etc towards recreation park 

Dropshort needs a path for safety 

Easier to access 

Extended / Maintained 

Flatten and trim regularly 

From Appleford Road into centre of SC - paths missing and have to walk on road in places 

From Frilsham Street to cemetery 

Grass cut and path maintained 

Hedges and grass verges should be maintained to clear paths 

Holes and uneven 

Improved recently but ongoing work needed 

Keep clean of vegetable matter 

Many overgrown 

Many overgrown and poorly marked 

Many poorly maintained 

Marking and clearing 

More footpaths should be open access 

More maintained 

More maintenance to make accessible 

More regular upkeep as some virtually disappear in summer 

More signposts, maps etc 

Most footpaths are in need of repair 

Need clearing 

Need cutting back generally 

Need maintaining - get very overgrown 

Need to be cleared 

Need to be cut back. Trimmed 

Need to be kept clear 

Next to non-existent 

No footpath to Drayton as bus service is poor in Sutton, cannot walk home from Drayton 



in evening, as they have all be buses 

Not durable surfaces 

Obstructed by vegetation and barbed wire 

Overgrown 

Overgrown (need trimming by landowners) 

Overgrown by bushes 

Overgrown paths in summer months 

Paths leading to/from rec and village hall areas 

Quite a lot are overgrown 

Quite overgrown sometimes 

Regular strimming required. All paths - Frilsham to Hyde Weir 

Repair stiles. Put up signposts. Cut back undergrowth 

Resurfaced, cleared foliage 

Road towards Drayton 

Rough in many places 

Signage 

Terrible everywhere 

The whole village 

Throughout the village 

Tidy of weeds 

Tidying and relaying 

To be able to make better use of all 

To be kept clear 

Too many become overgrown or obstructed 

Uneven 

Verges overgrown 

Very little attention on an ongoing basis 

Very uneven, lots of ridges 

Village 

Walking through the village they just disappear 

Well used so need to be maintained 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q26o" With regard to infrastructure, how do you rate the following? 

If ticked needs to be improved for any, how & where does it need to be improved – Cycle 

paths 

A paved connection to Milton Park through the fields 

Abingdon route needs connection from triangle to village hall 

All around village particularly school run areas 

All in need of upgrade 

Appleford Road 

Are there any 

Are there any in the village, never seen them if so 

Are there any in the village? 

Are there any? 

Are there any?? 

Bad lighting. Not enough cycle paths 

Between S.C. and Appleford over Culham Bridge 

Clearer access 

Could be increased 

Cycle path needed between Amey Close and the Europa school 

Cycle path to Appleford 

Cycle paths should be in place for families with young child cycling 

Cycling across Culham Bridge dangerous for cyclist - more cycle paths 

Cycling infrastructure needs improvement. Numerous examples see below 

Cyclists need to be forced to use those made available 

Cyclists tend to use footpath in Abingdon Road 

Drastically needs to be improved 

Drayton Road - Frilsham Street sustrans cycle path needs to continue from Drayton Road 

to Frilsham Street 

Everywhere in the village and especially over Culham bridge 

For safety 

Forced on to the road 

Good idea 

I don't use them so I don't know 

Ideally, more separation of bicycle and motor traffic 

Inadequate. Drayton Road overgrown and conflict with footpaths 

Increase number 

Into Abingdon - let’s make it easier to cycle - less cars 

Kids cannot take bikes to school 

Lighting down cycle track meeting Milton Park 

Links to the bustrans route 

Lots of potholes. Need to be improved 

Make it safer for cyclists 

Making the roads, especially the bridge, safer - encourage cycling 

More cycle paths 

More cycle paths created 

More cycle paths need to be created 



More links required to other villages i.e. Drayton and Steventon. 

More maintenance to make accessible 

More needed to prevent challenging pedestrians for pavement use 

More of them 

Muddy and bumpy. Not good enough if people to be encouraged to cycle to and from SC. 

No cycle paths in the village itself 

Need more 

Need more 

Need more 

Need purpose built cycle paths so feel that you could cycle within and connect to other 

villages/towns especially for children. 

Need safe cycle paths from village to Europa school for children, will improve traffic 

Need to be more dedicated paths 

Needs to be extended 

Needs to be extended from Drayton Road to Sutton Courtenay 

No parking zones needed and speed warnings 

No provision for cycles except routes. Bridge particularly dangerous 

None evident apart Milton Park 

None in High Street which should be avoided 

Not overgrown 

Over Culham bridge / Abingdon Road 

Over the bridge - shared pedestrian/cycle pavement 

Paths need repair and hedges cut/cleared - path to Didcot. 

Peep-O-Day Lane 

People cycle on pavements on Harwell Road and High Street 

Poor road surface, too many road bumps in High Street and Harwell Road. Chicane 

alternatives 

Problem vegetation 

Quite a few potholes everywhere 

Resurfaced, cleared foliage 

Road to Drayton 

Road to Drayton dangerous cyclists 

Rough 

Rough 

Route 5 - right turn at Triangle very dangerous, no safe route over Thames so more 

cyclists use paths over weirs 

Route right turn onto High Street is a death trap 

Routes to all adjacent villages/towns 

Sustains 5 into Abingdon by sewage treatment area 

Terrible everywhere 

The traffic calming on Sutton Road throws cycles into traffic 

The whole village 

There aren't any 

There aren't any? 

Through village 

Through village to Culham there isn't one 



To be able to make better use of all 

To Didcot 

To encourage more cycling and make it safe for children - very unsafe at the moment 

Too few 

Too few generally 

Too much illegal cycling on pavements 

Turning to Drayton from Peep o day is dangerous 

Very little cycle paths in the village 

Very uneven in places 

Village 

We haven't got any? 

We need more 

What cycle paths 

Where?? There are no cycle paths, we need some! Especially around the school but also 

along the main roads. Too many cars parked on main roads reducing them to one way 

traffic. Too much traffic through village 

Would make a big difference to have a proper cycling network 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q26p" With regard to infrastructure, how do you rate the following? 

If ticked needs to be improved for any, how & where does it need to be improved – Roads 

1) Potholes. 2) Better management of on-street car parking 

A lot of pot holes 

A lot of village road surfaces are in a poor state 

A need to warn parents of traffic leaving Church Street to Brook Street and Drayton Road 

- one sees whole families joining high street 

All in need of upgrade 

All of village and remove speed humps 

All over 

All over 

All road in and out of everywhere 

All the roads have dangerous potholes for cyclists and cars 

Always roadworks but no visible improvement 

Appleford Road - traffic calming measures 

As everywhere, pot holes are a real problem 

Badly need repaired too heavy/traffic use 

Bottlenecks cause long queues at peak times 

Bridge needs to be the way. No speed bumps 

Busting up and patchy 

Church Street has many potholes 

Condition of service 

Crossing at Culham and then into Abingdon can be quickly jammed. Worried may get 

worse as village and other villages grew. 

Culham bridge traffic in rush hours 

Dangerous potholes. Patching inadequate 

Deplorable condition of road surfaces 

Dreadful throughout the village 

Ensure repairs are done properly to avoid potholes reappearing e.g. outside the Fish pub. 

Everywhere 

Everywhere 

Everywhere in the village 

Everywhere. Too many potholes and patch repairs at best 

Far too many potholes and speed bumps - the condition of the roads are not good enough 

Far too many potholes on all roads 

Fill in all the potholes 

Fill in pot holes 

Fill in potholes 

Fill the pot holes improve parking off road 

Fill the pot holes in Church Street and Appleford Road 

Get rid of all the pot holes and cut down on visual clutter signs are ugly, badly positioned 

and largely an eyesore and can also be dangerous. This is money mis-spent. 

Gridlocked at peak times 

Harwell Road due to parked cars and High Street near triangle and Culham bridge 

High Street. Bradstocks Way 

Holes need filling 



Horrendous pot holes 

Humps removed - potholes filled and edges improved or complete resurfacing 

I hate speed humps, put in speed camera - work better out controlling speeds and make 

money for them 

If it was not constantly dug up it would be better, HGV's!! 

In dreadful shape with shed loads of pot holes 

In poor condition especially Milton Road 

Inadequate space to address all the deficiencies 

Increased volume of traffic requires improved road links especially across the river 

Junction between Culham bridge and B4016 

Keep HGV's off High Street - new traffic barriers 

Like everywhere in need of repair at the moment 

Lots of pot holes especially on Harwell Road 

Lots of pot holes in the area of the green 

Lots of potholes 

Lots of potholes 

Maintenance 

Many pot holes 

Many potholes 

Mend pot holes and remove humps 

Milton Road (too rough surface) 

Milton Road very poor 

Milton Road, Bradstocks Way 

More houses mean more roads gridlocked - only river crossing 

Most roads in the village are awful due to pot holes 

Most roads poor and full of potholes 

Need fixing 

Need repairing and holes fixed and made safe to use 

Need to divert traffic from SC as a thoroughfare 

Needed to be improved 

Needs upgrading 

New surfacing and new proper speed humps 

Number of potholes ridiculous. Level of congestion too high 

On the bend by the Fish and Culham Bridge Road 

Peak hour congestion at the bridge 

Poor state of repair 

Pot hole repairs extension 

Pot holes 

Pot holes 

Pot holes 

Pot holes 

Pot holes 

Pot holes 

Pot holes 

Pot holes 



Pot holes 

Pot holes 

Pot holes 

Pot holes / danger to cyclists in most of village 

Pot holes all over from one end of village to other 

Pot holes and sleeping policemen need to be removed 

Pot holes and too many speed bumps 

Pot holes are a danger to all road users 

Pot holes are terrible, speed reduction needed on Drayton Road 

Pot holes everywhere 

Pot holes need to be addressed 

Pot holes repaired 

Pot holes, bad repairs, dangerous to cycle on 

Pot holes, like a ploughed field 

Pothole problem and not enough safe parking 

Potholes 

Potholes 

Potholes 

Potholes 

Potholes 

Potholes 

Potholes 

Potholes 

Potholes 

Potholes 

Potholes 

Potholes 

Potholes 

Potholes 

Potholes 

Potholes 

Potholes 

Potholes 

Potholes 

Potholes 

Potholes 

Potholes 

Potholes 

Potholes 

Potholes 

Potholes 

Potholes - Abingdon Road/Appleford Road/Church Street/Drayton Road 

Potholes - resurface roads. Poor road surface 

Potholes a danger to cyclists 



Potholes all over the village 

Potholes and parking and uneven 

Potholes and speed humps have not been maintained and makes village look shabby 

Potholes are severe need to be dealt with  100% success 

Potholes are very bad 

Potholes around the green and on Appleford Road need sorting out 

Potholes at junctions. More frequent cleaning 

Potholes bad 

Potholes everywhere 

Potholes everywhere 

Potholes everywhere 

Potholes everywhere 

Potholes everywhere 

Potholes everywhere 

Potholes everywhere - never properly fixed 

Potholes everywhere - resurface all roads 

Potholes everywhere to be repaired 

Potholes everywhere. Reported to local council no action 

Potholes generally 

Potholes in all road need attention 

Potholes in road need to be repaired on a permanent basis 

Potholes need attention 

Potholes need filling 

Potholes need filling - all over the village 

Potholes need filling especially Church Street and Appleford Road 

Potholes need filling in 

Potholes need filling just about everywhere 

Potholes need filling. Cannot cope with existing vehicles 

Potholes need fixing 

Potholes need repairing 

Potholes need replacing 

Potholes on corner by the Fish 

Potholes refused repair. Council need to change current policy 

Potholes repaired quickly 

Potholes so bad damage has been done to both cars. Repairs in excess of £1200 

Potholes speed humps 

Potholes throughout village need to be filled. Car park areas needed to reduce street 

parking 

Potholes! mini-roundabout at Triangle 

Potholes! speeding over humps worsening (Heavy lorries/delivery vans) 

Potholes, get rid of speed bumps 

Potholes, kerbs crumbling general 

Potholes, marking, etc 

Potholes, say no more 

Potholes, too many HGV's 



Potholes. Culham bridge 

Potholes. Schedule work for services to be done in conjunction where possible 

Potholes. Slow process to repair and dangerous to drivers and cyclists e.g. bend by the 

Fish. There and Harwell Road and from the chicane to the roundabouts near Milton 

Potholes. The right angled Fish corner 

Quite a few potholes everywhere 

Remove speed bumps, alternative two way bridge over Thames between SC and 

Appleford 

Remove speed bumps, replace with speed sign - fill pot holes 

Remove speed humps (High Street) 

Remove the road humps that cause pollution and noise 

Repair 

Replace all the humps with chicanes 

Resurfaced (really bad) too many speed bumps 

Resurfacing required 

Road humps. Needs removing 

Road markings very faded, cracks, potholes, dirty gutters 

Road surface poor in Church Street 

Road surface poor in many parts of the village 

Road to Drayton 

Roads adequate but traffic levels too high 

Roads aren't repaired for the volume of the traffic 

Roads encourage high speeds especially Church Street traffic calming 

Roads need proper resurfacing in south end of village 

Roads need to be in line with increasing housing, more care taken with pot holes 

Roads seem to be in constant state of repair 

See the potholes all over the place 

Shocking in every respect mainly due to over use and under investment 

Shocking potholes everywhere!!! 

Speed bumps too high/too many on High Street 

State of roads deplorable - potholes a hazard 

Street parking makes the roads congested but there is nowhere for cars to park easily on 

High Street in places 

Struggling with traffic levels, calming measures should be spring friendly 

Suffering greatly due to very large vehicles 

Surface quality very poor and dangerous - potholes 

Surfaces need improving and pot holes filled 

Surfaces poor with many potholes 

Surrounding village access roads 

Sutton Courtenay to Milton 

The 2 roads are badly in need of repair and traffic speed restrictions. 

The roads between Abingdon and S.C. are very bumpy 

The roads generally are in a poor state of repair with numerous potholes 

The whole village 

There are too many potholes roads need resurfacing 

Throughout main roads in village 



Throughout the village 

To be able to make better use of all 

Too many cars on too few roads 

Too many holes 

Too many holes and Appleford Road is noisy - traffic calming bumps needed 

Too many holes/patches 

Too many pot holes 

Too many potholes 

Too many potholes 

Too many potholes 

Too many potholes 

Too many potholes 

Too many potholes and edge damage 

Too many potholes and traffic calming required 

Too many potholes not repaired properly 

Too many potholes, exacerbated by trucks using village as cut through. Speed humps 

cause damage to nearby houses. 

Traffic calming measures along the Drayton Road 

Traffic calming urgently required 

Triangle turn is dangerous 

Uneven - too many speed bumps 

Various pot holes throughout the village 

Various potholes 

Very noisy due to pot holes 

Very poor state of repair, humps should be preferably identifiable 

Very pot holed 

We need a new bridge/road system to perhaps bypass village - alleviate congestion 

Where there are potholes 

Zebra crossing needed by the fish 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



With regard to infrastructure, how do you rate the following? 

If ticked needs to be improved for any, how & where does it need to be improved & which 

you are referring to - Responses from online survey not split out 

- sewage overflowing in the high street is NEVER acceptable - we need more networks to 

cover us... we don't have a choice of provider, we have to have the one that covers our 

house - especially on the edge of the village - broadband is ridiculously slow a 

1) We have experienced issues with draining problems relating to old sewerage along the 

high street. 2) The pavement/footpath along Church Street between the triangle and the 

green is a menace during autumn with wet/rotting fallen leafs being a slip hazard, whilst 

it is a muddy mess for winter.  A new gravel surface is long overdue. 3) Footpaths that 

are suitable and safe for use by cyclists should be marked as cycle friendly routes, to be 

clear where cycles are welcomes and where they are not. 

A lot of residents experience issues with sewage. Water pressure in Sutton Courtenay is 

very low and needs to improve to support modern households' needs. Mobile phone 

coverage is very poor. In fact, our household is limited to only one provider as others 

don't provide reception in the area. Fibre Optic Broadband is of a very poor quality. Cycle 

paths are not maintained. I cycle every day from Sutton Courtenay to Abingdon and in 

the summer months the stretch from Sutton Courtenay towards Drayton (cycle route no 

5) is so overgrown that two cyclists struggle to pass. The road, or in fact the bridge, 

between Sutton Courtenay and Culham has reached its capacity a long time ago and 

during rush hours creates queues all to the centre of the village. 

Abingdon and Appleford Road pavements are in a dreadful condition. The kerbsides into 

All Saints Lane have been destroyed by the lorries using the Lane to build houses at the 

far end. It used to have lovely cobble like stones, now is has had some tarmac thrown on 

it. Rural foot paths are often overgrown. Pot holes are a constant source of contention, 

the source of course are the HGV, trucks, lorries and container lorries using the main 

road through, from the bridges to Drayton or Didcot or Milton Park and the W&S lorries 

use these roads also. 

All of the above are still not up to modern standards or in dis-repair. Sewage/drains and 

water supply have improved in recent times. 

All our roads need general maintenance inside AND outside the village. I restrict myself 

from any further comments because I have not lived in the area long enough to provide 

useful detail. 

All rural footpaths Stop parking on footpaths and verges 

Ancient sewage system which should have been improved before any new estates were 

built. Water pressure is very low. Pavements are very uneven due to tree roots. 

Footpaths are very overgrown and the roads are inadequate for the amount of traffic 

which has been generated. 

Broadband is very slow and will affect house prices eventually if not improved as people 

will choose to live in areas where it is faster. Sewage/ drainage in the Church area needs 

improving as it did not cope well during the times of flooding and pumping was needed 

24/7. Footpath /bridleway potholes need filling and should not be the responsibility of 

residents. 

Clearly there are pot holes all over this part of the country.  Mobile phone does not 

always work from home which is remarkable.  Cycle paths are poor and cycling is 

probably fairly unsafe 

Cycle paths - need for these to be always used wherever they are in place and this 

enforced by law.  Pot holes to be adequately repaired and not just  'botched' up 

Cycle paths are too narrow for two bicycles to pass easily and safely. They frequently 

have overhanging bushes/brambles which make cycling on them risky - no one wants to 

get an eye injury. The road surface has deteriorated significantly over the last 6 years 

with patches being applied where full resurfacing would be the more economical long 

term solution. 

drainage - struggles in times of flooding at all saints lane mobile signal  - v poor in all 

saints lane broadband - need high speed fibre to premise 

Flooding by petrol station in winter 



Flooding in localised areas - Frilsham St / around Culham Bridges No pavements in places 

or not particularly wide (Conservation Area, High Street, Brook Street / Drayton Rd) Rural 

footpath improved and converted to allow other users (cycles / horse riders) Lack of 

cycling facilities on and off-road. Some exist but need vast improvements. Could be 

better connection to employment, services and other transport hubs. 

Flooding in village should be stopped.  Footpaths in general required better upkeep.  Pot 

holes in roads require attention. 

Flooding occurs. As BT only (now Virgin has dropped out), limited to certain companies. 

Our broadband is very slow. 

Frequent water leaks throughout the village 

Generally, sewers have been a traditional problem in the village, in all parts. Cycle paths 

are present in theory, but in practice they are woeful 

Harwell Road. Very uneven in places.  All roads with pot holes. 

High St, for all.  The N5 cycle route through the village is dangerous, especially in the 

mornings and evenings when the commuters to and from Culham and Milton Park are 

impatiently cutting though the village. 

I don't know where to start! Delivering the SC News requires a jungle cutting expedition 

and the cycle paths are a joke. Simply avoiding the traffic across the bridge elicits a 

fascist spasm from the anti-cycling harridans. 

I don't really have an opinion on the other stuff because I don’t really use it 

Improved links over the Thames. There is too much traffic for Culham bridges. 

In general they're in a terrible state and lack any real maintenance. Roads are not 

maintenance free. The council gets the public to report issues which saves them time and 

money to identify problems yet it does a poor temporary repair which breaks up a few 

months later. The capacity of them also needs to be improved which has not changed 

even though usage has gone up massively. 

It is well acknowledged that the sewage/drainage is vulnerable to flooding, in particular if 

more stress is caused by additional housing/development. Mobile phone reception is poor 

There is room for improvement in pavements/cycle paths and roads 

Lack of cycle paths is a real problem - esp. towards Culham Bridge. Biking on road there 

is VERY dangerous.  Roads are in lamentable state of disrepair - life-threatening in 

places. 

Lots of pot holes Sewage is often overflowing with human waste on high street Mobile 

phone coverage is dreadful inc 4G 

Milton Road, Sutton Road, High Street 

Mobile Phone coverage is appalling in the village. As a runner I find a lot of the 

pavements very uneven.  Also because of amount of cars in the village, cars are being 

parked on the pavement making it impossible to pass unless you walk in the road.  Cycle 

paths are awful, rutted, overgrown, this should be a big area for investment. 

Mobile phone coverage is poor across the village 

Mobile phone needs to be improved as you can never get any signal. Footpath also needs 

improving for people with disabilities or pushchairs/buggy’s. There needs to be a lot more 

cycle paths as there isn't many if any and that isn't fair on children who maybe learning 

to ride as you don't want to put them straight onto the road. 

Mobile phone reception is poor which has an impact in emergencies. Broadband is slow! 

The roads need to be blocked to through traffic - let's have a ring road! 

Mobile phone reception is poor. Roads in the village are in a poor state of repair. 

Mobile signal is almost non-existent.  Broadband slow. 

Mobile & broadband poor service & reception Roads, cycle paths & pavements in terrible 

state lack of investment by OCC 

More cycle paths, potholes need to be filled, especially at the triangle junction from High 

St to Brook St, no parking on verges on High St 

no path along part of road towards church from petrol station 

Not aware of any designated cycle path through centre of village Road surfaces are 



forever breaking up and should be repaired properly Yellow lines needed on Appleford 

Road to prevent parking there - the houses all have drives. 

Not surprisingly, my comment on roads relates to potholes. The centre of the village was 

only resurfaced a handful of years ago, only to be ripped up by one of the service 

providers. Moving further out, potholes become even more common (e.g. on Drayton 

Rd.). 

OCC needs to pay more attention to repairing potholes and cyclists need to use the 

provision already there for them more consistently.  Daily one sees the cycle path 

alongside the A415 being ignored by cyclist - usually the lycra-clad variety- causing 

irritation and hold-ups to motorists, buses etc. Sewage/drainage needs updating 

generally, especially with our already high ground water levels. Rural footpaths need 

better  maintenance- cutting back vegetation and some gravel used to limit mud-

formation, e.g. Doctor's Lane 

Paths are awful and uneven 

Pavement along Appleford Road is too narrow. There is no pavement from the George 

and Dragon going north. The pavement from the green to the triangle is almost 

impassable in the winter. Broadband speeds are slow. 

Pavements - stop using tarmac unless contained by kerbs. Footpaths, very muddy where 

vehicles have churned up surface and wood chippings have made matters worse. Roads - 

Potholes everywhere, patch repair we consider false economy, 

Poor coverage on mobile phone especially EE throughout Sutton Courtenay from The 

Green to Post Office  Have fibre connection which is great but must look to improve this 

vital service to keep pace with social and technological development  Cycle paths seem to 

be the footpath and rural footpaths (by Abbey) are especially hard to walk in winter / wet 

Pot holes on all roads Cycle routes to join up through the village 

Potholes need fixing Too many speed humps.....ruins the cars 

Pretty much everything needs fixing.   Thames Water has not addressed the sewage 

issues.   Their potable water network is constantly leaking.   Mobile phone reception is 

poor and we need fibre broadband.    Pavements and paths are crumbling.   The roads 

are clogged at peak periods and riddled with potholes.     This is right across the parish. 

Proper cable broadband is needed (not BT's pretence at broadband) - it is a real shame 

that Virgin Media pulled out of their promise to install this. Similarly, an additional local 

mobile phone mast would help (the lack of both broadband and good mobile signal is a 

combined problem) Sewage and drainage is a known major issue, and Thames Water 

need to radically improve things. The pavement along Church Street (adjacent to the 

Abbey needs gravel or a hard cover to avoid the quagmire it becomes in winter. The 

pavement along Drayton Rd also needs improving slightly 

Reception in SC is terrible. Pavements are uneven. Would like to see more cycle paths 

but sadly, cyclists don't actually use them... 

Repeated flooding of roads in various parts of the village needs tackling effectively.  

Potholes in roads need fixing. 

Road and pavement quality throughout the village is really poor. The tarmac on both is in 

a consistently poor state, causing both damage and safety risk for cars and bicycles. This 

is particularly true on High Street and Milton Road. The use of speed bumps in Sutton 

Courtenay is unlike anything I have seen anywhere else in the UK - please get rid of 

them, and just put a camera in if there really is a speeding problem - it works for every 

other village and is better for the environment. If any utilities need to dig up the road, it 

should be mandatory for them to do a proper resurfacing job, not just fill in little patches 

that become potholes within a month. I'm fed up of paying so much council tax for such 

terrible quality roads that increase my maintenance costs for car and bike! 

Road near The Fish is full of Pot Holes. 

roads and paths, in general, are in need of some tlc 

Roads are awful - potholes. Also remove humps on High Street/Harwell road - they cause 

damage to cars and do not deter speeders. Perhaps replace by chicanes. That would also 

deter HGVs perhaps. 



Roads could be improved by repair of potholes. Mobile phone reception and broadband 

speeds are both inadequate. 

Roads will need to be improved if there is to be any more development but I cannot see 

how this can be done. 

Roads: especially the pothole breeding centre up near the Fish. Also the triangle turning 

toward Drayton is appalling. 

Rural footpaths need mowing more than once a year! Sewage system needs updating 

Mobile phone coverage is very spasmodic. What cycle paths?? Only one to Didcot in the 

village. The one to Abingdon past the sewage works is too narrow and needs resurfacing 

Sewage and drainage problems well documented.  Mobile phone reception is largely poor.  

Broadband slow.  Roads have many potholes. 

Sewage Capacity currently reached or overloaded in several locations There are mobile 

phone blackspots Potholes seem to take  a while to repair 

Sewage improvements needed to accommodate the new developments and to resolve 

issues which arose in the past at the top end of church St. There are frequent leaks of 

water beside the petrol station in the High St. Pavements are uneven, in Frilsham St a 

stretch is on a slope making walking difficult.  The road surfaces are in places pot holed 

and in need of resurfacing. 

Sewage is not sufficient as demonstrated by sewage in the street last year and certain 

developers being allowed to get away with their promise to upgrade the sewage 

infrastructure.  Water supply: We experience very low water pressure in our house.  Rural 

footpaths are under threat from further development. Cycle paths are non-existent in 

many parts of the village and with so many cars parked in the streets and increased 

traffic there is significant danger of cyclists coming to harm.  Roads are insufficient to 

support further development in the village. 

Sewage issues in high street have existed for years and potholes increasing issue 

Sewage needs to support existing houses - it doesn't - Milton Road, Water supply is low 

pressure, mobile phone coverage is weak, cycle paths are non-existent or overgrown and 

poorly surfaced.  Roads are losing their markings - junction Frilsham St/High Street, stop 

line at traffic lights to cross the bridge, pot holes everywhere and poor patching up after 

digging the road up 

Sewage.........New Developments have created Overload. Water.............Low Pressure on 

Milton Road. Broadband............too Slow. Footpaths.............Overgrown                                                                                          

Roads...................Junction of Frilsham Street 

Sewage/drainage - constant flooding of areas to the north and east of the Parish indicate 

a problem dealing with excess water. Much of this has been caused by building on 

brownfield areas and floodplains meaning excess water that used to be able to dissipate 

is no longer able to. Old sewerage pipes are at capacity and would not be suitable for 

additional loads. Water supply - constant failures in supply throughout the village 

indicates a failing system of old pipes and connections which are not suitable for current 

demands let alone additional demands that would be caused by further developments. 

Sewage/drainage - sewers have blocked and overflowed at end of Drayton Road twice in 

last two years (old with tree roots probably). Broadband - Fibre cable needs to be 

installed along Drayton Road, very restricted speed available currently. Pavements - We 

cannot walk into Sutton Courtenay along Drayton Road, traffic too fast and nowhere to 

walk. Roads - General repairs needed bumps and pot holes. 

Terrible broadband speed and reliability 

The mobile phone signal is generally rubbish in most if the village (Vodafone). The cycle 

paths are too infrequent and shouldn't be in the pavement. A proper cycle lane to Milton 

Park would be really helpful 

The new developments need to be planned and sewage, drainage, water supply and road 

use need to be considered before building not after.  The impact on the village and the 

local infrastructure is not being considered by the local government.  It’s just meeting 

targets not impact on the environment 

The road metalling is falling apart everywhere around the village. Filling some of the 

pothole would be a start, but resurfacing is needed in many places. 



The roads are seriously bad. Too many holes. 

The sewerage is worrying when it floods, the water pressure in mill lane is very poor, 

there is no option for cable or alternate super-fast broadband in the foreseeable future, 

the junction at the Triangle is one large pothole but has not been marked in white paint 

to be repaired, rural footpaths are quagmires in winter, 

The water pressure in Katchside has always been inadequate; there is a lot of roadside 

parking (particularly in The High Street) which is very hazardous; roads suffer from the 

national malaise of underfunding and poor maintenance. 

There are bad potholes at the Triangle in the Drayton direction and near the Fish 

Though we have not experienced problems with sewerage I'm aware that the current 

infrastructure can barely cope.  Water pressure is very poor.  Roads are subjected to a  

high volume of traffic and poorly maintained. 

Too many potholes (and too many traffic calming bumps - if we want a 20 mph limit in 

the village, put up the signs, the speed cameras, and enforce it. As it is, people get to the 

top of High Street and put their foot down on Milton Road. 

Traffic calming measures needed on Milton Road - not ones that damage the suspension; 

mobile phone signal is poor; sewage system doesn't seem to be adequate for the number 

of new houses - problems on Asquith Park 

Water Supply - Water pressure is not great in the village Mobile Phone - Signal is weak in 

the village Pavements - Constantly parking on pavements and grass verges causing 

damage  Cycle paths - cycle paths on outskirts of the village but none in the village itself 

Road - Potholes everywhere 

Water supply pressure is minimal 

We have very poor coverage in the village for EE, this needs to be improved. Thank god 

for WIFI calling as otherwise wouldn't be able to make or receive any calls. 

Well all needs improvement. Milton road paths are uneven road has potholes , water 

pressure is very poor  can’t even operate a shower at times 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q31a" If you use the train for commuting, from which station do you start your 

journey? If other, please specify below 

Don't use trains 

N/A 

Radley 

Radley 

Thame & Haddenham parkway 

The others are poor service or too far 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q32a" If you do not use Appleford or Culham train stations what would encourage you 

to use them? If other, please specify below 

Ability to purchase ticket at the station, so I don't have to queue at the other end to pay 

Appleford - cycle path and pavement to station 

Being closer 

Car parking 

Cheap train fares to areas 

Didcot has the direct mainline links to Bristol & Reading (my most frequent destinations) 

as well as London. It is also the fastest to get to from Barretts Way. 

Didcot is easier and closer for our access. 

Didcot is near 

Didcot/Oxford work fine for me 

Direct fast train to London without having to change 

Don't use trains 

Easier means (ramp) for bicycles at Appleford Station. 

Fast route to London 

Fast service 

Faster direct trains to reading and London 

Faster non-stop trains 

Faster routes into London 

Faster to Paddington 

Footpath from village to Appleford Station 

Happy with Didcot usually or Oxford depending on train 

Just wouldn’t use them, Didcot is a station that I know well 

Likely to use them 

Local bus to get to station bank holidays and Sundays 

Lower prices / more seats 

More direct services to London 

Most run on the same track so frequency and reliability would be the same at all 

stations 

N/A 

Need to offer route to London to compete with parkway 

Neither practical for daily commute as too far away, not consistent, longer commute and 

more expensive 

Never considered Appleford or Culham, no idea of available services 

None - not worth it for extra time / changing trains to go to London 

Nothing really 

Only go to Reading or Swindon 

only slow trains go from Culham and Appleford 

Pavement between Appleford and S.C. 

Quick, cheap and direct trains i.e. no changes 

Quicker train journey 

Speed to London 

Speed to London 

The time to get anywhere needs to be improved. i.e. they are on the stop everywhere 

service. 



The train going to my destination 

They are too far away 

Time to London 

Time to London 

Train travel for leisure to London only 

unknown 

Would not want to use Culham Bridge in the mornings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q33a" If you do not use the bus or infrequently use the bus, what would encourage 

you to use it? If other, please specify below 

What about car share 

Re-instate buses to Oxford on Sundays 

When I have to give up driving 

3 small children so not practical 

Link directly to Oxford 

Direct service to Oxford and hospitals 

Knowing how they work 

Buses are not reliable with the timetables 

Most of the above - I would use bus to Abingdon and Oxford frequently but stops too far 

and times erratic 

Would be better if buses were in evening and Sunday 

Needs to be regular, reliable and linked better routes 

A bus timetable at Appleford Road. Also direct to Oxford 

Greater frequency 

Mobility problems prevent me from using the buses 

An accurate timetable on each bus stop/electronic signs 

At present I do not need to use the service 

Direct bus to Oxford rather than change in Abingdon 

Direct to Oxford and night buses 

If nicer environment on bus 

Does not go where I need to go 

Nothing 

Introduction of evening services at weekend/Friday 

Bus to go through Drayton to Abingdon 

Direct bus to Oxford 

Use bus every week but would like a Sunday service 

No longer a bus from Sutton Courtenay to Oxford 

More regular buses that run later 

No longer use bus due to mobility 

Would use but more - but cancelled some time and day and none on Sunday 

More frequent services (I find it very odd that this is not one of the options above!) 

Would happily use the bus to Abingdon but they are so infrequent it’s just not 

convenient 

I don't actually know where the bus routes go to or from 

The few times I've considered using a bus, there hasn't been a remotely suitable time. 

Only when car is unavailable 

There is no meaningful service.   Unless frequency is drastically increased to every 15 

mins then why would anyone take the bus? 

More frequent service extending later into the evening. 

Later buses for evening use into Abingdon, Oxford & Didcot station 

 

 

 



"Q34a" In your opinion which of the following make using a bicycle unsafe in the 

village? If other, please specify below 

Travelling over the Culham Bridge should be made easier and safer for cyclists 

Potholes 

Potholes 

Cycling on pavements with concealed drives is very dangerous 

Inadequate cycle route links to Europa school 

Cycling at night without lights and dangerous with black garb 

Potholes in road 

Poorly maintained roads 

Cycling isn't safe in the village 

S.C. is a relatively safe place to cycle 

Potholes 

Improvements of a few bad spots for cyclists e.g. bridge from SC to A415. Last bit of 

cycle route to Didcot parkway 

Maintenance of routes e.g. shrubbery 

I do not think it is dangerous 

Only cycle occasionally 

I object to people cycling on pavements 

Poor road surface 

Potholes 

Pot holes in the road 

Overgrown cycle routes 

Sleeping policemen 

Cyclists are their own hazard 

Cyclists should cycle more safely and not race or ignore walkers and cars 

Potholes 

Bad street conditions 

Potholes 

Route 5 right turn to High Street 

Culham bridge and the B4016 traffic 

Humps in road 

Appalling state of the roads 

Poor road conditions 

Pot holes 

Complete lack of cycle specific infrastructure - even parking 

Poorly designed infrastructure e.g. chicane on Milton Road 

Bridge to Culham too narrow (pavement) 

I don't consider it unsafe for adults 

If there was a lane between Milton Park and Abingdon so from the small shop on Milton 

Park and the Milton Road, and Milton Road and the Drayton Road linking with the 

existing track from the Drayton Road 

I think it's safe 

Aggressive drivers who have no idea to behave when they have a cyclist in front of 

them and drive unsafely when overtaking. 

Lack of consideration by car drivers or aggressive car drivers; they drive too close and 

can be very threatening. 



Width of the road doesn't allow for car and bicycle in one lane particularly when cars are 

queuing for the bridge 

Speed bumps and pot holes cause cyclists to swerve 

Pot Holes and badly maintained roads 

Not sure I like the question... Should be perception of safety rather than 'unsafe'. Quite 

often it is more than 'traffic speed' or 'heavy traffic' and more driver behaviour. 

However, heavy traffic at Culham Bridges can make it difficult to filter through traffic 

and would be off-putting to younger or novice cyclists 

Poor quality road maintenance and definite need to deviate due to increasingly large pot 

holes 

Poor quality road surfaces and excessive speed bumps on High St causing cars to 

constantly speed up/slow down 

I think cycling in the village is perfectly safe 

In rush hour the traffic in the High Street and Drayton Road is very busy if you want to 

link onto the Hanson Way cycle route. 

Speed bumps and potholes on the road 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q35a" What would encourage you to walk more as a means of transport or leisure? If 

other, please specify below 

Adequate walking facilities 

Again, I think it's safe 

All my destinations are too far to walk 

Already do lots of walking 

Already good 

Already walk 

Better health 

Better shops to walk to 

Closer destinations e.g. park or restaurant as they are too far to walk to 

Closer facilities 

Cyclists make being a pedestrian unsafe by cycling on pavements and not being 

prepared to stop.   Lycra loonies. 

Distances too often too far to walk for transport 

Do walk frequently 

Don't walk yet I cycle 

footpath direct to Milton Keynes 

I already walk a lot 

I am perfectly happy with walking in the village and regularly do so. 

I am unable to walk more than a very short distance 

I don't need encouraging 

I don't walk much due to injury 

I walk a lot already 

I walk a lot anyway 

I walk a lot anyway 

I walk around the village and into Abingdon and Didcot 

I walk for leisure - so question of time how much walking I do 

I walk infrequently but none of the above are an issue 

I walk regularly around S.C. and even Didcot Station on occasion 

I walk to local destinations but rarely need to 

I walk to work on Milton Park from time to time but I find it very stressful to use the 

footpath from the south of the village to Milton Park because it is shared with bicycles.  

Please could this road be widened to provide a separate cycle and footpath. 

I walk when I can but I am unable to walk to Oxford, Didcot or even Abingdon to do my 

shopping! 

I will change walk in S.C - unless it becomes a building site 

I would walk if I was able too 

If I could walk 10 miles in the same time it takes to drive 10 miles 

If my health was better 

Improved drainage on certain paths 

It's too far to walk to activities I need 

Just better footpaths / pavements. However, none would prevent me from walking 

Less HGV traffic 

More local shops and amenities such as activity groups (Zumba Gold, Senior Circuits, 

Table tennis etc.) 

More pavements on grass edges so children can walk safely 



More shops local amenities 

More time 

My destination being within walking distance 

No cycling on pavements with appropriate signs 

No parking on pavements 

None, walking is good here 

Should be lighting along Old Wallingford Way 

Stop cars parking on footpaths 

too far to anywhere I need to be 

Very good walks for leisure 

Walk a lot already 

We already walk a lot 

We live too far from the school/shops to walk, etc. 

Would like to be able to walk along Drayton Road into the village. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q36a" With regard to traffic management, please tick the methods you would like to 

see: If other, please specify below 

Better cycle paths 

Better parking provision off-highway. This way road space could be used for walking and 

cycling. This could be used as a form of traffic calming by 'narrowing' the road. Traffic 

calming should be used sensibly thinking about all road users. Traditional 'horizontal' or 

'vertical' traffic calming is not always appropriate 

Bridge (new) 

Build a new bridge 

Crossing point on Milton Road 

Fewer speed bumps 

FEWER speed humps - they damage cars, cause driver frustration and make cycling 

more dangerous 

For the chicane on the Milton Road a dropped kerb so Cyclists coming into the village do 

not have to go round the chicane as this increases the risk of an accident. 

Less speed bumps - they cause noise and an irregular speed of traffic 

Less speed humps 

Less speed humps 

Maybe relief roads but stop rat-run to Culham school or Milton Park 

more capacity at Culham bridge 

More zebra crossings 

No more speed bumps 

No! A better bridge crossing 

On Drayton Road and Brook Street 

Please remove speed bumps (or replace with pillows), reduce speed limit to 20 mph and 

install chicanes and multiple speed cameras. 

Public transport to lessen car use 

Remove existing speed bumps to make driving thorough Sutton Courtenay more 

pleasurable. 

Replace verges in High Street with footpaths 

Restrict parking on the High Street in areas where its too obstructive and residents in 

fact do have off street parking but still insists on clogging up the High Street 

signs which flash up when you need to slow down 

Something to prevent cars 'rat running' down Churchmere Rd/All Saints Lane when rush 

hour traffic creates a traffic jam in SC, esp. when the A34 northbound is closed 

Speed humps which are a simple hump in the middle on the road way 

Stop on street parking everywhere 

The traffic hump should go, they result in acceleration and braking (pollution) chicanes 

may work on Church St. 

Triangle 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q36b" Please write in the box below any roads or junctions in Sutton Courtenay that 

you believe are danger spots and in need of traffic calming or better traffic 

management. 

1) T junction Abingdon Rd/Appleford Rd - emerging from Culham Bridges. 2) X Trees 

junction - coming from Drayton, to turn right into High Street 

1. Junction of Abingdon Road/Appleford Road. 2. Sharp bend between Church Street 

and Appleford Road 

1. The entrance to Courtenay Close, off High Street. 2. Turning right from Drayton Road 

at the Triangle. 3. The T junction from the 2 bridges into Appleford Road. 4. The 

junction High Street and Frilsham Street 

2 roundabouts at Clifton Hampden.1 roundabout at Drayton Road / High Street junction 

A lower speed limit going past the school (20mph). A mini roundabout at the junction of 

Culham/Appleford Road. Crosstree's/Triangle made into a roundabout 

A mini roundabout and better visibility exiting Abingdon Road onto Appleford Road 

would be excellent.  At present it feels like you need to "nose out" to get visibility and 

cross your fingers there isn't anybody oncoming at speed. 

Abingdon Road between Appleford and Culham. Speed congestion. Tailbacks 

Abingdon Road/Appleford Road. Church Street/High Street 

All 

All Saints Lane east into Appleford Road, invisible bend from Appleford Road to the 

green 

Appleford / Church Street 

Appleford Road - speedy from the Fish to Culham Bridge 

Appleford Road / Abingdon Road junction 

Appleford Road / High Street control 

Appleford Road after Abingdon Road turn 

Appleford Road and Abingdon Road 

Appleford Road and junction from Appleford Road onto Abingdon Road (drivers from 

Abingdon Road regularly pull out in front of drivers on Appleford Road) 

Appleford Road from the Fish to Amey Close 

Appleford Road is a straight road with frequent speeding traffic. A speed camera is 

required in both directions. 

Appleford Road on the turn to Church Street, too narrow for the huge trucks that come 

through and on the road side of the white line. Some sort of speed indicators/camera 

from Appleford all the way through the village to Drayton. 

Appleford Road to Abingdon Road 

Appleford Road to the Fish pub. Too many huge vehicles using the bridge 

Appleford Road traffic calming. Appleford Road-Abingdon Road Junction 

Appleford Road/Abingdon Road needs traffic lights 

Appleford Road/Abingdon Road. No provision for children's crossing to go to Culham 

school. Congestion at times very bad. 

Around the estate near the school. Parking is horrendous at certain times of the day. 

And speeding through the estate doesn't help 

At the triangle when you are travelling from Drayton and if you want to turn right, you 

cannot see if traffic is coming around the bend from the opposite end 

Bends on B4016 are dangerous. If this section were one way with traffic lights at either 

end there would be room for cycle/pedestrian paths and traffic would be slowed down 

Better enforcement of speed limits 

Bradstocks Way 

Bradstocks Way 

Bradstocks Way - Outside the school especially (speeding). Milton Road - danger from 



speeding traffic 

Bradstocks Way outside school, mum's parking everywhere. A child will be knocked over 

before long. Residents can't use their drives at times 

Brook Street Drag Strip 

Brook Street is like a race track at times. The Triangle is a danger spot - a blind bend to 

cross in order to drive up the High Street from Brook Street 

Brook Street/Church Street corner. 

Brook Street/Drayton is a danger - there isn't traffic calming and speed limits are 

mostly ignored 

By the school 

Bypass from Harwell Road to Holly House Lane and through FCC to Didcot/Appleford 

Cars go very fast along Church Street 

Change Cross Trees island to roundabout retain trees better sight lane to enter High 

Street from Drayton 

Chicane on Milton Road. Cyclists are in danger here - cars do not give way and there is 

nowhere to escape 

Church St, junction with High St.  The traffic speeds around the bend here and this is 

supposed to be the N5 cycle route. 

Church Street - Drayton Road speeding. Milton Road - speeding. High Street, no 

footpath from Lady Place to Mill Lane on west side. Frilsham Street entrance is very 

wide and cars enter from High Street at speed. Mini roundabout - curbs need widening 

Church Street and Appleford Road bend. Alongside road junction. Church Street to 

Drayton Road bend 

Church Street, Appleford Road - congestion at commuter times. High Street, Harwell 

Road - parked traffic congestion 

Church Street, Appleford Road, High Street 

Close High Street except for access. The Triangle is very dangerous for cars turning 

right coming from Drayton 

Close Trees Triangle needs a mini roundabout 

Coming from Drayton to S.C. and want to turn right into High Street. You cannot see if 

any traffic is coming from the left 

Complete opposite. The traffic 'calming' measure added on the way in to Sutton 

Courtenay from Milton (Sutton Rd) is a danger as due to the overgrown vegetation and 

angle of the road you don't see oncoming traffic until the last minute. And the council 

doesn't bother to maintain. The quicker it's removed the better.  I understand the need 

to make people drive slower through the village but speed bumps etc that damage cars 

isn't the solution. A lot of people seem to use it as a cut through to get somewhere, if 

that could be identified you'd be better off creating an alternative route away from the 

village. Then the beeping speed bumps wouldn't be needed, they are a nuisance to have 

to drive over on a daily basis especially when there's parked cars all other the place 

getting in the way. 

Congestion to access Culham Bridge at peak times - backs up down Church Street 

Considerate drivers and driving 

Corner by the fish pub - could do with a mirror at least 

Corner from centre to the Fish 

Corner of Church Street at the river opening opposite the Fish (needs a mirror) 

Corner of Drayton Road and High Street speeding cars 

Cross Trees 

Cross Trees junction 

Crossing Appleford road towards Culham - very, very dangerous. 

Culham Bridge and approach roads, particularly the A415/Toll Road junction at rush 

hours. Church St between the green and the triangle and Drayton Road are prone to 



speeding. As traffic increases the Abingdon Road/ Toll Road junction on the SC side 

becomes more dangerous at peak times. 

Culham bridge and B4016 

Culham bridge and junction to Appleford 

Culham Bridge/Appleford Road junction - difficult to see - roundabout may be better 

Dangerous crossing from Drayton Road to High Street at the Triangle 

Dangerous turning out of Chapel Lane. Also dangerous turning right from Drayton Road 

onto High Street 

Double yellow one side of High Street, resident parking permits for main road parking 

Drayton into Church Street at Triangle (blind spot) Milton Road and Church Street. 

Traffic too fast in both directions (over 40 mph) 

Drayton Road 

Drayton Road / Brook Street needs traffic calming. The triangle junction is a danger. 90 

bend Church Street/Appleford Road 

Drayton Road and Milton Road are both very dangerous - I see frequent accidents 

particularly with bikes and motorbikes - cycle lanes would really help 

Drayton Road approach to village - frequent speeding. 

Drayton road as speeding is very common 

Drayton Road from Dropshort to Milton Road 

Drayton Road has a problem with speeding someone killed there in recent years 

Drayton Road has too many cars and too fast. Culham bridge is gridlocked in the 

morning - add a river bridge at Appleford though, no traffic lights 

Drayton Road is dangerous with speeding traffic on the bends and no footpath or cycle 

path 

Drayton Road should be 30mph and treated as part of the Village, the junction with 

Milton Road is terrible and regular daily incidents. The hedge is full of bits of car 

bumper, hub caps and smashed lights etc. In my opinion this should be a roundabout. 

Drayton Road traffic speeding, line markings missing Frilsham St/High Street 

Drayton Road up to Milton Town 

Drayton Road very unsafe. Cyclists mount pavements with regards roads and unsafe 

Each entrance to village needs speed camera - might discourage speeding. All village 

needs ban on HGV's but this must be enforced HGVs over the bridge are far too big. 

HGVs break up the road surface on corners and rates have to be used to repair these 

and they shoddy work of contractors at housing developments 

Entering the village via Milton Road - traffic slows for chicanes then speeds up. Buses 

and farm vehicles all exceed the speed limit. Speed humps could be better 

Entry from Milton where gate has been erected. Traffic waiting to enter squeezes 

through before oncoming traffic, making it dangerous. Also new road too close to the 

gate traffic exiting and turning right can't see as cars coming up or through it 

Entry to Harwell Road from Milton Park 

Entry to the village from Drayton or Appleford 

Exit from Chapel Lane to Brook Street. Vision blocked telegraph pole and speeding 

traffic 

From Abingdon Road into Appleford Road 

From Sutton Courtenay to Culham locks needs roundabout. Dangerous exit 

Hall garage junction. T junction from Culham bridge onto Appleford Road 

Harwell Rd: the junction between Coopers Corner & Milton Rd is dangerous because of 

restricted vision for drivers coming from Milton 

Harwell Road 

Harwell Road 

Harwell road  Bradstocks way  Milton road 



Harwell Road - cyclists exiting the village have to cross the traffic to access the cycle 

path, putting them at risk of an accident as there is no pavement on the left at that 

point. Putting a cycle path on the southbound side of the road outside the village, down 

towards Milton Park, would remove this danger - surely something that can be done as 

part of the development of the new warehouse there? 

Harwell Road - speeding traffic (despite road humps) particularly early morning/late at 

night, parking on pavements and Illegal use of motorbikes poses a danger to drivers 

and pedestrians and requires some action before a serious accident occurs. 

Harwell Road trying to cross to get to school - always parked cars so hard to see. Need 

zebra crossing in village 

Harwell Road. Too many parked cars makes it very dangerous to dodge around and very 

time consuming 

High Street / Triangle 

High Street and Appleford Road 

High Street at the Triangle 

High Street. Bradstock Way 

High Street. Church Street. Junction Abingdon Road/Appleford Road. Harwell Road 

High Street. Culham Bridge 

Humps on High Street do not decrease speeding and are a noise hazard. Traffic would 

be better controlled using one way traffic restrictions (Milton Road) 

I would like a practical solution for limiting transit traffic without inconveniencing locals 

but I don't know why 

Improve parking around the green 

Junction Abingdon Road / Appleford Road 

Junction at Appleford Road and bridge to Culham has poor visibility in all directions. All 

hedges and foliage needs closer trimming and better maintenance 

Junction at Appleford Road from bridge. Potholes are a hazard. 

Junction by Halls garage. T junction by Appleford Road and Culham Road. Speed 

cameras on Drayton Road from/to village 

Junction for crossing bridge to Culham 

Junction from Culham Bridge to Appleford Road. Chicane in to village on Milton Road 

(restricted view) 

Junction of Appleford Road and Abingdon Road 

Junction of Appleford Road and Abingdon Road - Speed enforcement required 

Junction of Frilsham Street Junction of Bradstocks & Milton Road 

junction of high st and church road 

Junction of High Street, Harwell Road, Milton Road and garage 

Leaving Chapel Lane - Poor visibility due to telegraph pole. Cars do not stop when 

leaving High Street 

Leaving Chapel Lane - telegraph pole reduces visibility, cars speed 

Less speed humps as they cause increased pollution and more noise, plus are a pain to 

drive on and can damage your suspension / under side of the car 

Main roads in and out need speed cameras 

Major concern over use of Harwell Road and Milton Road by HGV's once new distribution 

centres are built. I understand the ANPR system that was planned has now been 

abandoned. 

Milton Road 

Milton Road 

Milton Road 

Milton road 



Milton Road - Harwell Road - High Street junction. T junction at Appleford Road - 

Culham Bridge - Traffic lights at both? 

Milton Road / Church Street 

Milton Road / Drayton Road t junction 

Milton Road from start of village to mini roundabout no speed monitoring so cars travel 

too fast. Car parking along Harwell Road especially with buses using route 

Milton Road from Sutton Road Milton, cars speeding 

Milton Road people drive way over 30mph all the time, and the chicane makes very little 

difference, reduced limit and camera 

Milton Road, after humps in High Street traffic speeds up on other roads 

Milton Road.  The speeding on this road is appalling.  The High Street towards the 

triangle. The street parking has become ridiculous. With cars now parked either side of 

the road and on the paths. Not only does it look a mess it is dangerous for pedestrians. 

Milton Road. High Street. Harwell Road 

Milton to Sutton Courtenay and to Bradstocks Way - cars regularly speed.  Milton Road, 

cars regularly speed 

Mini roundabout at High Street/Church Street junction, chicane at entrance to village 

from Drayton (on Drayton Road), speed indicators on Church Street 

Mini-roundabout at Triangle. Milton Road chicane - see above. Surfaces: passim but 

particularly High Street/Drayton Road junction 

More access roads to reduce traffic through the village when the A34 has issues, or to 

go to/from Oxford. Easy access bus to Didcot would be a great addition 

Most dangerous spot is road crossing at Culham traffic lights - urgently needs to be 

improved for children walking or cycling to Europa school 

Most! High Street 

Need zebra crossings around High Street and the green for safety 

New bollard on Milton road. It’s a shambles and needs to go 

New to area, very happy with traffic. Noticed cars parked on side of both roads do cause 

restrictions 

No speed bumps - get rid of them! Use other speed management devices 

No speed humps and potholes already ruined two lots of suspension 

Outside school 

Outside the school 

Outside the school - the congestion and parked cars make crossing very dangerous with 

children. Harwell Road - cars come extremely fast 

Outside the school needs to be better managed, maybe adding in a school zebra 

crossing so the school children to get to school easier and safer. 

Parked cars on High Street are problematic and enhance delays in rush hour 

Parking opposite junctions - cul de sac Bradstocks Way. Parking outside school, 

Bradstocks Way - at drop off and pick up times vehicles are parking across path, on 

junction, opposite junction, on bend, across driveways - danger to walkers/cyclists to 

school and residents access 

People speed around the estate which is very bendy and lots of kids about 

Please install a roundabout at the top of the High Street where it meets Brook Street.  

Traffic lights at the junction of Abingdon Road and Appleford Road. 

Please, please do something above the traffic/parking around the school 

Remove humps they are dangerous and have an adverse effect 

Remove speed humps as they have adverse effect. Need a new Thames two way road 

crossing between SC and Appleford. Culham bridge and traffic lights unreliable and bad 

in the mornings 

Road in SC - Drayton Road - with s bend 



Roundabout at Cross Trees 

SC and Culham need a new bridge! Make the traffic go through the fields! Not through 

the village 

School at drop off and pickup 

Seems that even local residents are inconsiderate regarding 30mph. Being able to slow 

traffic down. Also noticed that commuters are willing to speed over the sleeping 

policemen 

Some kind of speed reducing measures or speed cameras would benefit the safety of 

residents of Milton Road. Motorists exceed the speed limit every day, it will result in an 

accident at some point. 

Speed bumps damage suspensions and help to create potholes. Restrict speed within 

village to 20 mph and put in speed cameras and charge fines for exceeding it (use the 

money gathered to fill the potholes, provide safe cycle lanes. Charge for parking on the 

road (the parking on High Street near the Triangle makes cycling very unsafe). A small 

but significant proportion of traffic speeds (> 40 mph, up to 50 mph) on Milton Road. 

Speed humps in Harwell Road often ignored by motorists with firm suspension on 

cars/lorries 

Speed humps should be replaced 

Speeding in Bradstocks Way between 08:30-0:930 and 15:00-16:30 

Spring field way is becoming more unsafe as a small number of residents and delivery 

vans drive too fast, I rarely let my children play outside in our street anymore. More 

signs telling drivers to slow down or speed humps might help 

Sutton Courtenay triangle. Harwell Road (nearly been clipped by vans many times on 

my bike). Sutton Road danger spot for speeding 

T junction at B4016 after crossing Sutton bridge. Turning right is increasingly difficult 

when traffic doesn't stick to 30mph speed limit as they approach SC 

T junction coming from/to Culham Bridge - toll bridge road 

T junction in Appleford Road en route to river bridge at Culham 

The approach from Drayton Road is dangerous both on Drayton Road before 30mph 

limit and once within village. Vehicles increase their speed when they approach Church 

Street and see the straight avenue. I fail to understand why we cannot have traffic 

calming measures as Long Wittenham does 

The area of the High Street near the Triangle is one of the most dangerous in the village 

due to the number of cars parked on both sides of the road, particularly when combined 

with additional traffic caused by problems on roads such as the A34 

The bend at the Triangle (junction of Church Rd and Drayton Rd) - many cars from 

Drayton come round this too fast. The entrance to the village from Drayton - traffic 

slowing measures such as a chicane would help to slow speeding traffic. The High Street 

on the other hand has too many speed bumps! 

The bend by the triangle, pulling out right from Culham bridge into the village. 

The bridge is just too busy, need a new bridge 

The chicane at the end of Harwell Road is dangerous. It can hardly be seen as you 

approach it because it blends far too well with its surroundings. Night or day it is just 

the same, it also serves little purpose. Take it away or put a rumble strip there 

The chicane in Milton Road is dangerous due to the excessive speed used by many 

motorists 

The chicane on the way into Sutton is completely unnecessary, just make it a speed 

bump to ensure there isn’t anyone speeding into the village 

The chicanes do not aid traffic flow, the chicanes create road rage and at Milton Road 

has poor visibility of oncoming traffic when approaching Sutton Courtenay 

The end of All Saints Lane (by the Fish restaurant) where it needs a better mirror 

opposite the entrance to the road so that the traffic from the right can be seen. on 

street parking and parking on the pavements and verges is dangerous in The High 

Street and pedestrians, wheelchair users and prams cannot use the pavement safely/ 



Crossing tis road is difficult due to the number of parked cars - bollards should be 

erected in these areas to prevent parking on verges and pavements. 

The estate 

The estate Bradstocks, Tyrells, Barnetts, terrible for speeding cars especially near 

school. 

The High Street needs better calming measures. No traffic should be allowed in certain 

parts which should have double yellow lines and a speed camera (near Lady Place) 

The issue is not the junctions but the level of traffic.   We need another Thames crossing 

east of Appleford. 

The junction at the Fish end of All Saints Lane, visibility is poor and during busy periods 

All Saints Lane is used as a rat run. It already has potholes so don't see traffic calming 

helping 

The junction between Drayton Road and Milton Road (AKA 1066) would benefit from a 

mini roundabout.  This would make it safer for people turning out of Milton Road, and 

make traffic slower progressing towards the village down Drayton Road - residents in 

Dropshort find it very difficult to get out of their drives in the morning due to the speed 

of the traffic.  Lines of sight are not long enough.  There are more houses being 

constructed at Peewit Farm and local concern about the exit point of the houses on the 

bend.  There is existing lighting enough space to do so.  I am aware that this provision 

would need co-operation from Drayton Parish Council, this should not be an obstacle to 

road safety. 

The junction of Abingdon road (road from Culham bridge) and Appleford Road would 

benefit from a mini roundabout that would slow the traffic.  It has such poor visibility at 

present. 

The Milton Road ALWAYS has cars racing up and down it, especially in the evenings and 

weekends. 

The needs for signs - for horses, for children and cycles 

The roundabout outside SC tyres - traffic coming from Didcot arrives unseen until the 

last moment 

The sharp corner entering the conservation part of the village a few doors down from 

The Fish pub ( the confluence of Appleford Road and Church Street). The junction of 

Abingdon Road and Appleford Road when turning right into the village to ease peak 

traffic congestion and we need to improve slightly the distant visibility for those entering 

Appleford Road from the Abingdon Road to avoid speeding traffic. 

The T Junction at Appleford Road is overcrowded and is getting worse. Also, too much 

speeding along Appleford Road 

The top end of the High Street, especially now some residents have started parking both 

sides of the road. 

The traffic speed humps don't work, need other method. Near school is bad for speeding 

- Bradstock Way 

The triangle 

The Triangle 

The Triangle 

The Triangle - possibly be a roundabout 

The triangle - very bad visibility 

The Triangle (at Hall's Garage) & the junction of Appleford Road with the road leading to 

the bridge. 

The Triangle / Cross trees 

The Triangle and High Street 

The triangle by Halls garage (mini-roundabout needed). The junction of Abingdon and 

Appleford Roads 

The Triangle by the garage 

The Triangle from Drayton Road. Drayton Road/whole length 



The triangle is dangerous - the other one is coming over the Culham bridge and turning 

right or left 

The Triangle.   Church Street too many cars and HGVs speed along here. 

The Triangle. Drayton Road and Church Street. As this road has no bumps it is a main 

thoroughfare and is dangerous because of speed. There is limited visibility driving 

around the Triangle but that does not stop cars speeding. 

The Triangle/Cross Keys by the garage. Junction from Culham bridges to turn right into 

village or left into Appleford 

The turning from Drayton into Sutton Courtenay 

There is a huge amount of traffic particularly at rush hours. Not sure intervention would 

help, only the reduction in car numbers 

There must be improvement around the school, so dangerous crossing Harwell Road 

and Bradstocks Way, zebra crossing please 

There should be traffic calming at the Triangle.  If we cycle or drive back along Drayton 

Road and have to turn right into High Street we feel very unsafe because of speed of 

traffic coming round the bend, who don't see you until its too late! 

Too many on-street parked cars on High Street near triangle at a narrow point in the 

road - dangerous for cyclists as cars have to squeeze past. High Street needs a better 

overall approach to traffic/speeding - the high number of speed bumps is bad for the 

environment, damages cars, and creates danger for cyclists as cars are constantly 

changing speed.  The corner between the Green and The Fish pub is narrow and 

dangerous when used by larger vehicles that tend to swing out and encroach on the 

wrong side of the road.   The speed bump at the entrance to the village on Harwell Road 

is badly degraded causing cars to brake sharply when passing through - yet again - 

unsafe for cyclists and damaging vehicles.   PLEASE just start using cameras, speed 

indicators, rumble strips and flat chicanes for traffic management, and accept that the 

speed bumps are part of the problem, not the solution.  Something that seems to work 

well in much busier towns is to paint proper cycle lanes on your wider roads (e.g. Milton 

Road). The visual effect of making the driving lane narrower discourages drivers from 

speeding PLUS you've improved cycle provision at little cost. 

Top end of High Street by entrance to rec - car is always damaged by poor road 

users/buses/no parking 

Top of Bradstocks Way leading to Milton Road cross trees 

Traffic entering from Appleford direction tend to ignore speed limit sign and approach 

junction too fast 

Traffic levels are too high - speed limits are fine as most accidents have been caused by 

idiots ignore them - lowering them would only inconvenience those who do! 

Traffic lights at junction on Appleford Road once you've come over Culham Bridge 

heading towards Sutton Courtenay 

Traffic tends to speed close to Amey Close from the Appleford side. It would be good if 

traffic (especially vans and lorries) would stop using Amey Close a  U-turn spot. 

Triangle 

Triangle 

Triangle - can be very dangerous with the oncoming cars at great speed 

Triangle and High Street 

Triangle at end of High Street. Queue to go over SC bridge in mornings. Parking of cars 

in High Street on verges and pavements needs addressing 

Triangle from Drayton Road 

Triangle right turn from Drayton unsafe for cyclists 

Triangle. Traffic queues to bridges - 15 mins in morning 

Turning into Triangle from the Drayton Road High Street 

Turning out of some roads can be dangerous because of vegetation e.g. Abingdon Road 

Turning right (if coming from Drayton) up High Street by Cross Trees garage 



Turning right after traffic lights over Culham Bridge due to overgrown verges 

Turning right at the Triangle coming from Drayton 

Turning right at Tollgate Road - Appleford Road 

Turning right from Drayton Road to the High Street is very dangerous 

Turning right from Tollgate Road - Appleford Road 

Turning right into High Street from Drayton 

Turning right into the High Street, at the Triangle, coming from the Drayton Road is 

poor visibility. The T junction from Milton Road onto the Drayton Road see a lot of 

accidents. 

Village Cross Keys. Very dangerous corner cannot see cars coming round bend coming 

from Drayton Road 

visibility coming out of all saints lane - one little mirror is not b=very good 

Vision from Chapel Lane exit. Traffic too fast. Lamp post in wrong place 

We don't need any more traffic calming. Traffic is already slow enough. Lorries need to 

be banned from using Culham bridge and high street. Parking is the big problem. 

When coming from Drayton to Sutton Courtenay and need to turn right on the triangle, 

you cannot see the traffic coming from the other direction due to the bend in the road. 

It can be dangerous. Particularly when you are on a bicycle as this is the route the cycle 

path takes. 

With all the new housing and threat of new houses for Sutton and nearby Culham I 

consider all roads to be danger spots and when A34 blocked it is gridlocked 

Would like traffic lights on turning to Culham Bridge 

Zebra crossing needed opposite the fish 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q37a" A new river crossing has been proposed.  Two possible routes have been 

identified: either west of the railway (between Sutton Courtenay and Appleford) or east 

of the railway beyond Appleford?  Which of the proposed routes do you support? 

Please give reason for your answer below - West of the railway (between Sutton 

Courtenay and Appleford) 

Access to Europa 

Accessibility 

An additional crossing in desperately needed 

Better connection to work hubs - Culham/Milton Park, etc 

Better traffic flow 

Better traffic flow, less impact on countryside 

Between access to Culham 

Both are needed not just one 

Capture traffic relief of existing bridge 

Car traffic over Culham bridge 

closer 

Closer 

Closer 

Closer for SC residents 

Closer to SC 

Closer to SC i.e. more cars start/finish journey from SC 

Closer to Sutton Courtenay 

Closer to village 

Constant queue at Culham bridge 

Convenience 

Could relieve commuter traffic 

Desperate reduce queues for cars 

Developers are proposing thousands of dwellings in Culham 

Easier access to European school 

Easier for us to access 

Either - traffic relief 

Either but one 

Either really - need to review traffic in villages 

Either would be good to relieve traffic in mornings through SC 

Either would work, not sure where they are planned to start and stop 

I believe more people would use this one due to closeness to S.C. 

I hope it would reduce the traffic on Tollgate Road 

If you go too far away people won't use it 

It would save 2 communities 

Less travel distance and less traffic through to Appleford. 

Logical place for it 

More beneficial for commuters 

More convenient for S.C. residents 

More convenient for SC residents 

More likely to reduce traffic as Abingdon Road and bridge 

N/A 



Nearer to S.C. 

Nearest 

No comment 

No need for traffic to go through Appleford 

Other route too far away 

Otherwise Appleford will have all the traffic over the narrow rail bridge 

Pedestrians and bikes only 

Reduce a % of traffic through village 

Reduce pressure on Sutton Bridge 

Reduce traffic throughs 

Reduced pressure on Sutton Bridge 

Relieve congestion on Appleford Road and peak times 

Seems logical 

Seems the obvious place and least upheaval 

Serves both areas more conveniently but?? connections 

There is little of aesthetic change and it is mainly brownfield land 

This is where I think its most needed to alleviate the current traffic jams over Culham 

bridge 

This makes sense to me 

To direct traffic going past Culham school 

To ease traffic already congested in local area 

To reduce traffic in Sutton Courtenay 

To reduce traffic stress on the current bridge over the river 

Whichever takes traffic away from the village 

Will east traffic for SC but it depends on the proposed road links 

Would make nice walking routes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q37b" A new river crossing has been proposed.  Two possible routes have been 

identified: either west of the railway (between Sutton Courtenay and Appleford) or east 

of the railway beyond Appleford?  Which of the proposed routes do you support? 

Please give reason for your answer below - East of the railway beyond Appleford 

As far away from village as possible 

Both would be a good option 

Broader option for all local villages 

Cars from/to East Didcot wouldn't go through Appleford 

Closer to SC 

Could link bypass for Didcot/south A34 traffic to Oxford 

Culham Bridge - reduce traffic 

Current bridge is fine just too much traffic 

Direct traffic away from the village 

Draw traffic away from SC 

Ease congestion through village 

Easier for traffic from Didcot 

Either but one 

Further away from residential area 

Further away from SC 

Further away from village 

Further from S.C. 

Help to keep traffic out of Sutton Courtenay 

Help to keep traffic out of Sutton Courtenay 

Hopefully it will keep traffic away from village 

I'm hoping it will take traffic away from the village (If the west would do that better 

then I am in favour of that) 

It could possibly join up with the Lady Grove Road east of Didcot 

It would be a shame if the other route disturbs the common 

It's further from the village 

Keep traffic away from SC 

Keep traffic out of villages 

Keeps traffic from Sutton 

Least impact roads bring more developers 

Less impact on the village 

Less noise pollution and make use of existing north/south roads in Didcot 

Less traffic in S.C. 

Less traffic noise and pollution for the villages 

Less traffic noise in S.C. 

Link into Didcot relief road 

Link with Didcot ring road. Discourage rat run through S.C. 

Logical extension from road into Didcot 

Manage vehicle volume in village 

Might relieve some traffic congestion on Appleford Road 

More accessible for Didcot 

More appropriate for Didcot new town but either route likely to eliminate congestion if 

all the proposed developments are approved 



More direct access to junction 

More direct route for Didcot 

More direct route for people travelling from Didcot and would not then travel to Sutton 

Courtenay 

More equidistant between 2 bridges 

More suitable for Didcot to Culham Bridge 

Move traffic away from village 

Nearer to Didcot population 

No increase in traffic through S.C. 

Noise as far away as possible 

Only practical route 

Reduced impact on residential property 

Reduces Sutton Courtenay impact 

Relief for Culham Bridge 

Remove traffic coming through SC (Would still like improved pedestrian and cycle route 

over existing bridge) 

Remove traffic from Didcot through the village in the AM 

Should reduce number of cars through the village as people should take the A4310 

instead 

Space between existing bridge and new bridge more sensible 

Stop it being used as rat run 

Take traffic further away from village 

Takes traffic away from housing 

This should make the existing bridge less busy (I would support either scheme) 

To avoid Sutton Courtenay as a thoroughfare 

To prevent thoroughfare traffic 

To reduce congestion at Culham Bridge 

To save Didcot traffic getting through Appleford 

To take Didcot traffic 

To take traffic away from Culham bridges and bring Milton Park traffic through Didcot? 

not our village 

Too close to existing crossing 

Too close to existing development 

Too many cars 

Too much through traffic already in Sutton 

Traffic can connect to B4016 into Didcot rather than through the villages 

Traffic needs to be kept away from S.C. 

Traffic noise 

Try to keep traffic away from our village 

Try to stop more traffic in S.C. 

We do not have the roads to care with more rat runs 

West too close to existing crossing 

Would ease traffic queues through Sutton Courtenay 

Would help people going to Didcot 

Would like traffic re-routed that direction 

Would limit traffic using Sutton Courtenay 



Would reduce traffic from Didcot through SC 

Would remove traffic from Didcot to Abingdon 

Would seem sensible 

Wouldn't be so close to Culham bridge 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q37c" A new river crossing has been proposed.  Two possible routes have been 

identified: either west of the railway (between Sutton Courtenay and Appleford) or east 

of the railway beyond Appleford?  Which of the proposed routes do you support? 

Please give reason for your answer below - Neither. 

Anything that takes traffic from Church Street and bridges 

Complete the Abingdon rail route 

Do not want risk of flooding 

Either will be nuisance 

It will not solve the problems just move it somewhere else 

It will pave the way for more development 

It won't help commuter traffic 

Need more information 

New crossing would help developers get applications through 

Traffic excessive 

Would cause more green belt development and joining of villages 

Would lead to more traffic coming through village. Should be discouraging cars not 

encouraging them 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q37d" A new river crossing has been proposed.  Two possible routes have been 

identified: either west of the railway (between Sutton Courtenay and Appleford) or east 

of the railway beyond Appleford?  Which of the proposed routes do you support? 

Please give reason for your answer below - No opinion 

Any route as long as we get one 

As best for general area needs I am not a traffic engineer 

Both look ok 

Didn't know about it! 

Either would alleviate little neck at Culham bridge so would support both 

Either would be good 

Either would be good 

Have no way of judging 

Haven't seen details of proposals 

I don't know where this would be 

May be better away due to not having more traffic, but I don't mind 

Need more information to form an opinion 

Need to see the proposals 

Not enough detail of route to answer 

Not enough information 

Not enough information 

Not enough information provided 

Not looked into it but need one 

Not looked into plans 

Not sure how it would link up 

Not sure what impact this would have on traffic in SC 

There are pros and cons of both route - the important thing is to get a new crossing 

This has been talk about for many years 

Unable to comment as unaware of location 

Unfamiliar with proposals so no evidence on which to form a view 

Will encourage short cut to Didcot 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q37" A new river crossing has been proposed.  Two possible routes have been 

identified: either west of the railway (between Sutton Courtenay and Appleford) or east 

of the railway beyond Appleford?  Which of the proposed routes do you support? 

Please give reason for your answer below - Responses from online survey not split out. 

Better placed for traffic travelling between Didcot and Oxford. Traffic from Milton Park 

less likely to access crossing via Sutton Courtenay 

remove traffic noise as far from Sutton Courtenay as possible 

To relieve Milton Park traffic instead of coming through village 

Better spread between bridges 

Assuming the existing river crossing remains this route may result  in the reduction of 

vehicles passing through the village 

Any river crossing would be excellent 

To move the traffic as far away from the village as possible 

There definitely needs to be a new river crossing it is long overdue and if it's in this area 

it will hopefully reduce the amount of traffic crossing the Culham bridge every morning 

and evening. 

Traffic over the existing Culham Bridge is very heavy morning and evening but 

something also needs doing about the commuters cutting though the village. 

By going east it would ensure traffic en route A34 would bypass the village 

it will give better access to the A4074 

I do not know sufficient details to form an informed opinion 

East should result in fewer cars through Sutton Courtenay 

I do not know enough about the relevant factors such as effect on traffic flow in/out of 

Sutton Courtenay 

less road capacity means less development 

Closer to SC and the SC bridges are already a bottle-neck at peak times 

Ease traffic flow into Abingdon 

Furthest away from SC 

To avoid further congestion on the A415 east of Abingdon 

East of the railway better connects Didcot (and Harwell Campus via new link road) to 

points N and E; Culham bridge is adequate for the then reduced levels of traffic 

requiring a more western route. Any development should respect as much as possible 

wildlife and the natural environment (it would be better still to reduce car use, but I 

know that's not a likely prospect). 

I think this route would be more sensible in terms of taking the Traffic to existing roads 

in Didcot, and better manage the traffic from Culham laboratory. 

Both are good suggestions but the West one would mean that Didcot is more connected 

to Culham AEA and Oxford 

Reduce traffic coming through Sutton Courtenay and Appleford. 

Whenever the A34 is blocked and traffic diverts through the village the Culham crossing 

gets blocked, by having an alternate crossing too close to that will not reduce the 

blocking but one the other side of Appleford may divert traffic from coming through the 

village to cross the river. 

Would link better with existing crossing and provide a cycle route for residents in SC. 

provide better linkages between growth at Didcot and Culham Science Centre and 

beyond 

Village traffic already excessive at times, significantly increased since we moved to 

village. Another river crossing needs to be as far away from Sutton Courtenay as 

possible to minimise yet mire village traffic 

This is a complicated question and I am not sure answering it by poll is a good idea. I 

would support the river crossing east of Appleford if it weren't for the fact that this will 

then be used by SODC to argue for a 3000 home new town at Culham. If this were to 



happen, the relief road would do little to protect Sutton Courtenay from a catastrophic 

influx of traffic. Due to the fact that Culham is effectively an island (with ancient bridges 

into Sutton Courtenay and Abingdon, the relief road servicing the new town would be 

incapable of handling the huge flow of traffic. I cannot support either bridge without 

seeing a holistic approach to housing development and some carefully considered traffic 

modelling (not the "guess" made by SODC in its draft plan based upon 0.6 cars per 

household and a vague hope that everyone will use the train from Culham instead of 

travelling by car). 

No sure what benefit this would give 

It will cause increased traffic into village. 

Both would be reasonable options 

Either would be fine 

Provision of a new river crossing would then dispose of one significant reason for larger 

developments not having gone ahead. Keeping the one crossing between Culham and 

Sutton Courtenay actually helps preserve the village in a small way and the Parish 

Council should not be considering supporting a second crossing. 

Either would be fine, but something needs to be in place before any more housing 

should be contemplated. 

The crossing is likely to attract traffic so it needs to be as far away as possible otherwise 

it could makes things worse not better. 

Keep large developments away from Sutton 

The western route will not impact as much arable land as the eastern one. 

Clearly there is a need to provide greater road capacity for traffic moving north from 

Didcot - SC and Clifton Hampden are bottlenecks at the moment. On balance seems to 

me that the best location to provide maximum relief to both villages + shorter journey 

times is west of Appleford AS LONG AS the road extends south to connect with the 

Didcot ring road, to actually relieve traffic from the village high streets 

Better connection to other roads 

Traffic to a crossing east of Appleford might use Didcot by-pass.  Traffic to a crossing 

west of Appleford would come through S.C. 

A bridge between Sutton Courtenay and Appleford would create more traffic congestion 

around Sutton Bridges. 

If the Abingdon ring road was  completed there would be no need for a river crossing 

This should relieve the village of some traffic, I would hope. 

Probably better to take up some of the quarried Caudwell desolation 

I have not been able to consider whether East or West in detail but it is definitely 

needed. 

I don’t know where that is or what a river crossing is - a bridge? For people? For a train? 

West provides a basis for creating a ring road around  the village 

Had to pick one - wasn't aware but something needs to be done about that road, is a 

major choke point 

Route Easier to Achieve 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q38a" Which of the following do you use currently for information or communication? If 

other, please specify below 

Abingdon Herald 

BBC Oxford 

Burgery stores 

Church FB page 

Culham calling roadside signs for events 

Email from Parish Council Clerk 

emailed minutes of parish council meetings 

Emails 

Emails from Sutton Courtenay Action 

I don't follow local government communication very much 

Information from friends and family 

Local community (posters/roadsides) and mums WhatsApp group 

Local gossip 

local papers and other newsletters 

Magazines 

Neighbourhood watch emails 

Neighbourhood Watch in Sutton Courtenay 

Newspapers and internet generally 

none 

Not yet 

Our neighbours 

Parish Council agendas and minutes 

Parish council meetings; Action group 

Please be environmental and stop printing the newsletter 

Robin Drapers email list 

S.C. Parish Councils minutes 

SC Action email 

Speaking with friends / neighbours 

Sutton Courtenay Parish Council meeting minutes 

Talk to people in the village 

Talking to neighbours 

WhatsApp group for Asquith Park 

Word of mouth 

Word of mouth 

Word of mouth 

Word of mouth 

Word of mouth 

Word of mouth - I talk to people who live in the village. 

Word of mouth/we need to talk to each other 

 

 

 



"Q40a" If such funds are available, how would you like them to be used? If other, please 

specify below 

Better parking 

Buy back the plough 

Cafe/Coffee shop - meeting daytime 

Community energy scheme 

Create play areas at the Northern end of the village 

Develop social outlets for elderly 

Ensure church is not sold off 

ensure that the rivers and streams are maintained to improve flood defences 

Funds to make sure we can block further building projects 

Improve road surfaces, improve water pressure, remove odours 

Improve the safety of the roads. Remember that air pollution is killing people so 

reducing volume of traffic is important. 

Improve the village tennis facilities 

Increase size of the Cemetery adjacent to the recreation study. 

Lower council tax 

Maintain existing footpaths, roads, sewers 

Maintain existing footpaths, roads, sewers. 

Modernise the scout hut as a lot more children use this than the village hall 

More car parking and more attractive playground and tennis courts (as Blewbury) - 

better use of fields/empty spaces 

New village hall / at rec would be better for whole village football club 

Not improve access to the internet but instead faster fibre internet please. 

Parking 

Pick up litter 

Provide community meeting place at northern (church) end 

provide for a better quality village store similar to the co-op in Steventon 

Provide money for new roads or public transport connections to Didcot 

road safety 

road traffic calming NOT AN ART PIECE - ALWAYS GHASTLY AND A WASTE OF MONEY 

Shop (local) at north end of village - would stop a lot of traffic travelling to Londis for 

supplies 

Speed camera 

The village needs a linked rec and village hall facility that can be multi use and easily 

accessible 

Traffic calming 

Work on river around weirs 

 

 

 

 

 

 



"Q41" Please use this space to comment on any relevant issues you feel have not been 

covered in this questionnaire or if you would like to give more feedback on a question 

that has been asked. 

"Commission and install an art sculpture" - would be a complete waste of public money 

for a small village, it has no added benefit.   Instead of ruining our local villages by 

supersizing them to the point where they all blend into one massive urban sprawl why 

doesn't the council instead create a new ghetto town like with MK in the 60's? Where it 

can have good connections to existing infrastructure without impacting the local 

community? Or is that too sensible for the Council?? 

1. As the building of new classrooms for the primary school was hit by the collapse of 

Carillion and is likely to cost more due to delays and the necessity of re-tendering, 

surely the village can use some of the funding available to support the school with 

additional costs incurred?   2. The number of new houses proposed for the village is still 

excessive and an essential part of the plan for Sutton Courtenay should be that the pace 

of such developments should be slowed considerably, if not halted entirely. The green 

spaces in and around the village are part of what makes it unique and of its appeal. 

Building on these spaces destroys this. 

A doctor's surgery would be amazing, I don't like having to drive to Abingdon if I feel 

poorly. Maintaining reverie by the school for dog walking is a massive priority for me. 

The buses need to be more regular, especially in commuting periods (my partner works 

in Oxford and doesn't drive). 

A lot of noise coming from industrial areas - constant beeping of fork lift. There has 

been an increased amount of traffic going through the village. Problem area - near the 

Fish. Since the European school because public school 

A serious review of bus timetabling needs to be undertaken. There are no buses 

between 7:48 and 9:23 to Didcot mon-fri, last bus to Didcot is 19:37 

A. Would have liked to see greater emphasis on self-build option. B. Where is the Q 

about the demand for co-housing. C. The Q about historic buildings was to yes or no. 

While I do not want to see historic buildings harmed I do not think they should be 

prevented from installing solar panels. 

All the suggestions are about adding to or manicuring the village. I prefer things to look 

as natural, historical and pure as possible 

Although our population has increased (nearly doubled) there has been no improvement 

in infrastructure. A village our size should have better public transport to save the use 

of cars 

An enhancement of general signposting could instil a better sense of pride in the village. 

Minimise other villages/towns of bombarding the village with publicity - posters, street 

signs. Need to ensure that village facilities - pubs/shops and church have a sustainable 

future 

Any company that dig up a road should put it back to what it was before. If they dig a 

channel in the road they should resurface the hole road, not just the channel dug 

Any enhancements to the village should particularly serve the needs of the west end of 

the village which is visually and economically less privileged. Or at least they should 

seek to integrate each end of this elongated village with its centre (maybe that is 

around the village shop. Or enhancements should draw the east end of the village 

towards the west end by improving amenities for everyone there. 

Any future development should consider the need of local young people, young families 

and the elderly 

Anything that brings the two ends of the village together and stop infighting which 

delays any cohesion and progress / I don't want to see the village urbanised i.e. don't 

want to see very neat paths, verges, draconian control of traffic (see Poundury in 

Dorset, no white or yellow lines, but good parking areas and people encouraged to 

behave decently with their cars) 

As 25% is going to be available with more houses - there is more incentive for these 

people to allow more development with detrimental effects to the village 

As elderly and as yet independent villagers we find it very difficult to predict what 



housing etc we might need in 10 years or even that we shall still be in the land of the 

living! Thank you committee for all your hard work and time spent and to be spent on 

the plan. Happy collating! 

As mentioned previously, I feel that parking on pavements and verges on the High 

Street is dangerous and limiting access to pavements for pedestrians. It also looks 

unsightly and spoils the verges. The simple solution would be to erect metal bollards in 

these areas. 

As new residents we are unable to comment on all aspects. The overall look of the 

village we feel is beautiful and should where applicable be protected. Housing 

developments should fit in with the village rather than look like new homes added on. 

The new builds are often too large in numbers and seem disconnected. Original 

shrubs/trees should be incorporated into these developments 

Better cycle path network within village and connection to Drayton/Milton/Abingdon 

across Culham bridge 

Better cycle paths in and to other locations 

biggest issue in this village is the divide between the southern and northern end of the 

village 

Bins and dog bins needed around school area 

Change Cross Trees island to a roundabout retain trees better sight line entering High 

Street from Drayton plus slow traffic 

Commuting traffic through the village to Milton Park. No respect for village residents and 

speeding 

Connecting Sutton Courtenay to Milton Park with more paved paths through the fields 

with lights or less workers who live in Sutton Courtenay have to use a car (plus better 

paved paths to Milton) 

Creation of a sports club to manage the football grounds, cricket, have facilities open at 

the recreation ground in the evenings 

Definitely need less houses being built - too many houses, too many people = more 

crime 

Do up the skate park and park area goal posts would be good at the rec  a shelter that 

is comfortable and actually shelters from rain (the current one is rubbish) 

Doctors surgery in the village. More local shops. Improved street lights. Any further 

developments within the boundaries of Sutton Courtenay particularly estates should be 

under no illusion that all utilities especially mains drainage should be in place for the 

occupiers beyond sales are residencies are lived in. No more lorries removing waste. 

Penalties for any defaults might discourage offences by developers. The village 

infrastructure is not built to cope with even more traffic from such developments. 

Funding available via the parish council should be published to the wider community so 

that the same organisations don't always get funding. I'm sure there are many other 

clubs that would benefit from funding 

Further development in this village is impractical, if homes for the homeless were being 

built as part of existing sites there would be some sense in it, however the price ranges 

of the properties puts them beyond the reach of villages and young people. This is just a 

money making exercise for a few developers! 

Given village population use of recreation ground is significantly lower than other 

smaller villages, look into why? Location? Football only? Poor facilities opening times 

sporadic? 

Has Sutton Courtenay had a noticeable rise in crime over the last ten years (or since 

large expansion of area began) Yes, there is no safety in Sutton! At night you lay awake 

thinking, will my 

car/shed/garage/boat/van/business/allotment/bike/motorbike/garden/house/dwelling 

be broken/taken or vandalised. 

Having lived in Sutton Courtenay for a few year, i can see that the village is under a lot 

of pressure to provide more housing. I don't object housing as such, but i feel the 

village road infrastructure is not prepared for any more traffic. The Bridge from Sutton 

Courtenay to Culham is impassable during rush hour. A lot of traffic also uses Sutton 



Courtney as an alternative way to from Didcot to Abingdon and passing parked cars at 

the top of Harwell Road (near the roundabout) is very tricky during rush hours. If new 

housing needs to be provided, i strongly feel that alternative roads should be built to 

ease already overstretched system. 

Help youngsters keep them busy 

Housing is no doubt needed for the country. It needs to be genuinely affordable though 

not priced for those with excess cash who have been in the housing market for a long 

time. Along with this, each development needs to add infrastructure for beyond its own 

immediate needs - Bridge over Thames; Improved public transport to centres of work 

(Oxford, Didcot, etc); Superb broadband and drainage and sewerage 

I am worried that Sutton Courtenay is on the boundary between Vale and SODC, and 

that as such it will become the victim of poorly considered housing development. I think 

it is essential that we collect the evidence/data that can be used to make informed 

decisions  re. Whether housing development outside as well as inside the parish 

boundary is likely to have a detrimental effect upon the village. The Parish Council can 

only make a decision upon which (if either) of the two bridges it wishes to support if the 

consequences of both have been properly studied and suitable modelling has been done 

(and doing so is the responsibility of both Vale and SODC). Putting this question to a 

poll is very risky as most would argue an extra crossing might make traffic better. If 

3000 homes end up at Culham, even though a relief road might be built, Braess's 

paradox could ensue, with drivers travelling through Sutton Courtenay to get to Harwell 

etc. making rush hour more of a nightmare than it currently is. Accidents on the relief 

road would likely bring the village to a standstill as everyone would resort to using our 

bridge, requiring helicopter access to the new town for emergencies. It is simply 

impossible to serve 3000 homes with one incoming/outgoing A road.  This is the number 

one issue that I think faces the village for the next decade - supporting either of the 

bridges in the hope of improving the already bad traffic is therefore highly dangerous as 

if either crossing is approved, it will signal a green light to both SODC and the developer 

that the greenbelt protecting Culham (and therefore also Sutton Courtenay) is fair 

game. 

I do feel there should be a bus service that runs through the village including Appleford 

Road and Culham to Abingdon and then continue to Oxford city centre. The old X1 used 

to travel to Oxford and I would ask that the 32A which replaced it should meet that 

need. Continued development in S.C. requires such a service. 

I feel currently although we keep building more housing, nothing has improved. The 

school is over capacity, we have 2 shops that are badly stocked, public transport that 

has been cut meaning more young people are moving away and more cars and traffic 

occupy the roads. People are struggling to find work with hours they can actually do 

because they can't get there, elderly in the community can't get around and children 

can't get to school. I believe we need to look at areas like Radley for inspiration 

I feel that our lovely village has done its fair share of building new properties and now 

needs to stop. I, like most residents sure feel this way. The village traffic is horrendous. 

I won't even go Culham Bridge way at busy times. I moved here and loved village life 

but feel that this is slipping away the more the village expands to what feels like 

bursting point 

I have answered the questions as they affect the personality - not with the wider view 

of amenities etc for other residents. Owing to my advanced age, most questions are 

irrelevant 

I have grave concerns about flooding and new builds will increase that risk because they 

limit the amount of land available to cope with rainwater. Any new builds must consider 

the risk of flooding which is likely to increase in the future with global warming and 

weather extremes. We should not be building so heavily in ancient flood plains.  I think 

it is important to generate pride in our village environment and keeping verges tidy, 

front gardens well-tended, having flower displays and communal gardens will do much 

to encourage this. Rather than one specific project what about generating a communal 

pride in our environment. 



I moved here in December and have yet to discover the heart of SC.  Where is the 

community?  Where is its spirit?  There don't seem to be enough events to bring people 

out of their houses and meeting up.  Other villages of this size seem to  have many 

more well-advertised community events. 

I think the biggest improvement to what is a lovely village would be to create an actual 

village hub or centre. At the minute it is one big long road with no obvious middle. The 

green is lovely but there is nothing there other than a church and pub. Having a cafe, 

couple of shops, some kind of creative space/community centre together where people 

would congregate and meet would create a sense of community as now the village is 

really just a collection of houses 

I would like more affordable rental spaces with more favourable contracts for the 

tenants (German style) 

I would like to see the village kept tidier, swept, weed free. Cut verges, channels dugout 

and the ditches kept cleared.  This would all aid in the against flooding. The Sutton 

Courtenay/Culham bridge repaired, long overdue. 

I would welcome the re-introduction of a direct bus service to and from Oxford city 

centre 

If a new river crossing is actually agreed a build - there should not hopefully be direct 

access from Sutton Courtenay - rather taking traffic from the A roads around Didcot to 

north of the river 

If more houses is only way to get all of this then no thank you 

Improve pavement and street lighting along the footpath Barratts Way end 

In my opinion no more housing spoiling the village 

In my view, one of the key negative issues associated with the existing and potential 

future development of Sutton Courtenay is the impact on road traffic and hence any 

measures that would take cars off the roads, such as improved public transport and 

cycle paths are vitally important.  The roads are currently clogged with parked cars 

which impedes traffic movement and reduces road safety so better future provision for 

parking would also be key. 

In regards to bus travel, I used to get the bus into town when I was going on a night 

out, but they stopped the service into Oxford directly and due to the bus into Abingdon 

not running through the village late anymore its too early to leave so find alternate 

transport which is less convenient, often a lift into Abingdon to get the bus into Oxford 

Install outdoor gym at the rec ground. Improve traffic congestion at Sutton Courtenay 

bridge. Improve High Street car parking / prevent cars parking 24 hours a day on 

verges and pavements. 

It is a pity that the police station was closed. The police brought a sense of security and 

community to the village 

It’s not an area that’s been covered but whilst I’m here I can raise the concern. Every 

so often there is an absolutely abysmal odour in the air and I don’t quite know what it 

is, but it’s more frustrating this time of year with the house being so warm as we want 

to air our home but the smell is just horrendous. 

Just a quick word to thank you for all your hard work on this. From my perspective 

(notwithstanding unfortunate experiences with Planning permissions which should not 

have been granted), the village is a wonderful place - and could be even better with 

more provision for cycling and better roads. 

Keep this lovely village as a Thames side jewel. No more LEGOLAND type housing 

estates. Fight to keep it this way! It is slowly being destroyed over the years. We all 

must wake up to the fact! 

Lack of infrastructure to support the recent new housing build and the applications in 

the pipeline.   The village can't take any more without infrastructure.   The sewers, 

water supply, internet, roads, buses, paths, footpaths are all inadequate and there is no 

money to sort them out. 

Limiting motor traffic in the village seems crucial to maintaining/improving the 

environment. Supporting a new river crossing is crucial. New housing will add to the 



problem. Encourage more local jobs/home working. Improve cycling infrastructure, 

particularly dedicated cycle path to Milton Park from Abingdon direction. Talk to local 

and national cycling groups. Sustains national route goes through village. Local CUK 

group very active 

Many answers in Q40 are desirable outcomes. 

More events at the rec 

More houses = more people = more cars...unless we give people viable alternatives 

such as cycling and public transport 

More legalised crossings for parents and children to go to school 

Most important thing in village is to improve/create play area for children in area near 

the school. It is a disgrace that this was not done before when money was available. 

Recreation if out of Lady Place both a lamp walk for younger children and mums for the 

estate 

xxx is an 81 year old stroke victim and housebound. He lives between Drayton and 

Sutton Courtenay has done since 1939, none of this applies to him or is of any interest 

to him now. He objected to the housing developments which is being tacked onto the 

end of the dozen houses where he lives but it is already going on anyway 

xxxxxx Brook Street. Was fortunate to have lived my live here when we had butchers, 

bakers, cobblers, sweet shop, post office, hairdressers, grocery shop, dress shop, five 

public houses, drapery shop and those wonderful working shops at farms. I have seen 

my village die. Now, no taxi service or local church service, may your neighbourhood 

plan help to re-vitalise facilities to the village I love. We have a lovely church and abbey 

and big attractions, and the most beautiful River Tow path walk 

My main concern is the issue of over development as the leisure facilities and local 

amenities would struggle to keep up with this. My children were unable to attend the 

primary school in SC as it was too full, so it would be nice to have better parks and 

clubs to help them integrate with the other children 

My partner and I both work full time and therefore cannot attend many village 

events/groups as they are often in the daytime 

N/A 

N/A 

Never invest in any new ideas or developments until all existing facilities are maintained 

properly 

New housing developments have narrow roads and lack of public parking resulting in 

visitors parking on verges. In my opinion any new developments should have less 

houses with wider roads and better parking facilities. Doctors, dentists, and shops also 

need to be included in any development. Currently, I believe that SC does not have the 

infrastructure to cope with large housing developments especially traffic management 

and public facilities e.g. bus service and health facilities 

No further large development in 10 mile radius until improvement of A34 and other 

roads in area 

No mention has been made of the church which with modernisation already planned, 

should function in parallel with the village hall as a social centre for all members of the 

village community. 

No mention is made of church 

No mention of the church and how it could be helped to be a village resource 

No mention of the failure of local planning and how to address this. No mention of 

section 106 bribery system. How do you propose to get any authority to take notice of a 

community plan. Investigate legally binding conditions. 

No more development. Control of parking High Street/Harwell Road. Sometimes single 

lane carriageway and obstructing flowing traffic. 

No more housing developments. We are a village and need to be preserved as such. 

Please take heed, we have already exceeded our quota. The infrastructure is unable to 

cope as it is 



No question has related to the parish council. They are having problems recruiting 

members. I would suggest after the 2019 elections the person standing for election who 

obtains the most votes from villagers is appointed at chairman. At present it is the 'old 

boys act' where the same 2 people propose and second. This does not give the village a 

good parish 

Now the planning permission for the houses has finally been  refused  on the land near 

Hobby Horse Lane,  there is an opportunity to create  in time a merging of the village 

hall and the cricket club house somewhere between the two and even incorporate the 

extra space   that the  church  needs as well. Now the farmer/Land owner has no 

possibility to sell the fields for building he may be encouraged to give the village a 

generous deal that in time  would create a  centre for many uses 

On occasion there is strong unpleasant smell from the landfill site 

On the above question, I ticked more than four boxes 

Our greatest concern and therefore wish is for Sutton Courtenay to remain the village 

we moved into 12 years ago - rather than an amalgamation of Milton, Drayton and 

Didcot! 

Parking in the centre of the village is very poor. The church is used for many events - 

weddings, funerals, baptisms, concerts etc and yet there is very little parking and what 

there is  often used by residents who live nearby and have no garages. Many visitors 

and historical societies stop in the village and like to visit the church etc but find it 

difficult to park. It seems odd that Milton, a much smaller villager, has had the foresight 

to provide a relatively large car park opposite their church and pub. S.C. does not 

encourage visitors NB there is a project to open a Wessex Trail S.C. to Dorchester 

Parking on High Street must be sorted, as with increased traffic, it will end up in a grid 

lock at peace times. More frequent bus service is also essential to reduce the congestion 

and the environmental impacts. 

Plant more woodland 

Potholes 

Provide more parking for village green area and ensure proper use of parking space. As 

an elderly resident it was sometimes difficult to answer some questions e.g. provision of 

childcare etc. The roads are in a poor state, with many potholes, some of which 

disintegrate after being patched up. Inadequate infrastructure to cope with the 

additional housing developments 

Q2.3 appears mutually exclusive. The flood plain needs protecting and there should be 

no further development until the infrastructure is greatly improved. 

Q2.4 - more development so long as infrastructure (highway etc) is in place to support 

houses and is sympathetic to village form and does not create coalescence.  Q2.6 - bus 

service could be better without 15 min walk to Milton Park Q4.3 - will depend on what 

businesses they are. No need for more offices/warehouses but potentially leisure 

businesses such as farm shops / activity centres or child care/nurseries Q5.6 - A much 

better frequency is required as well as evening and weekend service. Better links to 

Oxford without changing bus or long walk to bus stop and better linkages with railway 

station Q5.6 - I think this is too much of leading question. It should be "what would 

make you cycle more" rather than using emotive phrases like 'unsafe'. It is more a 

perception. As somebody who cycles all the time, of course there are dangers but there 

are with all forms of transport. Q5.10 - Yes but always get SC News after most events 

have happened. Should provide and electronic copy that can be mailed and save on 

printing / delivery Additional info - Although I appreciate not always viable in villages or 

small towns, a car club would be most beneficial and reduce the need for second cars 

Regular forest school 

Remove speed humps from High Street and replace with chicanes. Humps are ruinous 

to cars 

Satellite dishes in a conservation area (High Street). If verges cannot be protected from 

parking, consideration should be made for alternative surfaces e.g. cobblestones etc 

SC has already met its allocation of 220 new houses. No further development should be 



allowed which would increase the village envelope or encourage more cars parked in the 

street or entering the village's access points to the national road network which are 

already over-extended. Oxfordshire should not permit further development until it can 

demonstrate that the road network can cope with the volume of traffic caused by 

closure of the A34 (which happens all too often causing extensive gridlock). 

SC is a nice place to live so don't spoil it by unnecessary developments 

Sewage/drainage need to be improved before any more houses are built in S.C. Traffic 

in the area (between Abingdon and Didcot) needs improving with a new river crossing, a 

new railway crossing and improvements to the A34 and the road to Didcot before any 

more houses are built in S.C. or the surrounding area. 

Shared ownership is not the solution - provide affordable houses for 100% purchase 

using help to buy scheme at reasonable cost. The shared ownership makes the 

government money as is a bit of a rip off. If I had understood all of the restrictions and 

lack of care for the quality of the build and fixings I would have purchased elsewhere. 

Very disappointed. Thank you for the survey. 

Short term river crossing solution - a cycle path/bridge path at existing bridge and make 

existing bridge two way if not, have signal lights as at mayor and horses junction. 

Sides of road (Katchside) are very untidy some weeds are 3" high. All gardens are 

carefully tended but this just spoils the whole road 

Some questions such as Q5.1 did not allow a 'don't know' option. For those who did not 

know or more importantly had no opinion this could skew the results. The conservation 

area presents a beautiful village and history, it must be preserved and pushed into a 

position where more people may enjoy it and the river. It is part of our English heritage. 

Stop the buses going through the estate. The roads aren't big enough for the double 

decker buses and too many cars parked on the roads which result in the buses having to 

mount the curb, which has caused  damage to most of the grass verges and curbs 

around the estate 

Sutton Courtenay has already had too much housing development. Roads, sewage, 

drainage are all overlooked. SC is in danger of being absorbed into ribbon development 

of Didcot with development on green spaces reducing the buffer with Didcot and 

neighbouring villages. There is far too much HGV traffic through the village, including 

learner HGV drivers who are a major hazard to other road users and pedestrians, 

cyclists and horse riders 

Sutton Courtenay has been destroyed already by overdevelopment. It is no more than a 

suburb of ever expanding Didcot which itself has merged with other vehicles e.g. 

Harwell, the quality of life for people that chose to live in a rural village has been ruined. 

We are leaving, makes me sick to my stomach to see what has happened to this and 

other surrounding villages. Someone should be held accountable for this historical 

vandalism 

Sutton Courtenay is a beautiful village & any future development needs to be structured 

along with better infrastructure, not to plonk houses on every green space available. 

Adequate off street parking. Greater restrictions by local planning authority to covert 

garages to extra living space or building extension on current driveways forcing more 

cars to park on the road, kerb or verge 

Sutton Courtenay is a good place to live. Future development should be limited and 

planning consent include requirement to provide low cost/social housing element to 

enable S.C. children to be able to live and bring up own families in villages 

Sutton Courtenay now an urban sprawl. Church developments will detract from village 

hall facilities which should be improved to survive not create another facility in historic 

area of church. Planning education for parish council who have agreed some terrible 

planning permissions 

Sutton is now big enough 

Thank you for all the work that put this together. 

Thank you for supporting our community and our village. Please fight Value of White 

Horse for all of us! 



Thank you! 

Thanks for all the hard work that will be involved in interpreting survey data. My largest 

concern is how much the village has changed in 4 years from a commuter perspective. 

It used to be easy to navigate in and out of the village whereas now there are so many 

cars parked everywhere that has created a serious obstruction to travel through the 

village 

The 4 most important improvements that need consideration. 1. The purpose of speed 

bumps in the High Street - they certainly do not restrict speeding. 2. Keep cars off 

pavements in the High Street. 3. Ban HGV's using the High Street - warning notice 

serves no purpose. 4. Ban future housing developments. 

The amount of traffic on the High Street is excessive and the humps do not deter any 

driver. HGV vehicles continue to use this route - the pollution is so bad whoever wants 

to walk or sit outside their property on the High Street. The whole area has been 

polluted for too long especially from the landfill area. Residents are cancer sufferers and 

moving to another location is not an option - more noise - more pollution and more 

sewage problems. The beautiful historic architecture is being damaged and a village 

should be allowed to remain - A village of beauty which Sutton Courtenay has been for 

centuries. 

The bus service is poor and a major impediment to public transport use, especially at 

peak times. It does not connect well with services into Oxford from Abingdon or train 

services to Reading/London. It finishes too early in the evening to be viable. Times are 

infrequent - if I just miss at Didcot Station (e.g. train delay) I have to wait up to an 

hour and a half for the next service. I have also waited up to 40 minutes for delayed 

buses of they have not turned up at all. Speed humps cause damage and distress to 

nearby houses and do not act as an adequate disincentive to cut through traffic. The 

HGV limitations are not adequately enforced. 

The cost of using the village hall is very high/discouraging - Dorchester village hall is 

miles cheaper especially for residents 

The general road infrastructure around Sutton Courtenay and some of the other villages 

is not good enough for the additional housing and needs to be improved.  New/better 

river crossings are required but the impact on traffic flow needs to be studied as a 

piecemeal approach may cause serious problems for Sutton Courtenay. 

The High Street's appearance is not good and gets poorer as it approaches the garage. 

There is haphazard parking the length of the High Street which has damaged the green 

verges. More tree planting, double yellow lines, better lighting and improved street 

furniture would make a big difference. There should also be a programme of tree 

planting on the High Street and in the rest of the village started now for the benefit of 

future generations. There should be a cycle route between the village and other 

locations including Oxford and surrounding villages. A speed camera needs to be 

installed close to Lady Place to stop speeding on the High Street. 

The increasing issues related to the provision of services (water waste, etc) 

overstretched by over development are an important investment consideration as the 

existing infrastructure continues to age 

The key requirement is to protect the separate identity of the village of its unique 

nature. There are too many new homes being built in the conservation area. All the 

housing developments are generally of a poor design which detract from the unique 

settlement that is S.C. There is an urgent need to ensure that there is a green belt 

around the village and that the internal green areas are enhanced. In development 

terms the expansion of the village to pander for commuters is now complete. Further 

development should focus on the improved affordable homes for any younger people 

and harmony for our elderly villagers. 

The lack of a Community Support Officer will be increasingly noticed as more 

development takes place in and around the village. We already have late-night noise 

from "hot-rodding" drivers and this is unacceptable as well as illegal. Speeding is 

regular, despite speed bumps.  Better policing would at least help manage some of the 

traffic issues already raised in the plan and the annual cost to the Parish Council is 



surely not unsustainable. Local policing has been demonstrated as effective  elsewhere 

in reducing low-level criminal activity and that this has an impact on more serious crime 

levels. 

The neighbourhood plan is a waste of time and money. In many places where there is a 

plan,  the plan has little or no effect when challenged by the developers. This is very 

similar to a questionnaire  from a little time ago, and what did that achieve? Before 

long, there will be no farmland just concrete, very expensive houses, leaking sewage 

pipes and joined to Didcot! 

The only telephone box in the village is in the High Street, there should be more as not 

everyone as a mobile. 

The Parish Council website is very poor. It is normally very out of date (by several 

months) and documents such as minutes are virtually impossible to read because of the 

poor formatting. It should be better maintained and a better source of information. 

The proposed river room at the church will be an additional community asset in the 

north end of the village for the whole community and complement the village hall 

The relationship between the Neighbourhood Plan and the other planning mechanisms 

needs to be further clarified. 

The traffic between Tollgate via Abingdon Road is too much. Dangerous for walkers and 

cyclists and pollution for residents. HGV and trucks speed this road. Signs, bumps and 

an alternative road would help. Trucks banned! 

The traffic congestion over Culham Bridges has made driving into Abingdon in the 

morning unacceptably slow and time consuming. Something must be done 

The village green is a complete waste of space at the moment. It isn't used for 

anything. When there is a wedding or funeral at the church the present parking facilities 

are totally inadequate. Surely a part of the green could be used as a car park for these 

occasions? Also, why is the green surrounded by half metre high metal posts which can't 

be seen in a rear view mirror when reversing and can cause much damage to vehicles 

The volume of traffic through the village especially the increase in volume of HGV's 

needs to be reduced substantially 

There are two railway lines in the old power station complex. These were used to import 

coal. Why not put a small railway station in there for a hub for Milton Park. Given that 

the proximity of Sutton in the Vale of White Horse District Council area being bordered 

by South Oxfordshire Council we have to look at there development plans as well. 

There is already too much speeding traffic and through traffic using the village. More 

measures to stop traffic speeding and using the village as a cut through need to be put 

in place. Sometimes you forget you're in a village with this amount of traffic 

There is far too much traffic on our small poorly maintained roads, much of it is HGV's, 

vans etc which break up the surface and pollute. Public transport is totally inadequate 

so we are all forced to use cars! The villages are being extended to meet each other and 

if this isn't stopped we will end up as a sprawl of unimaginative new build with little to 

identify what used to be. The natural environment will be destroyed along with our hope 

for clean air and green space. This area has been particularly hard hit by development 

and everything that can be preserved of its original rural nature should be protected. If 

lakes are created by the extraction of gravel please lets be able to see them (Appleford) 

and use them - swim in them. Appleford Road is now dangerous because of the loss of 

visibility from earth works. Let’s have some sensible thought on road/pathway signs, 

most are badly placed and unnecessary. Better foot /cycle paths linking villages and 

stations. Useful trains from Culham and Appleford. Set up an independent group of 

people to monitor what goes on 

There isn't any zebra crossings or traffic lights making it unsafe for children especially if 

there learning to cross the road safely or people with disabilities may also find this hard 

There must be more effort put into traffic calming and regulation vehicles speeding 

through the village 

This questionnaire is a good idea. Hope it's useful. We need to work to maintain S.C's 

character and the quality of life that gives us. We want to live in a village - with 

farmland and greenery, not a town. 



Tidy the village - overgrown hedges over public footpath (residents do not upkeep their 

property) 

Transport is the main issue in every direction 

Trapped! Sometimes it is not possible to get out of our village. To Didcot with huge 

volume of traffic leaving Milton Park (afternoon). To A34 as above (afternoon). To 

Culham/Appleford due to Culham bridge (morning), To Abingdon due to queues into the 

town (anytime). Periodically due to heavy queuing traffic coming through the village due 

to road diversions/issues on A34. 

Unfortunately this questionnaire is only able to focus on possible improvements to the 

village as it stands now. However, the housing proposals within the parish boundary at 

Culham would significantly change the traffic through the village (and Appleford) 

making them rat-runs between Abingdon and Didcot. If these proposals go ahead we 

will be dealing with a very different village environment and will need to think carefully 

about public transport, safety, noise and pollution and environmental quality. 

Village hall and sports hall and cancel church land use 

We have lived in Sutton Courtenay for over 20 years. In that time the traffic has 

increased substantially. Living on junction of Appleford Road/Abingdon Road it is a 

problem to leave or return to the property at peak times as the traffic is at a standstill. 

Screeching tyres as people try to take any gap that might appear, road rage episodes, 

lorries with constant 'this vehicle is turning left/right' which goes on and on as they are 

not actually moving. You cannot sit out in the garden and hold a conversation. Such a 

shame. A beautiful village being spoilt by excess traffic. 

We must limit traffic in the village and support a new river crossing. We can't continue 

with the level of development without the crossing. When there is an accident on the 

A34 our village is gridlocked. It is bad enough on a day to day basis but this is awful. 

We need more facilities on the estate not down village. There is a field on the estate 

that does not get used by the locals. Instead of putting more offices and horses, make a 

play area of consciously consideration instead. We need it badly. Mothers with young 

children should not have to take their children all the way down the village or recreation 

ground for children to play its a dangerous road. Village hall also is too far for older 

people to go to 

What a utilitarian list, I would be ashamed if this is the best heritage we can leave to 

future generations have left us! There is nothing on the list encouraging heritage, 

culture and historical interest. Now is an opportunity to smarten the High Street and 

Church Street and to turn the church into a local museum and cultural centre 

What has not been covered and effects the village is what happens to the gravel pits 

between Sutton Courtenay and Appleford at  The end of their lives. Are they landscaped 

and become a leisure area  open for all or rented out privately with no access to the 

public. 

What would be the impact of a bridge, in either location, to traffic flows in the village? 

Whatever funds are approved will not alter the fact that water abstraction from the river 

will result in water supplies running out by 2030 

When money is involved the decisions are usually bias and not the same as without any 

money incentive 

When you asked about transport used when grocery shopping you didn't take into 

account delivery services. Delivery vans from grocers and online retailers are growing in 

number. Does this extra van traffic need to be taken into account? 

Whilst this questionnaire has its uses, the knowledge needed to identify and suggest 

possible solutions in many instances needs specialist knowledge i.e. the bridge itself. I 

have no idea which option would be better for the community 

Why aren't developers charged to build new roads and infrastructure as part of the 

building approval. Roads have been damaged and not repaired and bus shelters could 

be new etc 

Why is there no communication between develops and the village about how they can 

help improve such things as the village hall and football club before they finish a site 



and move on to their next development 

Why not preserve the village as it is. There is a danger we will become like villages in 

Shropshire. Swallowed up by Telford mini town (no longer mini). I should know as I left 

my village for village life in Oxfordshire. De-Ja-Vu 

With 220 houses allocated in the VWHDC local plan already met, we should strongly 

defend any further large scale developments from being approved - why have a local 

plan and then ignore it? The village situation in terms of infrastructure (particularly 

Abingdon Road and river bridge) schooling, shops, doctors/dentist is already 

overlooked. Will the neighbourhood plan steering group be identifying any sites which 

they accept for development? 

With more households having more than one vehicle better parking is needed. Using 

grass verges as parking would be helpful and those with drives should use them so 

those who do not have space to park. Maybe a restriction on how many vehicles per 

household. One household had up to 7 vehicles at one point causing major parking 

problems for everyone else. Using grass verges into proper parking areas helps 

reduction to car damage due to drivers not taking parked vehicles into consideration 

Would like information about proposed river crossing. Also confused about the aspect of 

a hub to support working from home 

Would like to see village hall replaced with a new facility at the recreation ground - a 

new clubhouse, cafe and sports facility 

Would prefer no more large housing developments 

You should slant the results to show no tolerance towards further large scale housing 

development and make the existing building sites as unattractive as possible to 

discourage any more buyers [e.g. no new facilities]. 'Sutton Courtenay is shit' should be 

our marketing slogan, keep everyone away. The roads should be slowed down, not 

opened up. The church would make a nice restaurant.................................. 

 


